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selects monthly yards

Bazzell, Rayburn combine Overviews presented
for LL All-Star no-hitter
on career ladder plan
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—News In Brief
Lebanon government orders
prosecution of TWA hijackers
BEIRUT, Lebanon (
- The state radio said today the
government has ordered the prosecution of the alleged hijackers
of TWA Flight 847, who killed a U.S. Navy diver and held 39
Americans hostages for -17 days. The radio also identified them
for the first time.
It said the governipent had told judicial officialsin the district
of Mount Lebanon, who are responsible for the Beirut International Airport, to prosecute the sky pirates.
It identified them as Shiite Moslems All Atwi, All Younis and
Ahmed Gharbieh but said it had no further information about
them.
The radio did not specify whether warrants had been issued for
the trio's arrest or whether they were in custody.
"The names were referred (toauthorities)as a prelude to prosecuting them and to take adequate legal procedures against
them," the radio said..without naming its sources. •
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House prepares to vote on Collins'
proposed education-revenue plan
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP - Gov. Martha Layne Collins'
education-revenue package and proposed 5-cent-a-gallon increase in the motor-fuels tax are among the six items scheduled
to be considered on the House floor today in what promises to be a
long, hot session.
.
Rep. Greg Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg: who is in his first session
as majority floor leader - the traffic cop of the House - said the
House leadership's tentative plan is to take up the contioversial
gas-tax increase last.
-:
Other items, such as providing funding for.tlie-current special
session, were scheduled first and expected to sail through.
• A two-hour caucus of House Democrats on Thursday failed to
resolve many of the differences on several of the issues, including
the fuels tax and the package of education items.
There were 25 amendments filed to the education measure
when the books closed on Thursday. The bulk of them were introduced, unsuccessfullyjn the House Education Committee tate.
Wednesday and not all are expected to be called today.
Chief among them, however. is an amendment to return a section of Collins' education plan to its original form - a mandatory
property tax increase for 42 school districts, if they want to continue receiving school money through the state's "power
_ 'equalization" program,

Elsewhere...
By The ABOOCIatell Press
hi'WAIT --Nine people reportedly are killed and 56 injured as
bombs explode in two popular cafes in Kuwait City. No one has
claimed.responsibilitl for the attacks, but aieCurity official says
they were caused by terrorists.,
JOHANNESBURG,South Africa - Club-swinging blacks pulled two white women from their car in a white suburb and stole
the vehicle, and police used whips to-disperse blacks who marched-illegally through a second white community, authorities said.
WASHINGTON - The Republican-controlled Senate, breaking
with longstanding Reagan administration policy, is. calling for
limited sanctions against white-ruled South Africa to protest
"evil- apartheid laws_ that _discriminate_ against_23..minion
blacks.
•
WASHINGTON - Since the hijacking of TWA Flight 847 the
government has stepped up its search for security gaps at foreign
airports, but the Reibri-adMinistration and Congress are at
sharp odds over whether the findings should given to travelers.
LONDON - They are the shock troops of the environmental
movement. They have draped anti-nuclear banners on Big Ben,
raided the Siberian coast to. photograph Soviet whaling operations, tried to disrupt FrenCh nuclear tests in the South Pacific.
NAIROBI. Kenya - Hundreds of women "attending preconference forums protest the appointment of Maureen.Reagan,
as head of the U.S. delegation to the U.N. World Conference.on
Women.
•
•
WASHINGTON - Subsidized for halfa century by tax breaks
-4e-ftret-Aine. ILA's ecOnomy, the oil and gas-industry is being eyed
critically asiCongreas begins dissecting President Reagan's proposed tax reforms.
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. - With all the world as their battleground already,Coca Cola and Pepsi Cola take their rivalry into space today and NASA fretted about being caught in a commercial fizz. Four cans, each of the two drinks were "aboard
Challenger to receive the first space test. of carbonated drink
technology. Slug. PM-Shuttle Fizzzz. •
_
_
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Tonight: Fair. Low in the
lower 70s.
'
eight wind.
Saturday,: Continued sunny, hot-and humid with a '20
percent chance of -afternoon
MISS
'thundershowers.
YOUR PAPER!
Extended Forecast
Subscribers who hove not
The extended forecast for
received their home-delivered
Sunday through Tuesday
copy -of The Murray losigor &
_stes for hazy, hot and humid
Times_.1;)y._ 5:30 p. m. ModOT witlihei-with La CS71;•?-!-_,2!
tiV3!let fn. Saturday's
derstorms about Tuesare urged to coil 753-1916 betday. High in the 90s. Low 65 to
weer 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
75.
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. SaturLAKE LIMELS
days. OffIco Hours - a.m.-5
Kentticky Laks ------358S
.p.m. Monday thru Friday.
Barkley Lake
'358 8
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday
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ALEXANDER WELCOMED TO MURRAY - Tennessee Geyer
nor Lamar Alexander was welcomed to Murray State tipiver•
sity's Sixth Annual Harry M. Sparks Distinguished Lecture
Series, as its 'guest speaker, Thursday evening. Pictured above
welcoming him to VVrather Museum are, from left Dr. Sal

Matarazzo, Dr. Hugh Noffsinger, Robert Olin Jeffrey (behind
Noffsinger), Dr. Kale Stroup and Jack Rose. At right, Alexander
discusses his $1 billion, three year plan to better education in his
state..
Staff pietas by
Kevin Bowden

Alexander discusses education plan
BY KEVIN BOWDEN
Museum Thursday evening,
"Our inspiration all-along was
Staff Writer
presented an update on his oneour neighbors to the so
u-th,'-L said
To pay teachers more for
year-old program which has had
MSU President Kala Stroup as
teaching well. As simple as it
"amazing success," according
she introduced Gov. Alexander.
sounds, that was the theme 'to Gov.-Alexander.
In describing Tennessee's
behind Tennessee Governor
The lecture, focusing on. jump into the forefront of educaLamar Alexander's three year,
educational reform during a
tional reform, Gov. Alexander
$1 billion 10-point Better Schools' time when Kentucky is considerstated "that in order to be where
-Program. —
mg -the Tmplementiffron of we need to be in five to 10 years,
Gov. Alexander, the guest
Governor Martha Layne Collins'
we're going to have to operate at
speaker for the Sixth Annual
education reform package,
110 percent."
Harry M. Sparks Distinguished
focused on Tennessee's ad- • "We've done a good job in the
Lecture Series held in Wrather
vances in educational reform.
past, but now the challenge is

different," said Alexander. "It's
a tough, tough job (teaching )
and we Avant to give- you
teachers more help."
Gov Alexander was quick to
point out that his education
reform package was not the
solution,. but that -the solution
was Tii-the
• "One of-the biggest obstacles
In implementing the program
(Cont'd on page 2)

No more after-hours
parking, council says
% By DAVID TUCK
"The system had less exStaff Writer
penses for purchases, so net inIn a unanimous decision at ci- come remained about the same.
ty hall-Thursday evening; the
"In summary,it's pretty level
Murray City Council passed an
with
. gqod, solid management
ordinance banning after-hours and a very sound net worth of
parking on posted parking lots in $3.4 million: Howe said.
the city.
The council also agreed to let
Th7bi'dffiance, number 8I5 The Murray Cälloway COun
states that convictions of after- Economic Development Corhours parking on any public or- porationlake over the truck acprivate parking. lot in the city cess road project from Inwill draw a fine of not less than dustrial to the east side of the
$5 nor more than $50, provided Briggs & Stratton plant.
that the parking lot had a sign -EDC;president. Buddy Buckposted, prohibiting after-hours ingham said that a Nov. 1 coinparking.
pletion deadline had been placed
Police Chief Paul Jerry Lee on the project, but state consaid that enforcement of the new struction of the access road
ordi-nanee - would begin would take too long.
Immediately.
It is in the best intereet to the
"We'll be writing tickets." cdfnmunity and to Briggs It
Lee said.
Strain that we handle this localThe council also heard an ly," Buckingham said.
audit of the Murray Natural Gas
"The state wanted to close InSystem from accountant E.L. dustrial Road for 60-90- days in
Howe, Jr:, of Richardson, the peak of grain season. We
Wilson,.Howe and Cunningham. weren't able to come up with
, According to the audit, the anything the state would be
city's natural gas system is in comfortable with, but we will
excellent financial shape. Howe take over the project if they the
said the gas system had sold less state highway department) will
gas than than it had in the pay for it."
previous year. but fewer purHe also noted that the EDC
chase expenses kept the gas would better be able to expedite
system's net income on an even
keel.
• (ConCd on page 2)

EDC PRESIDENT ADDRESSES COUNCIL -*Murray Calloway
County Economic Development Corporation president Buddy
Buckingham told the city'council.that the EDC would be able to
take over the Briggs & Stratton access road construction project.
Buckingham spoke to the council Thursday_evening at city hall.

School district boundaries redefined

:
11

•

By MELINDA WIGGINTON
StaffWrifer
Calloway County school board
members met In a 9 p.m. session
last night.
School board members reset
school district boundaries so
that they coincide more closely
with county precinct boundaries, said Se-._ rtfetsf,80,90,..
•
Jack Rose.
Assistant aide and. former
state representative, charles
Lassiter handed Imps -of the
new lines and explained population configurations. The lines
were th4 work of Latalter, county court clerk Marvin Hart's
and Johnny Bohannon, assistant

superintendent.
• District 1 has 1.861 voters with
19.56 percent of the five
districtsi District 2 has 21.56
percent with 1,774 voters.
District 3 has 2.052 voters making 21.56 pecent.. District 4 has
18.62 percent with. 1.772 voters
and District 5 has 2,055 voters to
equal
S,r40;6
Aceording to Rose, the new lines • eliminate the large
discrepancy between the
numbers of voters in districts 2
and 5. The board's new tines
should also reduce the confusionInivti 1?6ard electrons life to be
tield. ,
Seveh changes were made in

the high school'handbook
15 in full:Year- elass •caliot
The attehdance policy was' reteive credit In that class
changed to allow students to
regardless of excuse. Board acmiss eight days a year, but
tion on this point is pending.
Legal attendanc
age ,kas
drops the four days per
changed from /6 to;18 Unless asemester requireMent.
parent withdraws a k3tudent.
They deleted section that required ac-onference with
' A no-smoking golicy, including all tobacco‘- products,
parents, guidance counselor,
a

.

--and stUdeht in order for-students
Computer-a
ed • telephone
to return after five unexcused or
calls tb notify parents when
children are out of School and an
ten total absences.
attendance reward systems
_School board attorney. Don
were plans recommended byJones, had a serious question
about, using academic punish- _ Director of Pupil Personnel JimMont al discipline in the recomMy.N-fx,-The board iloproved his
mendation that studients absent
ten days in a semester class and
(mnt'd on page 2)
•
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1.1 12, 19/45

'Brief look at status of legislative measures
introduced during '85 called special session

1

t
LItH1
-111̀,'"

1111
HEADING -IVOR JAIL - Bank of Murray security guard Jess Weatherford put on his "Jailbird- shirt
before being kicked up in the American Cancer Society-WSJP Jail-a•thon Thursday afternoon. Norma
Frank (center) helped Weatherford with his shirt. while judge hill Rayburn set the bail. Donations in
the fund-raiser totalled approximately $10,000 at press time todky.
Stall photo bt lid Tuck

•
%Cont'd from page I)
was fear of failure," explained
Gov. Alexander, as he attempted to point out some analogies

•

which accurately pointed out
how not reaching the top does
not always mean failure - as in
the case of the Boston Celtics not
. being named world champions,
which does not Classify the team
as a failure.
So is the case in the career ladder plan. Success and failure are
.- .not judged by coinparison to

otner successes and failures, explained Gov. Alexander.
In the first 12 months of the
program, some of the successes
in Gov. Alexander's program
include:
•State teacher pay up 10 percent, plus an additional $1,000
for 37,063.Ieachers and another
$1,000 to $6,000 for many other
teachers.
•2&0O0/ teachers in staff
develoOment.
*Entry level pay for more
than 4.000 teachers has
increased.
•800 new teachers' aides for
early grades.
•111 new local citizen task

torees which are helping local
school officials set goals.
6.400 new'coniputei-s, One for
every 30 seventh and eighth
grader in the state, introduced
to schools across the state and
1.000 teachers trained to teach
computer'Skills.
A total of 26 documented, advances in the state's 145 school
districts were outlined in a
report, which also included
more funding of current programs, better teacher incentives, smaller class sizes and increased programs for students,
and "stronger leadership from
the State Department of
.Education."

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Here is a brief look at the status
of major measures introduced
during the 1985 special session of
the General Assembly.
-It Senate Bill 1: Remove
residency r#quirements for
police and firefighters in cities
of the second through fifth
*classes and urban-county
governments. Passed by Senate
Thursday.
- SB7: Expand county school
boards to seven -members including twO at-large members.
Independent school boards and
the Fayette County school board
would remain at five members.
Referred to Senate Education
Committee.
- SB9: Provide duty-free
,lunch periods for teachers and
allow the employment of aides,
paraprofessionals or adjunct instructors to supervise students
during lunch. Referred to Senate
Education Committee.
1 0 : A 1 1 o w,
superintendents to calculate
average daily attendance on 71/4
months of the 'previous year.
Referred to Senate Education
Committee.
- SB13: Require 60-day written notification of intention to
drop. out of school. RefeççPd to
Senate Education Comm
e.
- SB14: Appropriate $135,000
from mnbudgeted surplus to the
Administrative Office of the
Courts 'hit funding of citizen
foster care review boards.
Referred to Senate JudiciaryCivil Committee.
Senate Joint Resolution 6: A
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BY KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
A panel of four experts on theproposed career ladder plan,
currently-being mulled over by
the state legislature, gave the
plan passing marks during a
symposium which _focused on
the implementation of such a
career ladder for teachers.
Thursday's panel addressed
such issues as the impact it
would have on areas such as
public perception teacher.
parentresponse, administration, and general impact.
In conjunction with the Harry
M. Sparks Distinguished Lecture and Symposium in Education Administration, the fourmember panel presented. individual overviews of the proposed career ladder plan. The
panel consisted of Dr. Hugh Noffsinger, Ila Brown, Jerry
Alleyne, and Janis Hicks, Dr.
Jack Rose served as panel
moderator.

University unsure
of contract plans
for professor
Murray State University
chemistry professor Robert McClellan has not yet renegotiated
a contract with MSU following
his conviction on a misde'meanor charge of sexual
misconduct, according to McClellan's attorney, Ron
Christopher.
University policy - leaves
reinstatement to the discretion
of university officials whin a
misdemeanor conviction is involved, thougt "morals" are
also taken into tocount.
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Council...
•

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray. Ky.
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courthouse to be out.
There were no injuries in the
power outage, which was caused
by the transfromer. Phone lines
to the courthouse were also affected by the power outage, but
they also are expected to be
repaired by this afternoon.
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Overviews presented on
new career ladder plan

-

•

L

A power transformer located
on the southwest side of the
Calloway County Courthouse
was expected to be repaired
about 1 p.m. today, according to
NIES officials, who reported that
the transformer went out of
commission about 6:15 a.m. today' causing all power in the

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Frances Holleman Breathitt,
wife of former Gov. Edward T.
"Ned" Breathitt,,died Thursday
in Washington, D.C., of cancer.
She was 58.
A statement read by Field McChesney, a family friend, said
the illness had restricted Mrs.
Breathitt's activities for the past
several months.
Mrs. Breathitt, a native of
Mayfield, was characterized as
a silent partner df*Breathitt's
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Sale Price Cans. Cleanser
for scrub jobs 14 OZ
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Alleyne, staff member of KEA
Region _I, quoting from- the draft
of the" career ladder proposal
briefly outlined how the program is being proposed for
Implementation:
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Step One-An intern who
recieves a positive evaluation
report from hisher internship
committee is granted a provisional teaching certificate and is
placed on the first step...for 9 14
months service.
Step Two-After the completion of four years teaching and a
positive evaluation report for
two years, a teacher will -be
placed on this step...for 9 14
months service.
Step Three-A teacher will be
placed on Step Three when
heshe has completed seven
years of teaching, has obtained
a Master's Degree in the
teaching field or related
teaching field, and has received
a positive evaluation report
from a three-member career
ladder evaluation committee...for 9 3 months service.
Step Four-A teacher Will be
placed on Step Four when heshe
has taught lb years, has taught
at Step III for at least two years
in the teaching field or related
teaching field, and has received
a positive evaluation report
from a three-member career
ladder evaluation committee..,for 11 months of service.

_

-

(Genrd from page I)
the project because i? would not
be required to leave the bids
open for two weeks, as the city
would be required to do.
.
"We feel like we could stert
construction next week," Buck. Ingham said.

during his political life. The couple moved to Washington when
he became a lobbyist for the
Norfolk Southern Corp. 15 years
ago, and she became an active
participant in the Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts.
The funeral will be at 2 p.m.
CDT Monday at First United
Methodist Church in
Hopkinsville, with burial at
Riverside Cemetery there.
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Wife of former Governor
dies in Washington, D.C.
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Transformer problems
result in power outages

Dr. Noffsinger, Interim Dean
In the College of Education at
Murray State University and the
author of a grant which paved
the way for a local committee to
study the career ladder, told the
approximately 80 people in attendance that he thought that if
the career ladder plan received
"the proper suPport" it -would
develop "better and greater
teachers."

2306

69.97

resolution ordering the governor
Department for Social Services
to proceed with planning for a
In fiscal year 1985-86 for juvenile
new prison and include funding
protection services. Posted for
for it in the next biennial budget.
passage in House on Friday.
Passed by Senate Thursday.
- HI33: Omnibus corporate
- SIRT: Create a gubertaf bill. Posted for passage in
natorial Commission ..on
House on Friday.
Vocational-Technical Education
- HB4: 5-cent-per-gallon into develop an improvement plan a crease -in the motor-fuels tax.
that will be introduced in thew Posted for passage in House on
1986 regular session. Passed by
Friday.
Senate Thursday.
- HB5: Appropriate funding
- SJR8: Lift the 3 percent cap
for the special session. Posted
on salary increases for universifor passage in House on Friday.
ty personnel in the 1985-86 fiscal
- HB6: Omnibus education
year. Passed by Senate
package. Substitute bill,' with'
Thursday.
amendments, posted for
- House Bill 1: Provide im- ,passage on Friday.
munity for local school board
- House Concurrent Resolumembers for their discretionary
tion 5: The appropriations
acts. Referred to House Educameasure for the education
tion Committee.
package. Passed by House A&R
- HB2: Appropriate an addiCommittee Wednesday. Posted
tional $8.3 million for the
for passage in House on Friday.
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Boundaries...
(Cont'd from page 1)1
study of the programs to be
reported on at their next
meeting.
An official attendance policy
for elementary and middle
schools is being considered for
board approval in a special call
meeting later this month.
New head band director Fred
Ashby, and his assistant Kelly
Harding got approval from the
board for $25,900 worth of
musical instruments and
equipment.
Lunch prices for next year
were approved at the same level
as the last two years. Elementary schools will charge 85
cents, 95 cents at the middle and
high schools.
Adults will be
charged $1.15.
Three students were-readmit:tea to CCH3 who had withdrawn
or had been expelled. Their
names:could not be released.
- Milk and bread bi& were
granted to FlavORich and Bunny Bread, '
Citizens for Better Education
submitted their Parents' Bill of
Rights to the board for their
consideration..
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FRIDAY, JUL' 12, 1983

PERSPECTIVE
School groups
show the way.
It'sr'always good to see people ordinarily significant was the coopworking together for common eration between the two groups. It
goals. It's even better when those was not only significant, it may
groups have been adversaries.
have signaled new strength in the
So it's good to. seeftWestern Ken- education forces in Kentucky politucky school administrators and tics.
school teachers joining_to work in
The good side of this is that
Frankfort for Gov. Collins's educa- without both teachers and administion plan during the current special trators supporting it, nothing that
session of the legislature. •
the legislators do will work. That
° The public doesn't benefit from support is essential if education is
antagonism between teachers and to be improved. As Rep. Greg
administrators. That is precisely Higdon of Fancy Farm said, "No
why it has been so sad to witness matter what we do and what we
the transformation of some approve as lawmakers,the success
national and state-teacher groups will depend on what is done at the
from professional organizations to local level by teachers and admintrade unions with old-style trade istrators."
union attitudes.
The other side is that power can
We can take some satisfaction, be used either wisely or unwisely,
too, in the leadership of Western either to bring about wholesome
Kentucky legislators in this move- change or to block it. If the new
ment.
unity .should prove to be no more
The two groups — the First than a temporary expedient, and if
District Education Association and it is used merely to bring in new
the Western Kentucky Cooperative, money without bringing about the
teachers and administrators changes we need to turn out truly
respectively — hosted a reception educated men and women, it will
for lawmakers Tuesday night. In
be an ominous development for
the course of it, the hosts took
Kentucky.
occasion to mention their support
We don't believe that will happen
of Gov. Collins's proposals for new
with those who appear to be taking
infusions of money into the Ken- the lead in Western Kentucky.
tucky education system.
These are responsible people with
That's traditional Kentucky poli- sensitivity to the needs of education
ticking, and Kentucky school in their communities.
groups are skilled practitioners of C;uest editorial courtesy of The
the art. What made it more than Paducah Sun.

Caring for our youth
By STEVEN L. BESHEAR
Lieutenant Governor
of Kentucky
"We fear for our children."
This Compelling language opens
the recent Report submitted to
Governor Collins by the Protective Services Advisory Committee, which I chair. This Committee was appointed by the Governor in November, 1984, to take an
- in-depth look at the services provided by the State to children
committed to its care.
We found Kentucky on a course
which is leading us to an inevitable
rendezvous
with
disaster. Years of neglected and
misplaced priorities have left us
With a system of proteetive-services dangerously inadequate,
and the consequences of our inaction are being painfully felt by
thousands of children throughout
Kentucky.
An historical perspective is
helpful in understanding the
magnitude of this problem. Since
1980, children's needs have increased dramatically, while during the same period massive funding reductions were made,causing children to become one of
Kentucky's most neglected
assets. Between 1980 and 1984.
Kentucky's Department for
Social Services lost in excess of
$18 million in both federal and
'state funding. In addition, 141
social worker positions and 152
paraprofessional positions were
abolished during this time.
At the same time that funds
and personnel were decreasing,
the number of child abuse and
neglect reports more than doubled, rising from 15,668 to 32,713.
The number of reported cases of
sexual abuse increased from 671
to 2,126, and the number of
children in state custody in foster
care increased from 2,595 to 2,825.

'What does all this mean? It
means that many of Kentucky's
children — our, children — are
suffering emotional and physical
trauma, sometimes too great to
imagine. Such pain cannot adequately be described through
statistics and budget figures. But
one thing is certain — something
must be done about this problem
—now!
The Protective Services Advisory Committee, in recognition
of the critical needs and problems facing our youth, compiled and submitted to the Governor
a -series of recommendations
geared towards a sweeping and
fundamental reform, of the
system — reforms- that include
reducing
social
worker
caseloads, providing, adequate
training and liability insurance
for foster parents, and the
development of "review units' .to
assure that children are being,
provided adequate protection and
services. In addition and perhaps
most importantly, all of the
recommendations flow from a
basic and important change in
philosophy — from a reactive
system to one that stresses
prevention.
In response to our Report,
Governor Martha Layne Collins
has included this issue in her call
for a Special Session of the
General Assembly. I encourage
all Kentuckians who are interested and committed to quality care for our youth to contaer
their legislators and urge support
for the protective services
legislative package.
What takes place during this
Special Session may well affect
the health and well-being of many
of our children. Please do not let
this important opportunity slip
by. Innocent children should not
have to pay for our neglect.

looking back
Ten years ago
Candy Rachelle Howard was
crowned as Little Miss Murray.
Calloway County. Runnersup
were Lisa Carol Barnett, Stacy
Lynne Parks, Cheryl Ann Herndon and Kellie Massey.
New officers of MurrayCalloway County Ministerial
Association are the Rev. Paul
Wanger, .the Rev. Julian Warren, the Rev. Mike Robertson
and the Rev. Jerrell White.
Twenty years ago
Fireman Apprentice Erwin F.

Washer and Aviation Boatswain's Mate Third Class
Frankie D. Brandon are serving
aboard attack aircraft carrier
USS Franklin D. Roosevelt with
U.S. Sixth Fleet in Mediterranean Sea.
Recent births at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Manning, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs.-Ted McCarty, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Douglas Futrell,' a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Dan Gardner and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Darrel Dowdy.
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royko says

by mike royko

Rambo's hitch with the coeds
Much of America has 'a new
hero, a symbol of patriotism and
bravery.
Who? Rambo, of course.
Rambo is the fearsome Vietnam vet created and played by
Sylvester Stallone who has gone
back to Vietnam to look for
American prisoners.
As a one-man army, filling the
theater screen with bullets and
dead Asiatics, Rambo fights the
war again. And this time we win.
It's a fantasy of course, but
many people are taking it
seriously. Some peacemongers
fear that it is a right-wing
message that we should go into
Central American and kick butts.
On the other hand, some
shrinks say it may have
therapeutic value. But then,
some
shrinks
can
find
therapeutic value in a case of hay
fever.
Amoung those taking Rambo
most seriously is Stallone
himself. He has gone on TV to
taik about how the movie is his effort to give the veterans of that
war some credit for what they
did. He almost sounds like a

To The Editor:
In your June 6th issue a letter
from the "Executive Director for
the Academy of Humanism" insisted that Secular Humanism
should be taught in our 1'V:ilk
Schools.
As the Bible and prayer were
removed from our schools they
were replaced with courses
reflecting the philosophy of
humanism.
The Humanist Creed is
documented in the Humanist
Creed is documented in the
Humanist Manifestos, signed in
1933 and ion. The second version
was printed in its entirety in "The
New York Time.! HumanistManifesto I and Humanist
Manifesto II openly deny the existence of a Creator, urge absolution of national sovereignty in
favor of world government, and
embrace complete sexual
freedom, abortion, homosexuality, and euthanasia.
Humanists propose that man is
in charge of his own destiny.
Humanists exaults man's reason
and intelligence. It advocated
situation ethics, freedom from
any restraint, and defines sin as
man's maladjustment to man.
Humanists recognize evolution
as the source of mans existence.
Humanists
promotes
the
socializkon of all humanity into
a world commune.
Humanists believe theTenCemmand me nts are "outmoded:'
Christianity is ruled out of
humanism, and is said to. be an
obstacle to human progress, and
a threat to its existence. _
Emphasis is placed on a persons social and psychological
growth instead of on factual
knowledge. Students are told
there are no absolutes, and they
are to develop their own value.
systems. Man lives in a meaningless existence in which the only important thing is for him to
make himself happy in the here
and now. It is a philosophy of "do
your own thing." Its slogan is "IL
it feels good, do it."
Taking prayer, Bible reading,
and the Ten Commandments out
of our schools and replacing them
with the "Religion of Secular
Humanism" is unconstitutional.
Our Founding Fathers separated
Church and State in function but
A
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never intended to- establish a
government void of God. The goal
of the framers of the constitution
were to govern the United States
under God's law. They had faith
that a government whose constitution, whose supreme law was
based 01: theTenCommandments,
and the principles of Christ could
not fail. Our Founding Fathers
based our system of Government
on the first commandment"Man
was created to serve God."
James Madison explained the

mature of the American
Republic. "We have staked the
whole future of American
Civilization not on the power of
the government, but upon the
capacity of all of us to govern,
control,-sustain ourselves according to the ten commandments of
God.
American's great'lawmaker
Daniel Webster spoke profoundly when he said, "I believe Jesus
Christ to be the Son of God: I
believe that there is no other way

.of salvation than through the
- merits of His ...atonement."
At.the present time there is
under way in the United States a
d-efinite and determined movement to change our representative republic into a socialistic
democrat"; if it is suCcessful, it
will bring an end to the form of
government that was founded
when our constitution was made ,
Georgia Henderson
1602 Olive St.
Murray, KY 42071
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ed it Stallone.lumpburger. ,The
girls in the dorm loved it. I used
to send up tons of it every night
and it would be smuggled from
room to room."
The frisky madcap later left
Switzerland, the girls and his pal
the prince, and switched to the
University. of Miami as a drama
major.
Then it was off to. an acting
career in New York:
1 w:here he
landed some nu
roles offBroadway . And the rest is movie
history.
So. during the years when he
could have been a real-life Rambo. the strapping Stallone was in
Switzerland, teaching rich girls
how to touch their -toes, and in
Miami, improving his tan.
Now. Rambo, having won in Vietnam. is going to return in
another burst of glory and gun 7
fire in some other troubled part
of the world-- Rambo III. coming
soon to your local theaters.
•
As Stallone says: "Rambo is a
war machine that can't be Jurned off."
Well, better late than never. I
guess.

Saturday, July 13th

Murray Ledger & Times
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veteran.
would teach physical education to
As he said in one interview:
a lot of wealthy American girls.
"The people who pushed the
"The first thing I learned was
wrong button all took a powder.
that rich' girls do not jump or
The vets got the raw deal and
sweat. All of them got As just for
were left holding the bag. What
showing up.
Rambo is saying is that if they
"I was also supposed to be a
could fight again, it would be difkind of chaperone, assuring that
ferent."
no lustful positions would be
Well, I hate to mention this, but
assumed while I was on duty. I
speaking of taking a powder... • was to protect the girls from
the
• After hearing Stallone, I
hordes of mountain climbers, the
became curious about how he
pillaging hunters who kept trying
spent those years when members _to woo them off to their
cabins,
of his generation, with whom he
those-lotharios in lederhosen who
now identifies so closely, were
came swinging through the wingetting the raw deal.
dows of the dorm on ropes and
It turns out that Stallone, who
absconding into the woods with
was born in 1946, and was reared
damsels in distress. Let's just say
In a comfortably prosperous
I failed ,at my job.
family, squght higher education
"One of my friends at school
during the Vietnam War.
was Prince Paul of Ethiopia. He
And he went pretty high to get
was having trouble with the other
it -- 3,300 feet up the Alps to the
boys, and I helped him out. He
American College of Switzerland.
felt indebted to me, so he bought
Having been a teen-age
me about 30 wristwatches and
weightlifter (his mother owned a
lent me 500 francs, enough to
gymnasium), his bulging biceps
start up a clandestine hamburger
le.d him to part-time chores at the
jokrit.
college. As he described it in
"They didn't have beef, as we
another interview:
know beef, so I made a mixture
"Part of the deal was that I
of veal and horsemeat and call-

letter to the editor

UI
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Jo Burkeen

Sayle and Latto wedding planned

_

The engagement and
approaching marriage
of Miss Nada Jo Sayle of
324 S. Green St., Apt. 8,
Henderson, and
Gregory .Lee Leto of
Nashville, Tenn.. have
been announced.
Miss Sayle is the
daughter of Mrs, Martha Grant and Kenneth
Sayle, both of Henderson. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. O.B.
Sayle of Guthrie.
Mr. Latto is the son of
• Mrs. Dee Latto of
_Panama City Beach,
Fla.. and of Dr. Lowell
Latto of -Murray. He is
the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Johli Latto.
The bride-elect, a 1981
graduate of Henderson
County Senior High
School. attended
Henderson Community
College and Murray
State University. She
will be transferring to
Middle Tennessee State
University. Murfreesboro. Tenn., this
fall to complete her B.S.
degree in Home
Economics. Consumer
Affairs.
The groom-elect is a
1980 graduate of Murray
High School and a 1984
graduate of Murray
State University where
he received a B.S.
degree in Business Administration Marketing. He is
employed by Vorwerk
day, Aug. 10, at 2 p.m. at
USA. Inc.. Nashville.
The wedding will be Immanuel Baptist Temsolemnized on Satur- ple, Henderson.
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Clinic Monday

A free Pap Smear Clinic for women will be at
the Calloway County Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets: on Monday, July 15.
The center is open from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. For an
appointment call 753-3381. This isanother of the
services offered by the nurses and staff of the
center.

Beach reunion Saturday
••.
'
'The Beach Family will hold its reunion on
Saturday, July 13, starting at 10 a.m. at the
University Branch of Bank of Murray. A potluck
luncheon will be served at noon.

,PWP plans meeting

School at Independence
Independence United Methodist Church will
have its annual Vacation Bible School, starting,
Monday, July 15, and continuing through Friday,
July 19. Classes for all ages through teen-agers
will be from,6:30 to 8:30 p.m. each night. For information call Helen Vaughn, 437-4419.

Jeffrey event Sunday
The Rev. Paul Bogard will speak at 11:30 a.m.
on Sunday. July 14, at the annual homecoming at
Jeffrey Cemetery, located on Highway 1346, east
of Dexter. Persons unable to attend may send
donations for the cemetery upkeep to Marilyn
McKinney. Rt. 1, Farmington, or Jack Scott, Rt.
1, Dexter. •

Workmans visit here

A reception will follow relatives are invited to
at the Holiday Inn there. - attend the wedding and
A 1 I friends and the reception.

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Workman and son, Owen, of
Columbus, Miss., were the guests last weekend
of his sister, Mrs'. J.B. Burkeen and Mr.
Burkeen. They also attended the 30th reunion of
his 1955 graduating class of Murray High School
held July 6 at Kenlake Hotel. Mr. Workman is
process manager for Weyhauser Paper Mill at
Columba'.

Moffetts will be honored
A potluck luncheon in .honor of the Rev. and
- Mrs. Chuck Moffett will follow the 10 a.m. worship service on Sunday. July 14, at First

LET US ENTERTAIN YOU

THE MURRAY THEATRES

24 Hr.
Program
Info
753-3314

oily Bargain Matinee
All Seats S2.00

Quilt Lovers will meet
Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday, July 16, at 6
p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. The
program will include slides of American Quilt
Society Show held in April at Paducah. All
members and interested persons are invited to
attend.
.
•

Retirees plan meeting

The Greater Paducah Area Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will met tonight (Friday) at 8
p.m. at Jaycee Building, off Lone Oak Road,
across from Hannah Plaza, Paducah. All single
parents are invited.

Nada To Savle and
Gregory Lee Latto will marry

Presbyterian Church, Rev. Moffett, now pastor
of Presbyterian Chueh. Canfield. Ohio. served as
pastor of the Murray church from 1968 to 1976.
Following the luncheon,a program on Korea will
be presented by the Moffetts. Their visit to Korea
last year markenhe CelebratiOh of IDO years of
the Protestant Mission to Korea. The public is invited to attend.

Retirees of Local 1068 of UAW-AFL-CIO and
their spouses will have a dinner meeting on Tuesday, July 16, at 5:30 p.m. at Colonial House
Smorgasbord. Frank Kavanaugh, spokesman
for the group, urges all retirees of this local or
any other local to attend.

Labels being collected
Members of the First United Methodist Church
are still, collecting Campbell soup labels for
Reefoot Day Care. Recently the church received
a letter from Reelfoot thankfing them for the contribution last year of more than 2,000 labels.
These labels along with over 66,000 labels sent
from the Memphis Conference United Methodist
Churches were exchanged for equipment and
materials for the Reelfoot Day Care. Among the
Items received from Campbells this year were
tape recorders, a phonograph, a typewriter and
other equipment. Persons may bring their
Campbell's soup labels and leave them in the
large can marked Ca.mpbell's Soup LabelsIn the
church kitchen.

Musical being presented
program. a
The "Sing Out, Kentucky!
musical revue produced by the Murray State
University Theatre, will continue its programs
at the three area state resort parks through
Saturday, Aug. 17. Mirk Malinauskas is director
of the production. An admission is charged at the
performances. Performances at 8 p.m. are on
Mondays and Tuesdays in Convention'Center at
Kentucky Dam State Park except on July 23; on
Wednesdays and Fridays'at Kenlake State Park:
and on Thursdays and -Saturdays at Lake
Barkley State Park.

Amanda McDaniel'born
Four strangers
become friends.
Four friends become
heroes. On the
rood to...

Now Renting VCR's
And Video Tapes
At Cheri

We are pleased to
announce
that
Monika West, brideelect of Monroe
Jones, has made her
selection from our
bridal registry for
decorative
accessories. Monika
and Monroe will be
married August 10.

Central Center

Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Lee McDaniel of Rt. 4,
-Box 286A, Paris, Tenn., are the parents of 'a
daughter, Amanda Michelle, weighing seven
pounds 11 ounces, born on Wednesday, June 26,
at* Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Th
mother is the former Angie Snowden. Paternal
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bobby M.
McDaniel of Paris, Tenn., and „maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Carl D. Chandler of
Buchanan, Tenn.

Pageant planned Aug. 9"
The 1985 Miss Kentucky,, Lake Vacitkonland
Beauty Pageant will be held Friday, Aug. 9, at 7
p.m. at the Kentucky Dam Convention Center.
The event will be sponsored by the Calvert City
Jaycees and is open to single girls, ages 3 to 21.
All proceeds will go to the Marshall County
School for Exceptional Children.' For information contact Janet Dietsch at 1-395-7583 or Betsy
Thompson at 1-395-7374.

Tonite Thru Wed.
lix•n X 1111•Starl

BEYOND THUNDUIDONIO
Hold out
for
Mad:Max

MEL
GIBSON

RAMBO
First Blood Part ll
STALLONE
is back...

He was never in time
for his classes...Then
one doy...he wasn't
in his time arall.

No man,
no law,
no war can
stop him.
—First Feature Re

1:30, 3:30, 7:00, 9:00

ated Fri.-Sat.
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Changes of names should
be given to Social Security
New brides, along
with anyone else who
has had a recent name
change, should contact
their Social Security
office.
This is to arrange to
have their names
changed- on Social
Security records and to
apply for a new Social
Security card showing
their new name, according to Bettye Williams,
Social Security District
Manager in Paducah.
Unless the bride plans
to use her maiden name

YOU DON T NEED A DRIVER'S LICENSE
TO REACH THE STARS

STEVEN SPIELBERG
Presents

Lease To 07,,A

9r1/70iiUNO/fRSAL PICTURE

1:30, 3:35, 7:05, 9:20

Television
19 inch Portable
25 inch Consoles
Models With Or Without
Remote Control
The odverture begins ri your own bodi yd,
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS AN EDWARD S FELDMAN
PROOUCTION EXF'LOPIERS MUSK By MARV GOLDSMITH
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER MICHAEL MOM WRITTEN EIV ERIC 1.1P4E
PRODUCED 85, EDWARD S FELD/41API AND DAVID 801418VM
DIRECTED eV .10E DANTE
A IMARA••OUNT PICTURE II-11

We're Growing
To Get Your
Business
753-8201

RENTAOSALES
CENTER
,
200 f Ma'

.753-8201

after marriage, the
record should be changed so that earnings are
correctly reported to the
correct record. There Is
no charge for this
service.
Evidence showing the
person's identity under
both the new and old
names must be submitted. Possible evidence
fricludes:
Marriage records,
drivers license, state
Identity card, voter's
registration, divorce
decree, work badge or
building pass, passport,
court order for name
change, welfare case
record, insurance
policy, or any other
document showing identification_data such as a
physical description,
photograph or
signature.
Only original
documents or copies
certified by the issuing
agency are acceptable,
Mrs. Williams said.
Uncertified photcopies
are not acceptable. It takes about two
weeks to get the new
card after acceptable
evidence .has been
submitted.
For more information, contact either the
Paducah Social Security
Office, located at 546
Lone Oak Rd., phone
1.443-7506; or the
-Mayfield Social Security Office, located on
U.S. Highway 45 North..
phone 1-247-8095: or see
a Social Security
representative on
Tuesdays from 10 a.m.
to noon at. Robert 0.
Miller Courthouse Annex, Murray.
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vows said at church

Miss Melinda Jane
Hewett and Gregory
Trent Keele were married on -Saturday, June
8, at 7 p.m. at the First
United Methodist
Church, Dickson, Tenn.
The bride Is the
daughter of Mr. and _
'Mrs. Oeorge (Al)
Hewett of Dickson,
formerly of Murray. She
is the granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Humphrey of Hazel and of
Mrs. P.A. Hewett of
Orlando, Fla., and the
late Mr. Hewett.
The groom is the ion of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
T. Keele -of Dickson. He
is the grandson of Mrs.
Clarence Petty of
Dickson and the late Mr.
Petty and of Mrs. W.H.
Keele of Vanleer, Tenn.,
and the late Mr. Keele.`
The Rev. Jeff Keele,
brother of the groom,sofficiated at the double
ring ceremony. Music
was presented by Mrs.
Fred England, organist,
and Mrs. Steve Corbitt,
vocalist.
The altar was
decorated with a brass
arch with votice candles
and side arrangements
of wilite gladioli, white
fuji pom6 and pink
miniature carnations.
The heart and spiral
.catidelabra were Interspersed with palms
and ferns.
ville, Tenn., Cindy
The bride was Bilbrey and Melissa
escorted by her father to Hewlett. the latter a
the altar and given in- sister of the bride.
The attendants wore
marria-ge by her
parents.
soft pink sheer tea
She wore a traditional length dresses. The
long white motte taffeta maid of honor carried a
bridal gown designed French bouquet of pink
with a sweetheart and white miniature
neckline, half pouf and carnations, baby's
tapered sleeves trimm- breath and white and
ed with re-embroidered pink ribbons. Each
Alencon lace, Venise ap- bridesmaid carried an
pliques anti bridal seed identical bouquet with•
pearls. The basque pink caniations.
bodice was co-mpietely
Paige Travis was
adorned with the same flower girl. She wore a
-trim,. as was-th-e-- lull pink sundress with matskirt and full chapel ching jacket and carried
train.
a basket of rose petals.
Her veil of illusion
Randy Harris was
was attached to her-, best man. Groomsmen
headpiece of Aiencon were Pat Curtis, Kelly
lace and seed pearls. Cunningham and Kevin
She_carried-- a-:--eartter-- -fahephar-d-, Dennis
bury bouquet with white Braz-zell and Bob
roses, sTeplianotis, Brewer were ushers..
The ringbearer was
baby's breath and ivy.
4Sabrina_:_Smilh was _J_asan B r
maid of honor. Vanleer, Tenn., cousin
Bridesmaids were of the groom.
Senna Bischoff, KnoxA reception followed

.
•.....
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YARDS OF MONTH SELECTED - The Garden DepartMent of the Murray Woman's
Club has
selected the residential and business yards of the month. This is a special feature of
the department
most months to give recognition to the many residents and businesses for their care in having
well kept
yards and grounds. Selected as the Residential Yard of the Month was the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Larry
Hurt, 1655 Canterbury Dr., Murray, top photo. Selected as the Business Yard of the Month
was the
W.A.T.C.H. (work'activities training center for the handicapped) at .71)2 Main St., Murray.
bottom
photo.

Mr. and Mrs. gregyry Trent Kale
in the Fellowship Hall of
the church.
The tables were
draped with lace cloths
adorned with pink satin
bows. Spider mums,
carnations, baby's
breath and ferns were
used.

for a wedding trip and
now are at home on
Scott Drive, Dickson.
The groom's parents
entertained with a
rehearsal dinner at East
Hills Restaurant there.
Bridal events also included the following:
A patio shower in
The three -tiered
water fountain cake was Brentwood, Tenn.,
topped with a bride and given by some of her
groom statuette. Five classmates;
A personal shower
heart shaped cakes
were placed around the given by Sabrina Smith,
cake. A chocOlate Lynda Cannon. I13etty
Curtis and Mrs. Lewis
groom's cake al;7
5 34;;,:ts_smith,
•
served:- -Silver-a
A
shower
given by
ments were used.
DALLAS (AP)- The
Mrs. Tommy Brewer;
Serving were Joyce
odor of natural gas can
A teh given by
Fetzer, Mitzi Dean, Bilbrey and Mitzi Dean; be detected by 98 per.
Sheltie Blanks and Lisa
ot. -the population.
A miseellaneaus
Hall, along with shower given by Emma
In -its 'pure state,
Michelle Smith of tIall, Gwyn Kerns and natural gas has no odor.
Charlotte, Tenn. Missy Rtihy Williams;
so -an'odor is -a.dded• tb
Zwingle, also of
A luncheon-shower the - gas as a safety
Charlotte, kept the given - by Mid - measure and to detect
register. ,Felicia Cumberland a.nd Senior giasleaks.
Brewer, Vadr,cousin
:.-Many-utility- corn
xis employees;
of the groom, 'A garden and gadget pianiesl_say- they haVe
distributed rice bags.
party given for the . found that the money
The couple left later groom by Effyon Stapp.
saved from detecting
gas leaks covers the
A 1956 cold wave in cost of the odorization
Europe claimed 147 process and is also well
lives.
•spent on public safety

Odor detected

Students listed; honor roll
Roy Cothran, prin- Thweatt,, Heather Henninger,
cipal of Calloway Coun- Walston, Lora WinMike Hopkins, Tara
ty Middle School, has chester and Jon Wuest, Lamb, Robyn Meador,
released the honor roll
Year •
Angie Miller, Eric Mitfor the second semester
Charles Archer, chell. Julie Pittman,
and for the year as Stefani Barnett, Alan David Potts, --Elffi
follows:
&Limn, Scott FIR 77e11
Roberts, Ray Roberts,
EIGHT GRADE
Shane Black, P.J. ChadJon Rose, Jennifer
Semester
wick, Lisa Cleaver, Speigal, Stacey Sills,
Charles Archer, Karen Dale, Amy Julie Tucker, Tract
Stefani Barnett, Alan Ferguson,
(Conf'd 6H page 11)-13am
1a. ScoliBazzell,
Jeff Fetters, Gina
_ Shane Black, Angie Gooch, Gina Harris,
Brown, P.J. Chadwick, Heidi Heiss, Vicky
Adam Chambers, Lisa Herndon, Yancey Huie,
Cleaver,
Laura Jones, Rhoda
Karen Dale, Amy Jones, Kim Lough,
Ferguson, Jeff Fetters, Richie Lovins,
Kellye Geurin, Darla
Debbie Mott, Kathy
Gremore, Gina Harris, Musser, Patrick Orr,
Heidi Heiss, Vicky Jen-nifer Parrish,
Herndon, Yancey Huie, Marilyn Partak, Ashley
Rhoda Jones,
Poyner, Amanda
Kim Lough, Stephen Smart, Renee Thweatt
Lovett, Richie Lovins, and Heather Walston.
Laura Jones, Debbie
SEVENTH GRADE
Mott, Kathy • Musser. Semester
Patrick Orr, Jennifer
Lisa Culver, Amy
Parrish, Marilyn • Fititon. -Darby Futrell,
Par.tak, ,
Brad Gallimore, Penny
Wendy Peiper, Ashley Green, Beth Haley.
Poyner, Sherry Rule, • Randy- Hansen, Angie
Amanda Smart. Renee Haywood, Beth

14 Kt. Solid
Gold Jewelers
Bel-Air Shopping Center

esz,11.0
KN.*

0..,
0t

Fresh
Catch Specials

IMild

.1„.

dirN

t

Ocean Cat Fillet. . . .
Squid.
Cod Fillet
Monk Fish

i!.
•
!,
%
•
•-,
!

ponn.1.19.airAlVair.l
"02.1•411rerAl...
.
"4

2.75
290
460
485

Lb.
Lb.
Lb.
Lb. t:

Lobster like taste)

The
Seafood
Express
..1.-- (804
Coldwat Rdbr n
•

)i<

1
& 5 Pis.I'
‘
Z
753-6149
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0
~
0mnma.0-4,4024404AA4
.....,..,xmum."-A414^404tewimmve.14.
,
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Audio & Video Equipment
For Your Entertainment
•Stereos
•Boom Boxes
•Complete Line
-Of VCR's
Stop By And See
Just How Easy
ills To.Lease
To Own!

753-8201

All Sales Cash—No Exchanges
No Approvals, No Refunds,
Sizes 3-46

Clemmie Jordan
Paris Road

Mayfield

J.PGNE 13ITTS
Dixieland Center

HITACHI

Otar

1h PRICE

is now located in

Lease To Own

4111L

All Spring & Summer
Sportswear, Dresses,
Swimsuits.& Cover Ups

RENTAL4SALES

CENTER

759-4588

Is
Going Out
of Business
The owners of J.P.Nesbitt's are
moving from Murray. John Paul &
Trisha Nesbitt wish to express
their appreciation to their
customers'& say "Thank You" for
a great 8 years of business.

40 9

Off

-Stor wi e

(Open Sunday 1-5)

Have your child video taped FREE by MURRAY CABLEVISION at the Bel-Air Merchants'
Summer Fun Celebration! Video Taping will be set up at Artcraft Photography Studio,
Sat., July 13th from 11:30-3:30 1

CABLE
V1S1 N

•
-

- —

'1 -

• is

g

• -

ORA

•
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Chapter has supper
The Xi Alpha Phi
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi planned their
1985-$6 chapter year at a
meeting held June 26 at
the Murray-Calloway
- County Park.
New officers presided
with the committee
chairmen making
recommendations for
the activities for the
new year.
Serving as 1985-86 officers are Linda Rogers,
president; Edna
Vaughn, vice president;
June Vanover,
treasurer; Donna
Marine, recording
secretary; Katherine
King, corresponding
secretary; Linda Fain,
extension officer.
Members attending
- the June salad supper
were Linda Rogers, Edna Vaughn, June
Vanover, Katherine
King, Donna Marine,
Trisha Nesbitt, Sylvia
Thomas and Renee
Miller.
Founders Day was
celebrated on April 26
with a dinner at the
PADDLE PRESENTED - Linda Rogers, left. the Girt of the Year for 1985
Ninth Street House in
of Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi Sorority, accepts the Beta Sigma
Phi Paddle from Sandra Michael, right. the Girl of the Year for 1984, as part Paducah.
The highlight was the
of the awards ceremony.
naming of Linda Rogers
as "Girl of the Year." A
sorority member for 14
years, she has held

Potpourri poems released

many offices and been
chairman of all committees. She currently is
serving as president.
Mrs. Rogers has been
honored previously as
Girl of the Year and as
Valentine sweetheart.
She is employed as a
dorm secretary at Murray State University.
She resides with her
husband, Andy,
employed at B.F.
Goodrich Co., Calvert
City, and their two
children, Gregg and
Lori, on South 16th St.,
Murray.
Earlier in the year,
Sandra Michael was
crowned the "Valentine
Sweetheart." A
member of the sorority
for 16 years, she has
held various offices in
several chapters
throughout the Midwest.
She also has served as
chairman for the social,
publicity and scrapbook
committees.
Mrs. Michael was
named as "Girl of the
Year for 194.!'
Employed as a switchboard operator at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, she resides
with her two children,
Charlie and Annie, in
Murray.

•

Students

(Cont'd from page 5)
•'
Walker, Kathy Wilson, Lamb, Robyn Meador,
Mike Wilson and Loren Angie Miller, Eric MitWisehart.
chell, Mac Phillips,
Julie Pittrniin, David
Year
Potts, Lori Roberts,
Scott Buchanan, Lisa Ray Roberts,
Culver, Amy Fulton,
Jon Rose, Stacey Sills,
Darby Futrell, Brad Jennifer Speigal
,
Gallimore, Beth Haley, Michelle Stubblefie
ld,
Angie Haywood, Randy Traci Walker,
Tracey
Hansen, Amy Helm, Walters, Kathy
Wilson,
'Beth Henninger,
• Mike Wilson and
Loren
Mike Hopkins, Tara Wisehart.

(Editor's note:
Where my needs
WAY TO GO
Gladys Jarrett is direcdisappear,
By Lyman Pearson
tor of the Writers' PotAs with Him I talk;
Be in control
pourri which meets
+++
Of your body
each second Saturday of
Where the honey bees,
And soul!
the month at 9:30 a.m.
Buzz around,
+.++
at the Calloway County
In this little spot,
Live leisurely,
Public Library. This is
Of Hallowed ground,
Happy
open to Any interested
Here let the earth,
And long!
child,.'youth or adult.
My soul embrace,
---Poems written by
As I see in nature,
members of the potHis Wonderful Face.
LIFE IS SUCH
pourri have been sub-- By
Charlie E.York
mitted by Mrs. Jarrett
If
the
world shoul
for this column.)
WHO
pierce,
---By Lyman Pearson
Your side with
EARLY
Litter Bug's
thorn,
by Marie Jarrett
A crazy nut
Endure the pain,
I felt
Tossing it out as
though
I had failed you.
He sits on his but;
Do not scorn,
I expelled you too
Through the car
For tomorrow,
early.
window
may
You were too small.
Onto the road,
Receive a rose,
Yet you lived,
No matter to him,
For LIFE IS SUCH,
They let me see you.
You should see his
As on it goes;
My arms ached
abode'
With emptiness,
The world may hit
They could not enfold
He clutters the world you,
you.
With careless
And knock you down,
A mite of flesh
abandon,
Get Up smiling,
Jelly bones
There's only one thing
Don't show a frolh,
No fingernails, a
That he'd take
Tomorrow, you find
heartbeat,
A stand on...
You're on top,
I loved you
His right to be
For life goes on,
And you lived.'
What we should erase
It does not stop;
---From our world's dir+++
ty face.
The world may take,
Where LILIES Grow
---Your very last dime,
By Charlie E. York
You've been broke
Let me walk,
LEGEND
before,
Where lilies grow,
By Marie Jarrett
It's not a crime,
Even if this path,
I'm much too tired to
Tomorrow, you may
Is very low,
began tonight
find
Just give me a
The legend I had
A pot of gold,
garden,
hoped to write.
Along with new hope,
A lovely spot,
Tomorrow with new
In the future to hold;
To chart and vim and
might
+++
'cultivate,
I'll write that legend
The world may han
This magic plot;
pure and bright
you,
+++
When tomorrow's day' A bitter cup,
I need not to the came
to rest
So hard to swallow,
world,
I had only thoughts to
But don't give up,
My devotion prove,
bless
For tomorrow, you
Just let my hand
My legend grand had may
'work,
gone the way
Receive a rose,
In a garden of love,
Of my famous legend
For LIFE IS SUCH,
Alone with God,
of yesterday.
As on_ll
Let me walk,'
—

Coming community events are listed
Friday, July 12
Friday,July 12
Hazel Lodge No. 831
Twilight Golf will be
Free and Accepted at 5:30 p.m. at Murray
Masons will meet at 7:30 Country Club.
p.m. at lodge hall.
--Friday Night Social
Square and round with hors d'oeuvres and
dancing with music by piano bar will be at MurKen-Term Band will be ray Country Club.
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at
---Lynn Grove Roller
Murray -Calloway
Rink.
County Ministerial
---Association .and their
wives will meet with
Parents' Night Out
will be fr-,Aeoto 10 p.m, Aurora Ministerial
In at C9.1`7>f University Alliance at 7:30 p.m. at
Church of Christ.
Country Crossroads.

Beat The Heat Sale!
All Summer Merchandise
/
1 3 To /
1
2 Price
-Swimsuits, Cotton Sweaters, Shorts, Tops, Slacks, Divided
Skirts, Big Tops, Blazers, Sundresses, and Blouses
(One Rack 05 and 810 Items)

All Jewelry and Belts /
1
2 Price
Summer Sleepwear Y3 Off
One Group Playtex Bras /
1
2 Price
New Fall Merchandise Arrivin •-Use Our Layaway

Town & Country
Dixieland Center

•

753-8365
We are happy to announce
that Pam Padgett, brideelect of Stephen Miller, has
selected her gift accessories
from our bridal registry.
Pam and Stephen will be
married August 3.

$ALE ON FANS TO SAVE YOU .
MONEY ALL YEAR LONG!
CEILING FANS

_
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THE TREASURE
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Starting at
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.Southside Shopping Center, Murray.. K.
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FASCO COMPLETE WHOLE HOUSE ATTIC FANS
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HOT AIR OUT
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COOL AIR IN
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$195°'
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These Whole House Fans ate designed to mount on 16 mc• 0€ jo,s.and ate fitted with adjustable side panels that- form a olenbrn
eloffmatini the need to cut and tiame '30 inch
-

POWER ATTIC VENTILATORS-"'- -

How It Worts

----0/.
o

IL,

,
17 ma •

27'

90'

_

5

1
z•,
-. :_•_- ;::$,,' ‘,91

n.---- -- 27•tii• ins age 1 4
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°11 Superheated. air trapped
9
n attic spaces can ,each
150 degrees This hot an
11111 Metal
'Colletretioll - --'• penetrates froward into
living spaces Your fp,
.
cooditidner strains-to cool
the house
a

1918 C°Idwatilw Rd-

Walter Mehr
Pharmacist-Owner n_

1 . KEEP ACCURATE, COMPLETE RECbRDS
for insurance & taxes
- 2. DRUG to DRUG interaction checking =-...la- 3. PATIENT to DRUG ALLERGY checking -=
.".1=s. 4. REFILL* PRESCRIPTION FROM YOUR NAM Fa
x
( bottle not needed )
EVEN FASTER SERVICE
at the SAME LOU PRICES
E-=

1100

• *We can transfer
95C
your prescription,
- from any store,
IE quickly and easily,
without any hassles.

With a Pow" Ann Space
Ventilator
the tent
Denature in the attic can
be htdoltht within 10
delleiS of the ()etude
towlatnaluir This allows
soot an conditioning
--WOW* to etterbvely cool
sonahoute

- PICKENS SUPPLY INC.
7:30-4:30
Monday-Friday

UNCLE
JEFF'S
=
E- DISCOUNT
f
-2 PHARMACY

0- 5.

—

_

110

8-12
Saturday

, 753-8822

I

try UNCLE JEFF DISCOUNT
• we CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH.
phone 753-7688
home 759-4703

WALTER MEHR
pharmacist ,Owner

Friday,July 12
Twilight Golf will be
at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks
Country Club-.
---AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m: at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.
---"Talley's Folly" will
be presented at 8 p.m.
by Community Theatre
In Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
For information call
759-1752.
---"Sing Out, Kentucky!" program will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Kenlake State Park.
---Events at Murray
Moose Club will include
games at 8 p.m. and
dance featuring Country
Feeling from 10 p.m. to
midnight."

Saturday,July 13
Time Fiddler, and his
.
String Band at 7v:30 p.m.
at Summer in the Park
Series at Paris Landing
State Park.
Photographer Wendy
Ewald will present a
public gallery talk about
exhibition, "Portraits
and Dreams," at 7 p.m.
at Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
---Events in Land Between the Labs will include Stream Stroll at 1
p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center;
Muzzleloading Rifle
Match at 2 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850 ;
Homemade Beverages
at 2 p.m.''at Empire
Farm.
Men's Medal Play
Golf Championship
Tournament will start
at Murray Country
Club. If necessary entrant may play one
round on Friday.
---AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
---"Talley's Folly" will
be presented by Com-

Saturd-ay,July 13
Youth Mini Lock-In of
Memorial Baptist
Church will start at 7
p.m. at Baptist Student
Center.
_
---Special Summer Fund
Celebration starts at
noon today in the BelAir Shopping Center.
---Paris-Henry County
Arts Council will present Frazier Moss, Ole

Stefane
Baker,
bride-elect of Robert
Bradley, has selected
their housewares with
us.
Stefane and Robert
will
be
married
August 10.

Murray Home & Auto
Chmesutrnruaty.Sktryeet

Phone

cfrzuwizace153-2511

Summer Maternity Wear
Clearance

20-50% off
Sizes 4-44

PARKER'S

Mayfield Shopping Plaza
Mayfield, Ky.

Saturday,July 13
munity Theatre at 8
p.m. in Playhouse in
Murray-Calloway County Park. For information call 759-1752.
--"Sing Out, Kentucky!" program will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Lake Barkley State
Park.
---Murray Squar-ANaders are scheduled to
dance at 8 p.m. at
Woodmen of World Hall.
---Dance featuring
Country Feeling is
scheduled from 8 p.m. to
midnight at Murray
Moose Lodge.
---Writers Potpourri will
be at 9:30 a.m. at
Calloway Public
Library.
---, Beach Family Reunion will start at 10 a.m.
at University Branch of
Bank of Murray.
•
---Annual meeting of
West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative
Corporation will be at 2
p.m. at Marshall County
High School. Registration will start at 1:30
p.m.

Sunday,July 14
Mt. Horeb Free Will
Baptist Church will
have its annual
homecoming service at
3 p.m.
---- •
Luncheon honoring
the Rev. and Mrs.
Chuck Moffett will
follow 10 a.m. worship
service at First
Presbyterian Church.
-"Talley's Folly" will
be presented by Community ,Theatre at 8
p.m. in Playhouse in
Murray-Calloway County Park. For information call 759-1752.
---AA will meet at 4 p.m.
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
Jeffrey. Cemetery
Homecoming will be
held today.
---Second day of Men's
Medal Play Golf Tournament will be at Murray Country Club.
•
Coffee honoring the
Rev. Andre Trevathan
and family will start at
a

(Cont'd on page 13)
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Power of Love
Makes Engagement
Ring Sparkle
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horror stories about crib death and
I suppose they want to prepare me her first 'child to hear
these depressany number of tragedies that have for these tragedies in
case
ing stories.
happened to them and other people. happen to me, but are we they
ever
Thanks, for being there. AbbYIt really bothers me because-I realize prepared
feel better just being able to write
stimything like that could happen to
I hope this makes your column. this. Maybe someon
e will see this
me, but why remind me of it just You can't imagine h'ow
upsetting it and think twice before she speaks.
before I have my first baby?
is for a woman who is pregnant with
ENOUGH TO WORRY ABOUT
11••••

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY!- You were way off
base in your answer to "Confused in
Queens" who "loved" the man, but
hated the engagement ring her fiance
had surprised her with. You said,
"Tell him you love him and you
know he wants to please you, so if
it's possible to exChange the ring,.
you'd like to go with him and select
one that's more in keeping with your
taste."
Abby, whatever happened to "It's
the thought that counts"? To me,
the uglier the ring, the more special
it would be. It may not be my taste,
but it's obviously my future husband's taste, and to exchange it
would be wrong. Living with a ring

that is not my taste, would he small
potatoes compared to hurting my
Ciance's feelings.
Your answer had an•ERA ring to it.
ROMANTIC
IN SACRAMENTO
•
DEAR ROMANTIC: ERA my
eye! A woman who hasn't the
courage (or good sense) to tell
her fiance how.she feels about
the engagement ring he surprised her with will surely
withhold her feelings about the
more important aspects of their
relationship for fear of"hurting
his feelings."
I am not suggesting she use a

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
•

ACROSS
1 Splendor
5 Headgear
8 Urn
12 Seaweed
substance
13 Land meastye
14 Winglike
15 Erase: printing
16 Knock
17 Shower
18-Colonize
20 Protective
organization
22 Bind
23 Before
24 Supplication
27 Come back
31 Crimson

32 Petition
33 Longs for
• 37 Not present
40 Grain
41 Wager
.42 Harm
45 Harbinger
49 Aroma
50 In favor of
52 Arrow poison
53 Journey forth
54 Equality
55 Singer Seeger
56 An Astaire
57 Abstract being
58 Halt

meat cleaver to make her point,
but a marriage doesn't stand a
chance unless both parties speak
„their minds about what they
like and what they don't like.
Read on for an opinion from a
jeweler:
DEAR ABBY: Having been in the
retail jewelry business for many
years, I've waited -on- hundreds of
men who come in alone to buy
engagement rings, and most of them
haven't the faintest idea of what
their intended would like.
I show them plain rings, fancy
rings, all kinds of rings, and they all
end up asking me, "What do you
think she'd like?"
Of course I don't know the lady's
taste, so I select a ring and tell him
it can be exchanged. Then I suggest
he bring the lady in and give her a
voice in the selection.
No names, please. I don't want
this to Sound like a commercial.
RON IN OMAHA
* *•

Answerlo Previous Puzzle
11.13E,ASTIIBOWLS
FELL OW 0D1-0- US
ISLE
AARON
DO
DEAR ABBY: I am pregnant for
.R IA
ADDER
i
ODD the first time, and I get
very
MD
i
ADOE'D
AREA when people start telling me upset
SERIALS
SPINS miscarriages, stillbirths and about
other
___URGE
NERO
TEPEE
SARONGS
REED
LATIN
RO
ERE
SAT IN
CAW
A I
CAMEO
LODE
DEPONE
NEEDED
R I PER
SAGES

7 Condiment
8 Scoundrel
9 Turkish'
Cushions
regiment
2 S-shaped
10 Levantine ketch
11 Sea eagle
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 11
19 Falsehood •
12
13
14
21 Native metal •
24 Lift with lever
25 Female cuff
M.
Id
26 Girl's name
28 Employ
Il
Id
Will
29 Hurry
40--Snare
-—
MIMI
ill
III
34 Bellowed
Milli
ill
MIMI 35 Scold
36 Russian plain
MI
37 Hates
38 Insect
IIII
39 Denudes
42 Tip the-hat
43 Hebrew month
44 Additional
46 Dillseed
47 Mother of
-. Apollo
48 Profound
51 Hurried

DOWN

year

ThiS

molding
3 Beer ingredient
4 Comely
5 Calling
6 Macaw

UU

NSU

N
HIM MIE
Mil
ill
MINIM
ill
11111111
ill
Mil IIIUU
NI
lil
if
Id
II
II

The
Ils
e
Reliable...
isovi
TOBACCO
SUCKER
CONTROL

Homeplace
Family Restaurant

", Janie
Underwood
is now employed at

Ann's Beauty
. & Style Shop

All You Can Eat
Boneless fish or catfish steaks.
Served with choice of potato,
white beans, cole slaw, hush
puppies and all the trimmings!

Hazel, KY.
-Special$5" Off
Reg. Price Perms

4°6

thru July
Open Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Shop Phone: 492-8284
Home Phone: 492-8577

*Thurs., Fri., & Sat. Night Only
July 11-13th
1906 Coldwater Rd.

• Wal r41.1,1

759-1864

to, Les, • W., fotrirt Sells for -es',
• W.1'-Mar1 Sk?il

Sale Date: 7
,10 thru 7-15
Store Hrs: Mon.-Sot. 9-9, Sun. 12:30-5:30
Location: Hwy. 641 N.

WM:MART

BUDGET
SAVER

HEX

Contains Potassium Salt of
Maleic Hydrazicle

•

REASONS TO SWITCH
1. LOVVERS MH RESIDUE

exerglo.

2 ABSORBED INTO
PLANTS FASTER.

Pla tic
Nukes'

3 SAVINGS TO FARMER

cCO

ates

check with your
local dealer

CARE AND CONCERN

2

2.36

ForSill
Evenflo Plastic Nursers

Choose 4 or 8 ounce nu'-.o'
In aSsorted pastel colors

Save 1 38 Stomper
Water Demons

1.15 ----

Each
Colgate Pump Toothpaste

Sea Breeze
•10 ounce,
•L

Schaper

•Ampilb,an-move,
, on water
or land •Real working
headlights .Includes FREE
alkaline battery •No 5-693
•Rec 6 86 •

•

Our New Name Was
Years in the Making.

Styro Cups

Long before we changed our name-to a
medical center we were working to become
one. We sought out and brought to Henry
County the specialists needed. Weinvested
in the kind of expensive, state-of-the-art
technology that specialists required for
diagnosis and treatment. We added until we-had become something much more than a
hospital:
We didri(t change our name overnight. We
changed it over years. And we didn't change
it until we deserved it.

Gold Star
Electric
Oscillating Fan

Reg. 50
Sale

9", dial settings, compact for
use where s
. pace is limited..
Reg. 14.63
Sale

12.00

*wow lacww•
'
I
••••wet• Wawa'
..._‘•••••• 111..••••

•

-••• Una, 11•••••'..-

Wicker
Hamper
Reg 11.00
Hartz Or Sergeants
Flea & Tick Collars
,Dc
•,, • 1(1,).

Sale

9.88

Lightdays
Panti Liners
Traditional Care And The Latest Technology

H C HENRY COUNTY
MC MEDICAL CENTER
PO 130X 1030
PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242

100 Pg.
Photo Album

Deodorant or
Unscented
26 ct.

Everyday
tow Price

WALAIALS ADVEISTIKO MENCtIANDOIC
POLICY—ft es our nteo
NY, tO
odvertrsed gem
stock Howe,, 1Clue to arta
unlonewten Mason an telverased awn is
not aWatabte tor purchase
Wal Mart we Mum a Ran Check on
request Tor It,, rnetcharafrae
be gta.., haspd.al the sale pot-e whenavet
avail/ale
,
,
senial it., at a comp
.
/wade aeduchon
once Wn,
to tout •••••••S ImtatiOnS .c.ft on New 'AMC°

WAkMART

VISA

• Y1 3 ye

tSo

•

• ..
1 • V ct

s I

• •

•

0
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•

"
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•
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Church Directory Is Sponsored ay The Firms Listed On
This Page

•

-City and county churches ,.
list Sunday services, music
Various churches in
the city and county have
announced services and
meetings for Sunday,
July 14, as follows.:

Mt. Horeb
Elder Donnie Duncan of and 10:50 a.m. services
Mt. Horeb Free Will Paducah will be the
.at .First U ni t e d
Baptist Church will speaker. Elder Lester
Methodist Church.
.
have its annual Peoples, host pastor. inEleanor Diuguid win
homecoming at 3 p.m.. vites the public to
sing a solo,-"How Love- attend.
•
ly Are Thy Dwellings,"
at both services.
First Methodist
The Chancel Choir,
The Rev: A. Nowell directed-by Paul Shahan
Bingham, minister, will with Bea Farrell as
speak about' "Avoiding organist, will sing the
-the Spirit of Judgment" anthem, "The 100th
-I with scripture from Psalm," at the later
Matthew 7:1-5 at 8:30 service.
Eastside Court Square - Downtown Murray
NAZARENE
15*. Cash Discount On Proscriptions

•

God is Love

HOLLAND DRUGS
753-1462

M

•
Sunday
Mornine VI • •••.I'

Full Line, Full Service, Discount Prices

id (19 a n
0110pro
II EJIAN- CHURCH

I st I •
41. K.rney R. a •
Sunday
Worship

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.

BETHESDA-141W 1 CHI P.CF1
Benton 647,006ia ISaySunday Schoo.Morning I.,,ese,p
Ned .4:.er.nig

Mudding Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753.3540
East Main Street

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

CHRISTIAN
FIRST C14I•1"T:
Sunday School
9 00 a m
Morning Worship
10 00 e rn
CHRISTIAN
FE:a a (45 SHIP
Worship
Bible !Arlin..
sa

753-2411

201 S. 3rd.

A,PIZZA HUTAmii .•Pizza•Posta•Sandwichos

METHODIST

12th & Chestnut, 759-4646

1

KEEL'S VACUUM
SALES & SERVICE
Home Owned & Operated by
Max & Marie Keel

Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-2706

BN-ron's Safe:T
Discount'Pharmacy
1...erdas Lowest Prescription Prices
14 rim Forbus. Pharmacist
Glendale ‘t Vi hitnell. iRehind Big John) 713--11175

JCPeriney
0pen All Year
,
ip Fresh Fruits

NRP41

Vegetables

}fillhiIlv-Barn

APIIMsrs4=s

THE SAVING PLACE'-

167

South 12th Stroopt
Southold* Conte,

753-8971
Carroll Tire.Service
And Wheel Alignment
7• -1

1105 Pogue 753-1459
1 - , Blocks East
of S. 12th

fie

UNIROYAL

ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
ROY MCKENDREE - PHARMACIST
OLYMPIC PLAZA
753-2380

Mar-Lane Ceramics ::ernfiedTeaclIer
& Gift Shop
•Custom Orders

•Suppl•es

Hours

Tues. 41. Thurs. 9:30 em.to 4 p.m.
1,6:30 p.n. to 10 p.m.
Wee. & Fri. 1 p.m. to 4 p.rn.

Pt I Mur•:.
-•
753 2540

MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION

CO.

TAYLOR SEED CO.
753-5742

WATERBEDS
MURRAY LOCAY.0•4 CALL
reif SO4ur soLus SHOPPING GENIE

4449003 759-4512
• KOW0041 SUITES
• LAY AWAY I FoosANC,NC,
• LARGE SMOWROOMS
•A.W4ERS ANOACCESSORIes
• IEERViCE DEPT
• WE MOVE 6E05

ACE BAPTIST
•

Wurshlp
Eve Worship

9 45 m
10 45 a m
600p rn

- 44.4.ZEE BAPTIST .7,1,1V 71 7 hool
9 45'a in
Aturn.ng Worship
G On a m
5 00 p m
Training
I lOp in
I7:77Ing Worseup
7 911 pm
Wednesday Evening
EB.1.1 _TOP BAPTIST
Sur.d.a.,3 Sc hoe'
10 00 a m
loam
Whrship servue
pm
ice
Eyeranit
KIFtliSEY BAPTIST
Moting Worship
II hamn
Evrning Worship
7 )0p
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
Ii. 00 am
i!rea. tong
II 130am *6 u0 p.m
Wednesday Night
7 011 p m
LOCUST GP.OVE
Morning WorshiP
11-1:09 in
Evering WO-rship,
7 00-p m
iNE 1 411I• PRIMITIVE
t:s• Sunday
•
II 00 P
'rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Afarning Nory-rup_
_ _ lu
Even.ng Worship
00 pm
MOIST HOREB
FREF:14 ILL BAPTIjT
sunday School-- / .9 30 a in
Worship 1100am
/
NEW MT C
MISSION.
)
.RI'
Marling Worship /
11 ISI a m
Evening Worship •
6 OCt pm
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worshift
11 Warn
Evening Wors,.1(ip
7 00 p
NSfk PRO\71
'
.7ENCE
Sunday 5
-c19601
10 00 a ni
Preaching Seri: .
11 00 a m
Vg77:
601 0q1

oast

vou• Lot

-

10 Ma m
600pm
10 00 a m
11 00 a m
10 00a
10.45 a
6 00 p
7.30 p

m
m
m
m

10 00 a in
1050am
6 00 pm
7 00 pm

soot,

004541

.

OAK Gitcli E
If .4 rn
anti Ii 141 p iii

OWENS CHAPEL
Morning Worship
11 On am
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship
11 00 al
Evening Worship
6 34i p rti
SALEM BAPTIST
liorning Worship
O@ a m
Evening Worship
7 15 p m
SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Service
11.00 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
SINKING:SPRING
Morning Worship
•00 a ni"
Evening Worship
7 34.1 p m
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10 00 a
-Morning- Worship
II Offs
Evening Worship
6 45 p
Training union6 00-p

m
m
m
rri„

ST JOHN BAPTIST
MorningWorship
Sunday School
.

SE% ENTN
Sabbath School

41 ,4E:NTIST
1.41 9 15 a m
Sat 11 W m

9 45 a ir.
11 00 a in

SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
• 1109am
Evening Worship
6 45 p m

SECOND SWEET
Morning Worship
10 45 a rfl
Evening Worship
F 00 p m
7
' SEVENTH SI POPLAR
Worship Service.
6 30 a m
Bible Study
9 45 a m
Worship Service
10 10 9.m
Evening Worship
600pm
Wed Bible Study
7 30 pin
Winter
7:00 pm Summer
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
_ ' 10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 OD pm
UNIVERSITY
First Worship
8 30 a.m.
Sunday School
9 45 a.m
Second Worship
10'50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10 Ma in
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m
WHAIAMS'CHAPEL
Bible Study
10 00 a in
Morning Worship *- 11•008 m
Wed Eve Bible Study.
700pm

Goo

CHRISTIAN CIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer .4,e A 171h St Murray
Sunday
11 00 aim,
Sunday School
It Wan,
2nd Wed
ISO p m
RR 2nd Wed12 00-3 00 m

WEST FORK
II 00 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening
Sunday
• 7 00 p rri
Wednesday Evening

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 06 a in
Morning Worship
10 Ma m
Evening Worship
6 90 p m
Wed Evening tier
7 00 p in

CHURCH OF JESERCtIRIST
'
LATTER-DAY SAINTS
520S 1606 St
Sunday School
SerhA meni Ste.!

I

7

GI

Lamb Plumbing &
Mech. Contr. Inc.

da
ml
Hi
se
de

Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N. 4th
753-6168
Let Us Entertain You
111
1141/11141. •1111

Me MUMMA, ,

Chevron

po
tui
a
ca
Cu

Murray
Theatres

Aft

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON
I "Your

de'
po:
ch:

Only Full Service
Chevron potion"
Mickey Cochran-Owner/Manager
1417 Main
753-25931

r SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CAL,141vmy...47RE!,

eig

)

Chi
bet
Hel

753_0-182

Wel

MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

408 N.
4th

7536779

Compliments of

D & W Auto Supply
We install auto glass
Auto Paint Matena:

512 S. 12th

753-4563

Hours
Sun.:Thurs.
6 a.m.-11 p.m.
Fri. & Sot.
6 a.m.-Midnight

N. 12th St.
Attend Church
Regularly

sta
day
.thri

Breakfast Served
6 a.m.-10 a.m.

mii
Chi
the

WESTERN SIZZLIN
STEAK HOUSE'

VICI

day
11

Try Our New Potato Bar
Now Serving Steak, Prime Rib & Seafood
12th Street
759!9555
Compliments of

LYNN GROVE
SUPER MARKET
Lynn Grove, Ky.
Owners: Ruble & Johnnie Taylor

Storey's --•
Food Giant

••

Bel Air Shopping Center

Mar

AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
OLYPMIC PLAZA *MURRAY* 7334733

av-

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phooe 753-5012

HMS!!

Dodge
Pfymoittfi

•

Bel Air Shopping Center

753-0440

CALLO WAY
MONUMENT WORKS

604 S. 12th St.
753-7tio'

Mousolemn-Cemetent Lots
Complete Camelia.Service
- IS -26
'Ii

753-5142

Home Owned & Operated By Ron & Joyce Sollin
Featuring Doily lunch & Dinner Specials

MURRAY DATSUN
CHRYSLER-DODGE

MEMORIAL GARDENS

Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

ORLON STOCKADE'

701 MAIN
733-3273

MU1111AY

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

900 Sycamore

PARKER
FORD, INC.

FORD

Wall & Floor Covering
Southsido Shoppinj Center
753-3321

Buck's Body Shop
?*uto

THOROBRIED
COMPUTER

Jack Marshall Franchisee
"WE DO CHICKEN-RIGHT':
Try Our Fresh Buttermilk Biscuits
Sycamore at 12th
Collie Orders 753.7101

SERVICE THRQUGH KN9WLED.F
802 Chestnut
753-8181

th
cr
Cl

TERRY'S PAINT
& DECORATING CENTER

Belcher Oil Co.

t-if A LNG• 4I.R CONDITIONING•ShlEf T MET
-At

Ci
at

401 Olive -753-5312

WAYNE
•14161•1.
HEALTH
am•

'Complete Milling Facilities'
Industrial Rd.••••153-5378

,

Murray Electric System

EPISCOPAL
ST JOHN'S EPIIKY1P'.1
Holy Eucharist
9 00* m

oz
w

CC

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL 141 4O-EL
Sunday School
10 06* in
Worship Service
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
700pm
CALVARY TEMELE
.
.
Sunday School
10 0 a m
Morning Worship
II 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 30 p in
Wed Service
7 30 p in
THE..all:BEH CIF JESUS
CHRIST Airno Heights
Sunday School
10 00 a m,
Worship Ser:cce 11 00 a m *7 00 p m
FAITH APOSTOUC
CHURCH
2205 Colds ater ISO
Sun Ser
1011am 700pm
Wed.BibleiStuify
7(*Am
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF
Sunday School
10 00 a ni
Morning Worship
1100am
Sunday Evening
700pm
Wed Night
7 00 p m
- --9E°,-54Ir.
.64 rr,t3.061 AL
Sal,r1.44 E‘enine
7 00 p m
hunda!, Morning
lo 10 a in
Sunday Evening
7 00 p m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN
CENTER
ugh at Calloway
Church School
10 00 a ir
Worship
11 00 a m
Sunday Evening
6 10 pm
Trinity Mission
Sunday School
10 CM a ni
Morning Worship
11 00 a ny
Sunday Evening__
7 (lo p
IS(TEL) PENTECOSTAL
CHI 1-0.11 NEW t'ONC(1111)
Sunday School
' 10 00 a in
Worship Serv
1E00.7 30 p m
Wed Service
.
7 30 01
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Services
10:00* m
6 00 p m /

13!

Home Of The Famous
50 Item Salad Bar
719 S. 12th
753-3822
„MaSa '3‘7,a7

Compliments of

RANDY THORNTON
r001

10.50 am.
6 OD pm

MT OLIVE '
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
--Morning 1Stirstop
1100 am
Evening Worship
600pm
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service
to 50 a m
m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship
.
1100am
€
.
!ening Worship
600 pm
PLEASANT VAL1-Eli
Morning Worship_
10459
Evening VI orsh4p
6

WALEMART
•

10 00
11 009 m
0 00 pm

HICKORY GROVE.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Schocil
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 pm
KIMSEY LIERCH v
OF CHRIST'
Sunday Scheel
10430am
Morning Worship
10 Ma m
Evening Worship
7p m
-..
Suoday 90011190.10stes

rvennt vrorstip

ADVENTISTS

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED

•

USA INC.
THE

ALM.

Kentucky Mal Chau

COMPLIMENTS 00

PADUCAH LOCATION CALL
RI i owe 60 * PAOuCAH

LityNN Glio‘ F.
9 45a in
A orsna Sem P
10 45 aqn
Church School
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9 30 am
Aik orship Sin,ice
30 97 UsiTh
10 0
Sunday Srhoo-.•
.irASON S 414APEL
vio.rs
- :t
10 00 a.m
11 00 a m
Sunday School'
MT CARMEL
'A lrship Streit,. 10 00 a m 2nd Sunday
...1 tic a m _ ithaiunday_ Sunday School 10 01
.., -,: :.: (rd 4th Sunday II am 7iir
•
.
W.,.;;;:p Seth:M
e 10
iN Ist Sunday &
"E
0013aR(rr.
u:r
v. In' 3ril Sunday., Sunday School 11 00

MIMI OF CHRIST
slody
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
COLDWATER
Morning Worship,.
Evening Worship
I ENTER
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
Morning Worship
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
Morning Service
Evening Worship
Wed Worship
' HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
Monung Worship
Evening Worship
Mid-Week Worship

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
WatirMow7r
10 30 a m
HMI, Lecture
1/ 30 a m

ti

GOLDEN
CORRAL

GOI,B1,"ti
COVRTil

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES

grilITL1.THERA,
. unday School &
45 a m
Bible Class
:II
rTI
Worship

LUTHERAN

Compliments Of

435-4415

LYNN GROVE ROAD
4

"T PRESBYTERIAN
, 9:15 a.m
Church School
10700 a.m
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
SLnday School
10 OD a in.
Worship Service
11 SOa m.
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
ll 069 in
Evening Vipiship
7 130 pm.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday -School
9 45 a in
orsrup Sem ice -1100am,
OAK GROVE
sonday Schou
10 00 a in
latirrship Service 11 00a in 1.700pm

BAPTIST

Surlay 9r1-orri
Morning Worsh.p
COL.! W E'ER
Mornir.g Worship
-Evening servires
II ILIM ATER BAPTIST
CHI RUH
Sunday Si Om:
s 47,
Mormr.g 'Services
a7
Evening Sentices
tt • t
DEXTER BA PT:ST Ii hill
Wednesday tiers ,
6 4
rn
Sunda, School
I..
Worship S01,11,
I: lc .1 in
sunday Sigh.•
earn
RAPTI-ST
UHT'P.M
sunday School
10 on
Morning AllorMip
iv 's rr.
I •..yenuir
Worship
6 tia rr
Aedn•sday Ey.rung
p •
!MD\ E A F'TIST
Morning Woriihil,,,QM.a.m..
Evening Worshp
6 45 p m
•
EMMANUEL 411551S;?)
Morning Worship
:: 0,a 'i
1.....ening Warship
t. rty
FAITH BAVI-EST
Morning Worship
k m
I.:vett/1g Worship
4 1, pm
FIRST RAPT:sT
Sunday sr Pool
24.
Worship
10 45 m a 7 .• p rn
11-,rrn Training
110
FLINT 84P1I57
MoryuveWorship
a 171
E,onLog Worship
k

•••, 7: I-1F.NRY'S
LTHIILIC CHURCH
Saturday
•
5 00 p m
Slznluv
- V On a'rn
ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
-Sunday Masse;
6 00 p m Sal
00 a m Siin>II 00 a re Sunday

PRESBYTERIAN

. illt.-,
. :i 4.'AmIn ;Is.il -NI,
4/SJI•51117 SPIIN I, P
9 .4.Si
4(0601
[ENTER HARDIN l - N1T1...1 - 9 4''
41!-.
:-..s
7114144
3uLnd4Y
..
'
in nda Tr' 2nd 2nd d'
ionday Schooi
- .
,
1 •1 ILPALESTINE UNITED
Lkorsnip. . . 7.140 a m e i..riLr in
Standay. Schoini
_ . ... 10 Cr 1.141
Aarstzp FIRST METHoliIST
/1 00 am
IA crah:p
1.11:
1 Se
i:e ,r,
&:7
_ ,;c0)1, sHEI.HERvi,4 „;
. 147 . SSEI.L. S CHAPEL UNITED
9 4 a en
14 Orst 0. Worship Semi,
Suid:14 h. In01
:: ,14,a re
11 00 a_in
"onday "Lbw
____.t.ALT34.41 Y'"NT-Ci.99AVKSundaL slot-.
9 45 a m
.
GUSHES METE@ .1 41ST
Churin Si nooi
10 45 a m
'
'
lit
'cp
Wan-a o'
y "
Worship Servire
6.00 p.m
:
It'
V ernictingg "'-'n4-.
Evening tier Wor
ST REV ts CHAPEL 1- NITEF1
6 10 pm
SIII711,LV,71Sokk
pi 00 am:
HAZEL I.NITED METHOI-AIST
ipSchool
Sun
v,.ors
M01,:rg WorshiphIp
da
hy
10 00 am
11
I, 0 , a m
'
TEM PLE HILL INITEli
11 00 a In
•
Worship10 4011M
INDEPENDENCE UNITED-- Mc,rnibic
e In
Sunday Schrio,
Surda, ,:.1-144.1
;0 On am
Morning Worship .
wAYMEN CHAPEL
:1-00. rn
.
.4411-:CHI'RCH
KIRKSEY UN7.11,
Sunda,' Sch..
10 tin a m
Sunda. Is, tool
:0 ue a m.
Morning Wursnip
I l I lli,7,
rratt
Se na,
li no a m
Mor. I hie notarsmarvi.
'
Evening Worship
'rs,n m
-

Bla 6 4- P.:31.
Morung Worship
1: 00 a
• Eva•ning Nprships
tr. 00 pro
CHERRY CORNER
SiornLig Wersh.p
an;
Evernig Worship
7
p ri
CHESTS: T STREE.:

CATHOLIC

Specializing In Plate Lunches And
All You Can Eat Fish Dinners
Hardin, Ky.
437-4871

Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed

V,

71,4
n'TV:
Morning Norsh.p
a7
Sunday School
10 30 a m
2nd at 401 Sun Sight
6 00 pm
BROOK'S taliAliEl. UNITE(
. 10 00t d rn
Sunda) school
Morning Worship
II WY a •1
. 1st & ITS Sun %Lent
7 Oil p in
COLDWATER i A ITEI3 • .
Vliorsh4 Service :', 00 1;t Ii 2nd.Sixiday
10 iln a rn rird 91001--hunda :•14:hoo: :0 di
i rr. 1419 205 Sunday 1: 44.., rn 3r31 9.0."

7••

will be his 11 a.m. topic.
Sunday School will be
South Pleasant
The evening sermon will at 10 a.m. and Church
The Rev. Bob Dotson,
be "The Saints' Wed- Training will be at 6 pastor, will speak at
ding Day" with scrip- p.m.
(Cont'd on page 9)
ture from Revelation
19:1-9.
1"4
Mark Paschall will
serve as deacon of the
ALL SEASON'S
week. Directing the
Lawn & Leisure. Inc.
music will be Max
McGinnis. Sharon Fur205 N. 4th
Murray
753-4110
ches will be pianist and
Laura Paschall will be
or:anist.

COUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT

DEALERS ONLY • TINRSDAY 6:30 P.M.
753-8300

Lynn Grove

44ednesda2.

9 15 a m
10 459 m
6 tal a in
6 30 p m

Church School will be
at 9:45 a.m. and Covenant Prayer Group will
be at 5:30 p.m.
---Sinking Spring
The Rev. Eddie
Young, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 7
p.m. services at Sinking
Spring Baptist Church.
"Jesus Finds the
Multitude" with scripture from Luke 9:10-17

tt.
131

-J-

Quality Monuments & Markers Sine 1932
James Smottiers - Owner
7071N. Main
753-1962

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company
Milton of 118•11 Oil Proilocts
Serving Calloway, Grow*. sod Corlisl• Coloolos
73

••
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10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services at Sotlth Pleasant GroyE United
Methodist Church.
"Yqu Can Write It On
The Wall" with scripture from Daniel 5:5 will
be the morning sermon.
His children's sermon
wIl be from Mark 6.
The pastor will continue with the second
.part of a series on
"Shaped In His
Likness" at the evening
hour.
Music will be directed
by Truman Whitfield
with Tommy Gaines as
organist and Kathy Erwin and Carolyn Parks

THE MURRAY LEDGER &
TIMES

as pianists.
Assisting will be Curtis Treas, Versie Treas,
Chris Lid'dle, Beau
Jones, Kathy Wrye,
Shannon Wrye, Richard
Nesbitt, Bobby Hill,
Hazel Lee Boyd and
Michael Parks.
Sunday School will'he
at 9:45 a.m. The Administrative Board and
C.O.M. will meet following the evening service.
---Seventh and Poplar..
John Dale, pulpit
minister, will speak at
8:30 and 10:40 a.m. and
6 p.m. services at
Seventh and Poplar

LONDON, Ky. ( AP - The estate of a Harlan
County youth killed in a fireworks accident is
among plaintiffs suing a Pennsylvania fireworks
company over the July 4, 1984, incident.
Timmy Halcomb died after he was struck in
the neck by an errant rocket that shot into the
crowd at a display staged by the Tr -City
Chamber of Commerce, Harlan lawyer Eugene
Goss said.
Four other people were burned severely or suffered hearing damage, Goss said Wednesday.
The U:S. District Court -Suit seeks $500,000 in
damages from Zambelli Fireworks Manufacturing co. Inc. of New Castle, Pa., for Roberta
Halcomb, the estate administrator. The suit also
seeks $50,000 apiece for the four injured
defendants.
The lawsuit alleges that the fireworks were:imported illegally from Pennsylvania into Kentucky. Goss claims in the suit, filed June 27, that
a defect in the fireworks' design or production
caused the rocket to shoot_ into the crowd at
Cumberland last year.
--NICHOLASVILLE, Ky. (API - Nicholasville
detective Carl Perkins, who has been acting
police chief since April, has been appointed
chief.
Perkins, 37, has been with the department
eight years, three of those as detective. The city

Wadley will speak
The Almo Church of Sunday. flible Classes
Christ, Highway 464, will be at 10 a.m.
between Almo and Almo Sunday.
Heights, will have a
Before coming to
weekend gospel meeting Murray, Wadley served
as minister for Taylor
Boulevard Church of
Christ, Louisville. He
has spoken in meetings
and rallies in Alabama,
Indiana, Kentucky,
Missouri and Tennessee. He is married to
the former Gwen Pigg
and they have one
daughter, Sara
Elizabeth.

Revival now.
in progress
Revival services are
in progress at the Murray Church of the
Robin Wadley
Nazarene, located at
starting tonight (FriDoran Road and Plainday) and continuing view
Drive.
Through Sunday night.
The Rev. Al Farris of
Robin Wadley,
Mayfield Ls the
minister of University
evangelist for services
Church of Christ, will be
at 7 p.m. through Saturthe speaker for the serday, July 13.
vices at 7:30 p.m., FriThe pastor, the Rev.
day and Saturday, and
Mike Wilford, invites
11 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. on the
public to attend.

Q

Church of Christ.
"Pentecost - What A
Day!" With scripture
from Acts 2:1-4 will be
the morning sermon.
The evening sermon will
be "Watch the Clock"
with scripture from
Psalm 90:1-12.
Jerry Bolls will direct
th% song service with
announcements by Jack
Rose, Danny Cleave and
Ron McNutt.
Also assisting will be
Adrian Cloys, Johnny
Bohannon, Max Walker,
Joel Fisher, Roy Harmon, Harry. Russell,
Ned Mathis, Bill
Gargus, Charles Olree,

Charles T. Grogan, Paul
Ragsdale, Sam Parker,
Tommy Carraway,
Gerald Coles, Charles
Haley and Kenny
Hoover.
Bible classes will be
at 9:45 a.m.
---Russell's Chapel
The Rev. Marvin L.
Napier, pastor, will
speak about "Be and
Do" with scripture from
Matthew 5:33-48 at 9:45
a.m. service at
Russell's ("lapel United
Methodist Church.
Church School will
follow at 10:45 a.m.

commission approved his appointment Tuesday.
out of 10 applicants for the post.
He had been acting chief since James M. Cox
resigned after 15 months on the job, claiming he
did not have the department's support and
respect.
Just before Cox resigned, police- Sgt. Benny
Lyons charged him with fourth-degree assault
after they quarreled. Lyons accused Cox of hitting him in the eye with a coffee stirrer during
the argument, although Cox claimed it was accidental. Jessamine District JudgeBill Johnson
found Cox innocent on April 17.
---LONDON,Ky.(API - A Clay County man who
had been school transportation supervisor for 15
years is suing the county school board and
superintendent to get his old job back.
David C. Corum's suit, filed in U.S. District
Court June 28. seeks $2.5' million and his
reinstatement.
Corum's lawsuit contends he was fired shortly
at this year's May primary for political reasons.
His suit alleges he was fired because he openly
supported an opponent of school Superintendent
Willie Sizemore's cousin in the county judge's
race. _
Sizemore said Corum's allegations were
unfounded.
"I can assure you it wasn't politically
motivated at all," Sizemore said. "I have good,
valid, solid reasons." He declined Wednesday to
say what the reasons were.
- BARBOURVILLE,Ky.(AP - A Barbourville
man died while swimming in a strip-mine pit.
Knox County Coroner Walter Hopper said
Thursday.
Denver Mills, 47, had been swimming with
several friends in the pit when he drowned about
4 p.m. Wednesday, Hopper said.
The Middlesboro Rescue Squad recovered
Mills' body about 8:45 p.m. Wednesday. The accident occurred about two miles south of
Barbourville.

Palestine Methodist • superintendent, Regina,
First Christian
Sunday School Will 13
Services will be at 11 Peeler as organist and
Dr. David C. Roos, at 9:40 a.m. and Church
a.m. and 6 p.m. at Susan Jones as pianist
pastor, will speak about Training at 6 p.m.
Palestine United will be at 9:45 a.m.
"Spiritural
Methodist Church. The
Possibilities" with
First Baptist
pastor, the Rev. Marvin
Goshen Methodist
scriptu
re from Matthew
Dr. Greg Earwood,
L. Napier, will speak
The Rev. Don
from Matthew 5 at the Faulkner, pastor, will 9:9-.13 at. 10 a.m. ser- pastor, will speak at
vices at *est Christian 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.
morning hour.
speak at 11 a.m. service
services at First Baptist
Church School will be at Goshen United Church.
Directing the music Church. He will be
at 10 a.m.
Methodist Church. He
will be Margaret Boone assisted by R.P. Hodge,
will be assisted by Ronwith
Emily • Davis as minister of
University Church
nie Hutson. Nikki
youth/education, and
Charles Bazzell, Faulkner will give the organist.
Sunday School will be Charles Hale, deacon of
associate minister, will children's devotion.at 9 a.m.
the week.
speak .at 8:30 and 10:50
Charles Proffitt will
---Karen Cremer will
a.m. and p p.m. services direct the song service
114epinrisi
„Au a solo at the mornat University Church of with Carolyn Venable as
The Rev. Steptieer- V.hour. Cheryl and
Christ. Robin Wadley, organist and Pat Brunn
Seaford, pastor, will John Dailey will sing
minister, will be as pianist.
speak at 10:50 a.m. and "God Is In Every
speaker at a gospel
Sunday School,
meeting at Almo Church directed by Scott Col- 7 p.m. services at Tomorrow" at the evenof Christ.
eman, will begin at 10 Memorial Baptist ing hour.
Church. Guy CunnThe Adult Choir,
.foirecting the swig a.m..
ingham will serve as directed by Wayne
service will be Ernie
---deacon of the week.
Halley with Allene
Bailey with anFirst Presbyterian
Milton
Greshm
Knight as pianist and
an
will
nouncements by Leroy
The Rev. Chuck MofEldridge and prayers by fett, guest speaker, will direct the Santuary Joan Bowker as
Sherrill Gargus, Cecil speak about "Let the Choir as members sing organist, will sing
Like. Shelton Bowen, People Say, 'Amen'!" "0 Let Us Sing" with "There's A Wonderful
Ben Humphreys, with scripture from I Kay Outland .as soloist Story" at the morning
Richard Smith mil:ton _CilrOnicies and Mark at at the morning hour.' hour and "Jesus Paid It
Margaret Wilkins and All" at the evening
Nelson.
10 a.m. service at First
Randall Winchester will hour.
Also assisting will be Presbyterian Church.
be accompanists.
Sunday School will be
Bill Boyd,.JeffDunman,
Rev. Moffett, pastor
The ordinance of bap- at 9:30 am. Finance
Rob Erwin, Jimmy of Presbyterian Church,
Ford, Harold Grogan, Canfield, Ohio, served tism will be observed at Committee will meet at
5 p.m. Pioneer RAs will
Bobby Grogan, Doron as pastor of First the morning hour.
At
the
evening
meet at 5:30 p.m.
hour
a
Claiborne, Jace Wilson, Church here from 1968
duet will be sung by Church Training, GAL
Roger Dunn, Rodney to 1976.
Oneida White and RAs and Acteens will
Key, Chuck Wilson,
The Church Choir,
meet at 6 p.m.
Jesse Horton and Tony directed by Daniel George Lewis.
Thompson.
Craig with Cynthia
Bible classes will be Scribner as organist,
In Wednesday's paper, the size
at 9:30 a.m.
will sing the anthem,
for Diet or Reg. Coke, Sprite.
---"How Lovely Are Thy
Grace Baptist
Dwellings Fair,"
Tab, or Mello Yello should be
The Rev. R,J. Burpoe,
A luncheon will follow
8
pk. 16 oz.
pastor, will speak at the service at which
10:50 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. time the Rev. Moffett
The Price is 694 plus-dep. Reg. 2.59
services at Grace Bap- and his wife will present
Limit Only One Per Family With $10.00 Additist Church.
a program about their
tional Order Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products
Leland Peeler will trip to Korea.
direct the Church Choir
Church School will
as members sing "That begin at 9:15 a.m.
8o1-Air Center
Heavenly Home" at
753-8322
morning service.
Hazel Baptist
Dwane Jones will be
The Rev. James T.
organist and Anita Garland, pastor, will
Smith will be pianist.
speak at 11 a.m. and
Following the evening 6:30 p.m. services at
sermon the Rev. Terry Hazel Baptist Church.
Sills, director of misMusic wW be directed
sions of Blood River by Gene Orr Miller with
Baptist Association, will Gwirn Key as organist
show slides of the trip he and Oneida White as
and Mrs. Sills took while pianist.
Reg '149"
on their mission trip to
Sunday School will be
Kenya, Africa.
at 9:45 a.m. and Church
Sunday School with Training at 5:30 p.m.
Size 36-52
James Rose a,s

Storey's Food Giant

JUST ARRIVED!
100 New Suits
*All First Quality
Our Price $8995
Shorts 36-44

Rev. Brasher
will speak
at Northside
Northside Baptist
Church, located on Old
Highway 641 North near
Almo Heights, will have
revival services starting Monday, July 15,
and continuing through
Saturday, July 20.
The Rev. David
Brasher, pastor of Elm
Grove Baptist Church,
will be the speaker for
services at 7:30 p.m.
wch night.
'The pastor, the Rev.
Larry .Salmon, invites
the public to attend.

Gospel Meeting

Arnold Palmer/John Peel
Blazers

July 12-14 (Fri.-Sun.)

Our Price $55

Almo Church
of Christ

Neck Ties
Reg '10 Our Price $5
One Rack Dress Slacks
$1995

Reg '110

7:30 p.m.—Each Night

Robin Wadley

Sizes 28-52

Knit Pullover Shirts
$7.50 to 9.95

Speaker

Robin Wadley

Clarks Clothing

Murray, Kentucky

Moore's® Flat Exterior Latex

121 By-Pass
(Next to Showcase)

753-3557

-.

Masonry &House Paint

and

8—r-

WPSD4V6a present 'SAPS
1.

SEE SOAP OPERA STARS LIVE...& IN PERSON

'71

Learn secrets of the stars' private lives
and of their''on-stage character.

Liltrvie•

Vol-Pro 800 Flat Latex
5 Gal. Buckets

STARS
from NBC's

Another World

$
6
Gal.
99

Vol-Pro 900 Latex Enamel

Elle' Wheeler Who Portrays

-

Martey and Victoria Love
Item.imin

Moore

1 Carrico Paint & 1
Floor Covering
1210 Main St., Murray, Ky.

Torn Eplin Who Portrays

Jake McKinnon

.

Saturday - July 13
5:00 and 7:00 p.m.

PAINTS

•
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Kentucky News In Brief

Nocistit'dt
FLd.,,nium
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733-3080

-Sponsored in part by
Executive Inn, WDDJ
and Wilson ChevroletCadillac.

.
.

KENTUCKY OAKS MALL

Also SaftiidirPulmet Shows
at 11:00, 1:00
and 3:00

•
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Bazzell, Rayburn combine
for Murray All-Star no-hitter
in Little League tournament

MOUND MASTERS - Pitchers -Joey Bazzell (left) and Allen
Rayburn (above) combined for a no-hit performance from the
hill as the Murray Little League All-stars posted a 6-1 victory
over Marshall County in the district tournament Thursday night.
Bazzell started off for the local stars before Rayburn took over in
the top of the fourth inning.
Photos by Chris Evans

No. 4,000
Ryan's milestone strikeout thrown picture-perfect
By MICHAEL LUTZ
AP Sports Writer
HOUSTON ( AP - It
took him 18 years and 10
months to be in a position to notch his 4,000th
career strikeout, and
when the Opportunity
came Houston's Nolan
Ryan knew exactly
" what to do.
Just as he had done so
many times in hig
strikeout-filled majorleague career,. Ryan
played New York -Mets
left fielder Danny Heep
exactly as he planned
Thursday night, sending
the former Astro into
the record books as the
strikeout ace's 4,000th
victim.
Ryan needed only
three pitches against
Heep. a fastball Heep
fouled away, a
changeup. ,which 'he
took, and a- curveball

—

that ,Heep chased and
missed.
"That's exactly what
I wanted to do," Ryan
said.'"I went over those
three pitches in my
mind and I decided
that's the way I Wanted
to do it if I didn't get
behind him."
Following the historic
strikeout, Ryan doffed
his cap to the standing
ovation that greeted
him.
"This was special; I
wanted to do this at
home," said
Ryan.' This was my last
start before the All-Star
break. After the All-Star
Game we have a long
road trip, so that was
my motivation."
Ryan started the
game with 3,993
strikeouts and an
85-strikeout lead over
his nearest rival,

Western Kentucky State Fair
Hopkinsville, KY.
Presents

Philadelphia's Steve the career strikeout
Carlton, currently on record of Walter
the ditabled list with a Johnson that had stood
for 55 years.
shoulder injury.
Ryan's milestone
He pitched seven innings and had 11 strikeout ironically
strikeouts, running his came against the team
career total to 4,004. It that he broke into the
also extended his career major leagues with in
total to a major-league- 1966.
"I didn't have any,
record 158. games of 10
special tearrrtb get 4,000
or more strikeouts.
-"He's one of the most against, butif it couldn't
consistent pitchers be the Dodgers, then it
around to throw as hard might as---well be the
as e doeefor as long as Mets," Ryan said.
Ryan recorded his
he has,- said Mets outfielder George Foster. first major-league
"He's lost some of his strikeout in a Mets
fastball but not much." uniform on Sept. 11,
Montreal's Brad Mills 1966, fanning Atlanta's
was Ryan's 3,509th Pat Jarvis.
Ryan. who has five
career strikeout on
April 27, 1983, breaking career no-hitters, says

LOUISVILLE, Ky. franchise to La Crosse.
(API - The Louisville Wis.
Catbirds, plagued by
The move was anfinancial problems and nounced Thursday in a
public apathy, have news conference at the
been sold to La Crosse Center,
businessmen who are where the team will
moving_ the Continental _play 24 home games in
Basketball Association the 198-5-86 season.

7:30-5:30 Mon.-Fri,

Sat. 7:30 AM-3:30 PM

Monday August 5th. 1985
1 Big Show 8 15 p.m
T,wii chair Seats IAN Resarvedi

Grandstand

$8.00

$7.00

[ Summer League Baseball

Catbirds move from Louisville

TUCK'S
HANK WILLIAMS SHOW

he never imagined early
in his career that he'd
still be pitching in his
late 30s..
He attributes his
longevity to a devotion
to proper pitching
mechanics. and a
lucrative salary structure that allows players
to avoid off-season jobs.
"The-two keys for me
are due to the fact that
I've concentrated .so
many years on good
mechanics of pitCliing
and also I've concentrated on being as wellconditioned -as possible," said Ryan, who is
signed through the 1987
season at a salary of
about $1 million' per
year.

Plywood .•Paint
Building Materials
Kitchen Cabinets
Bathroom Vanities
Roofing Materials
Exterior Siding
Door Units
••

••

PANELING

No purchase price
was announced, but the
owners have agreed to
the sale, said Ralph LaPoint, spokesman for
the group. He and
Louisville coach Ron
Ekker had confirmed
the sale earlier.

oriental

Only
Styl
eRugs

$25.00

5 SizeS
Hwy. 451 Mi. So.
Martin, TN

VilhOSP••••••18

III
-.....••••••1110/

WILL
Tmck Crui. Swots

Grandstand
„
,

Golfers Golfers

NELSON & FAMILY

Tuesday. August fith 1985
AN Reserved)

.

$10.00

•••

• EXILE
.1A6044t7 A4
.
;Agi,-

Wednesday August'7. 1985
1 Sig Show -- 8 15
Al

$3.00

Seats

front Gate Admission Not Included'
Bend SON Addressed Stamped Envelope I Make checks Payee% To

Western Kentucky,Stets Fie •
P.O. Box 325
HookInsyllie, Ky. 42240
MME CHECKS PAYABLE TO
WESTERN KENTUCKY STATE FAIR.

Sluggers downed Gofers, 17-11, behind the
home run hitting of

Upper Division
Trisha - Mathis, Kellie
In a game not
Burkeen and Marquette
Foster. Burkeen also reported from Wedneshad a triple as did team- day night's upper division action, Cokettes
mate Misty Darnell.
For Go-fers, Tamara won a heart-stopper,
Johnson hit a home run 12-11, over Misfits.
Winning pitcher Jenand Dana Hohman and
Linda Stubblefield each nifer Hamilton slammed two home runs, a trihit a double.
ple and a single in
Titanics wrapped up aiding her own cause.
the night with an 8-4 vic- Lisa Barnett homered
tory over Panthers. and doubled and Leisa
Three homers were hit Capo hit two triples for
by Deidra Holcomb, the winners.
For Misfits, P.J.
Mary Catherine
Wooldridge and Luciana Chadwick barely missRay. Marti McClard hit ed hitting for the circuit
two triples and with a homer, a triple
MariAnne Gilbert hit a and a double. Pam
home run in the losing Prescott added a homer
for Misfits.
effort.

$3.75 up

4 X 6

WW1 WNW
l•
•• •

GIRLS SOFTBALL
Lower Division
Jabberwalkies turned
in a 15-2 decision over
Angels to highlight a
triple-header Thursday
night in lower division
girls softball action at
the city-county park
complex.
Colette Jones, Amy
Perrin, Vanessa Sammons and Krista Stalls
each hit home runs in
the Jabberwalkie victory. For Angels,
Shelley Rudolph and
Jennifer McClain each
had a triple.

MCST crushes Marion in dual meet

100 Patterns

**new shipment!!

-4.

By CHRIS EVANS
was effective for the stretched ar.n of the
Sports Writer
period he served.
Marshall County short
Joey Bazzell and
Rayburn finished the stop. Payne followed
Allen Rayburn combin- his term with six with an RBI
single to
ed for a no-hit 'perfor- strikeouts,, four free
left and later, scored
mance from the hill and passes, allowed no hits
himself when Kelso
got all the support they and no runs to pick up
picked up his first hit of
needed from the Murray the save for the winner, the
game.
offense to ease by Mar- 'Bazzell,
The Murray stars
shall County at the city
Offensively the hosts picked up their sixth run
park Thursday night.
started off on the right In the fourth inning
The Murray All-Stars foot as Benji Kelly led when Payne
drove a
scattered six hits off off the last of the first one-out
sacrifice fly to
Marshall hurler Ken with a single to right deep
center field and
York for a 6-1 victory field just out of reach of
allowed Kelly to tag up
and remain undefeated the second baseman. and
score from third.
after the second round Kelly was pushed to se:
"We played an exof the Little League All- cond base when Doug cellent
game tonight
Star tournament.
Payne took -a
kThursday)," said.
Bazzell went the first fastball in the back a
Baurer. "All 14 of our
three innings and com- was awarded a free t
kids played and all 14
piled four strikeouts to first.
played very well.
while yielding four
After a successful
"We still didn't hit the
bases-on-balls, before double steal put Kelly in ball as
well as we would
Rayburn took over in scoring position at third like to,
but we had some
the top of the fourth inn- and Payne at second key
hits," he added.
ing. Bazzell opened that with no outs, Mike Kelso "And we had
several
inning with a pair of hit a sharp grounder to hard hit balls
that were
walks when 'Murray the shortstop who was caught."
coach Jim Baurer went unable to make a play
Marshall County, who
to his "righthanded and Kelly trotted home. got
its only run in the
reliever who enherited
Payne scored on a fourth, was not without
the no-out situation.
close play at home when opportunity as the
Rayburn fanned the William Beale hit into a guests
stranded 11 base
first two batters he fac- fielder's choice and the runners during
the coned.before allowing a third sacker elected to test while
Murray left
pair of free passes and throw home in an unsuc- only
five on the base
one run to walk across cessful attempt at stop'paths.
the plate which was ping the second Murray
Tonight Marshall
credited to Bazzell. The run.
County will play the surfireman then calmly
Kelso picked up the vivor of the De•er-Creekthrew three strikes past third and final run of the
McLean County game
the next batter to retire inning when Tony which was
played
.
the side with only Patrick hit into another Thursday.
The survivor
minimal damage.
fielder's choice in which of Friday's game will
"Allen (Rayburn) the Marshall County play
Murray for the
came in and threw real defense was unable to championshi
p Saturday
well," said Baurer. The get anyone out.
at 7 p.m.
Murray skipper said he
With two outs in the
felt Bazzell was beginn- second it was Kelly MARSHALL
000 100 — 04
32010x — 86 2
ing to get a little incon- again starting the run MURRAY
Bawl' and Rayburn it i and
sistant when he started scoring rally with a Payne York and Craig Rudd WP —
the fourth frame, but single passed the out- Ba.ssen LP — Yorit 28 — Christian
Crouse I Murray i

Murray Country Club
Men's Medal Play-Championship to be held Saturday and
Sunday, July 13, 14. This is
a 36-hole tourney with one
. round on Friday for those
who can't play on either
Saturday_or Sunday. Medal
play pre-flighted from han.
Irretch play .
tourney flighted from medal
play results. Sign up in ProShop for more details.
•

As a tune-up for Satur- Trimble, Caleb- Cathy Williams, second. 15-1A boys
day morning's Murray Johnso-n. Mark — Steven Gresham. second
Backstroke
Invitational Meet at the Vandegrift, Geoffrey
8 -under girls — Megan
city-county park pool, Ball). 10-under girls Malinauskas. first. Sara Snyder. sethe Murray-Calloway (Carrie Germann, Gaya cond. g-under, boys — Caleb
Johnson. first. Britt Trimble. seSwim Team notched its Trimble, Kara Arm- cond, 10-under
girls — Gaya Trimsecond dual-meet vic- strong, Melissa ble. first. 10-under boys — Steven
Gresham.. first. John Michael
tory of the week on Muscio), 10-under boys Austin, second, 12-under girls —
Wednesday.
.(Johr Michael Austin, Jennifer Parker, first, Allison
second; 1Zunder boys —
Wednesday's victory _Peter Johnson, Steven Sickel.
Henn Gresham, second. 14-under
occurred on the road 'Gresham, Sean girls — Kris Olson, second, 14-under
— Jonathan Gresham, sectind:
against host Marion, Ill. Malinffilskas), 12-under boys
15-18 girls — Cathy Williams, first.
The Murray swimmers girls ( Allison SL9e1, 15-18 boys — Steven Gresham, first
Individual Medley
dofninated the meet, Beth Vandegrift. Jen8 -under girls — Megan
441-288. Monday the nifer Parker, Connie Mallnauskas. first, Sara Snyder, seMurray swimmers Steely), 12-under boys cond.: Sunder boys — Caleb
Johnson, find, Britt Trimble. sehosted Mayfield and (Benji Gresham, Erie cond. 10-under girls — Gaya Trimwon the meet which was Niffenegger, Sean' ble, first. Kara Armstrong, second.
10-under boys — Steven Gresham.
rescheduled earlier Stogner, Steven first,
Peter Johnson. second.
becauseaf rain.
12-under
girls — Jennifer Parker.
Gresham-). 14-under
first.'
Allison Sickel. second.
In Wednesday's vic- boys (Steven Gresham,
12-under boys — Sean Stogner. first,
tory, six MCST relay Mark Sfmmons, Benp Gresham, second. 14-under
girls
— [Mania Stogner. second,
squads took first place Jonathan Gresham,
I4-under boys — Jonathan Gresham.
honors in both the Sean Stogner).
first, 15-18 girls — Cathy Williams.
15-18 boys — Steven
medley and freestyle
Individual first-place second,
Gresham. first. Sean Malinauskas,
vialorieTTEr seventh and second-place swim- second
Breaststroke
relay squad, the mers from MCST team
Sunder girls — Megan
14-under girls, captured Include:
Malinauskaa: first. Sara Snyder. sefirst in the medley with
cond. 8-under boys — Britt Trityrble.
rreesty
first. alunder girls — Gaya Trim.
one squad (Kris Olson,
I under girls —
Megan ble. first. 10-under boys
— Steven
Shannon Wilkins, Don- Malinauskas. first. Sara Snyder, se• Gresham. first. Peter Johnson. as
cond, S-under boys — Caleb
nis Stogner and Candi Johnson, first. Britt Trimble, se- cond. 12-under girls — Jennifer
Parker. first, Allison Sickel. second,
• Manis) and first in the cond. 10-under girls Gaya Trim• I2-under boys — Sean Stogner first
bie. first, Kara Armstrong. /second. Benji 'Gresham. second. 14-under
freestyle with another 10
,under boys — Stev4n Gresham, girls — Donnis Stogner. second.
(Olson, Stogner, Manis first. Peter Johnson. second, is-under boys — Jonathan Gresham,
12-under girls — Jennifer Parker
second. 15•18 girls — Cathy
and Dina Fazi). .
first. Beth -Vandegrift, second. Williams. second, 15.18 boys
•“.
The double-winning 12-under boys — Sean Stogner, first. Steven
Gresham, second
14-under girls — Candi Mania. serelay teams included cond.
14 under boys — Jonathan
under But*
lsy — Megan
gir ril
8-under boys .(Britt Gresham. second. 15.18 girls — Malinauskas.
nrst, Sara nyder,

lail< STUMP REMOVAL
W. .0.. ,m C,,rS'"PStJP
en 76 below thc tuound
415 4343 or 435 4319
We Now Haul Pit Gravel

GRAVEL
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-4319

se
clad,
under boys — Caleb
Johnson. first, Britt 'hirable. second. 10-under girls — Gays Trtm-tile. first, 10.under boys — Steven
Gresham, first. Peter Johnson, second. 12-under girls — Jennifer
Parker. first. Allison Sickel. second.
13-under boys — Beall Gresham. se-.
cond. 14-under girls — Donnie
litogniir, second: 14-under boys —
Jonathan Gresham. first. 18.18 boys
— Jonathan Gresham. first

•••
•
•

•
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Pre-championship poll says public wants USFL to continue
EAST RUTHER- •
FORD,N.J.(AP) — The
United States Football
League, which
throughout its theeyear history has used
polls to justify its actions, has a new one that
UNITED STATES FOOTBALL LEAGUE
says just what the
league wants to hear —
19115 FloydIs At A Glance
SEMIFINALS
that the American
All Times EDT
Saturday, A*6
public believes the
QUARTERFINALS
2$, Momphis 19
Saturday's Ciento
league should continue.
Say,July?
Itirmingharn 22, Houston 20
Baltimore 28, Binning/mun 14
While the Baltimore
Sunday's Games
•is
,
M. Denver 7
Stars and the Oak1w4-f_
C311311111014341P
SO, Tampa Bay 77
Sunday. July 14
Invaders continued to
Monday's&WM
At East Ridherlord, N.J.
Baltimore 20. NO,/ TAF11•41/ 17
practice Thursday for
Oakland vs. Baltimore. $ p m
Sunday night's USFL
championship game —
It found that 70 per- tonal Football Leagu
e
the last to be played in cent of
the 1,000 people was trying to do in the
the spring — Commis- surve
yed believed a new USFL — the point the
sioner Harry Usher was leagu
e should grow and USFL is trying to make
up in the press lounge exist,
and 52 percent in its $1.2 billion
anunveiling,the latest poll. believed that
the Na- titrust suit against the

1

older league.
The USFL said the
New York firm of Penn
& Schoen -conducted the
survey. A USFL press
release said the poll was
based on telephone conversations with more
than 1,000 people — 700
of whom were identified
as football fans.

non-football events. Today, USFL owners meet
in nearby, Teaneck to
Continue their discussions on the shape of the
league when it moves to
the fall in 1988. At stake
could be the survival of
the league itself — at
least eight of the current
14 franchises are on
shaky financial ground.
Told of the contents of
In 1982, the league
the poll, Joe Browne, was founded on the
communications direc- basis of a poll that showtor for the older league, ed the public was ready
said: "Sports have In-/ for,, spring football.
variably found that paid' Then, after the owners
attendance and TV voted in August to go to
ratings are better a fall schedule,they probarometers of public in- duced another surve
y
terest than polls."
that showed more supThe game itself is be- port for fall play than
ing overshadowed by spring.

All-Star pitchers selected

Usher maintained
"Some people say the
Thursday that the latest NFL has been
using its
poll was absolutely power with the
networks
neutral. "You'll find to keep the USFL off TV
some negative things in In the fall and winter
.
there," he said, pointing Others say that the NFL
to one question that in- is not involved in
this.
dicated only 39 percent Which is Closer to
your
of those questioned view?"
thought favorably of the
Fifty-two 'percent of
USFL.
the respondents said
But it was also they agreed that the
sprinkled liberally with NFL purportedly is ussuch questions as:
ing such power, which is

Generals' Walker honored by AP
NEW YORK (AP) — of the Year
by The nearly twice GS many as
Record-shattering runn- Associated Press.
runner-up Mike Rozier
ing back Herschel
of Jacksonville, who ran
Walker of the New
The former Heisman for 1,361.
Jersey Generals was 'trophy winne
r rushed
Walker received 27 of
named the United State
for a professional foot- the 28 votes from
two
Football League Player ball record 2,411
yards writers and broadIn 18 regular-season casters from each USFL
games this season,

Guidry declines invitation; Gossage to relieve fo
r NL
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Rich Gossage already
was looking forward to
the cherished
memories. Bert
Blyleven was trying to
remember what it was
like. Scott Garrelts was
nervous. And Ron
Guidry was just being
honest.
All but one of the
above were among
those named to pitch
Tuesday night in major
league baseball's 56th
All-Star Game. Guidry,
who leads the -American

Management,
union will
meet July 18
NEW YORK (AP) —
Donald Fehr, acting executive director of the
Major League Players
Association, says it isn't
necessary for the union
to acknowledge that
owners have financial
problems before an
agreement is reached.
'Even if those
disagreements (over
teams' financial status)
persist, we still must
negotiate an agreement," Fehr said after a
one-hour meeting between the two sides
Thursday.
"The only way we
know how to do it, with
the backdrop of the past
several months, is to go
back to the nuts and
bolts, the issues, on as
intensive a basis as the
parties feel is likely to
allow us to make progress," he said.
The two sides canceled a meeting scheduled
for today. They will not
meet again until next
Thursday, after the AllStar break and after the
union meets Monday in
Chicago to set a strike
deadline.
"After the strike date
is set, whether it turns
into several days or
several weeks or
something in between, it
Isn't very much time,
especially compared to
what we have to do and
compared with the
remarkable progress
we have not been able to
make in eight months,"
Fehr said.
The players' chief
negotiator added,
however, that he has not
given up hope for a settlement without a
strike.
"Far more
sophisticated
agreements have been
negotiated in shorter
periods in other industries," Fehr said.
Lee MacPhail, president of the Player Relations Committee,
agreed with Fehr that
the financial statue
Issue shouldn't prevent
a settlement.
"Their position is,
maybe we will never •
reach absolute agreement on the problem,
but we still have to
make an agreement
whether we agree on the
financial problems*or
not," MacPhall said.
"There may always be
disagreement by the
two sides on that issue."

What Can You
Buy For
$1,500.00?

League with 11 victories Willie Hernandez,
who day night when. he
70s," said Gossage, who for their
and has a 2.89 ERA,ask- has 18 saves.
autograph
struck out 11 agaInst the has 17 saves
ed to be left off the list
and a 1.79 because they probably
Qeveland's Blyleven Meth to give him
ERA. "It's always an would
since he was starting for and two Toronto
have thought I
Blue for his career.
—
honor."
the New York Yankees Jays, Dave Stieb
was one of the clubhouse
and
Moore, Petry, Howell,
Blyleven, 8-8 and 3.10, kids."
Sunday.
Jimmy Key, were the Key, Garrel
ts, Hoyt and was selected
Guidry, who has won other starting pitchers
once
Garrelts, with a 4-3
Reardon are first-time before, in
10 in a row,said he knew selected. Besides Her1973. He said record, six saves and
a
AllStars,
while
Gossa
ge
he was honored but 1.10 ERA,
about his impending nandez, the
was selected
relievers leads all pitchers with
wanted "to enjoy this for the
selection by American are California's
first time. "I'm
Donnie nine selections.
one a little more. I was sure I'll
League Manager Moore and Jay
be very nerHowell
"There will be a point so young
Sparky Anderson on of Oakland.
at the time I vous," he predicted.
In my life when I'm go- made my
first one, I
Tuesday.
The National League ing to look back
Both managers are
and was more in awe than
"I was as honest as I staff, selected by
expected to announce
think ab9ut it — pro- anything
else. I was their starters
could be," Guidry said. Manager Dick Williams
on
bably when I'm in my afraid to
ask anybody Monday.
He said he told AL Ex- of San Diego, included
ecutive Vice President- two of his own pitche
rs,
Bob Fishel that "I'd be - starter LaMarr
Hoyt
taking a spot someone and reliever Gossa
ge.
else could put to better The other starters
were
use.
Joaquin Andujar of St.
ST. LOUIS (AP) -- zog), and I hope
he
Tudor, 10-7, who won
"I'm not a rookie. I've' Louis, Dwight Gooden of Manag
er Dick Williams utilizes it.'
for the ninth straight
been to four, so I know New York, Nolan Ryan of
the San Diego Padres
Chief perpetrators of time, struck out five-and
What it's all about. That of Houston and Fernan- says he
knows why the the Cards' speed
in the walked one while retirhas nothing to do with do Valenzuela of
Los St. Louis Cardinals are victory over San
Diego ing 18 of the last 20 San
why I won't go," Guidry Angeles. The relief
staff where they are and were rookie Vince
Col- Diego batters. The St.
said. "what happens was completed
by Gar- wishes them well.
eman and fourth-year Louis left-hander notchhere (with the Yankees) relts and Jeff Reard
"Speed is a wonderful outfielder Willie
on
McGee. ed his fourth shutout
is more important."
of Montreal.
thing," Williams said
Each player had two after working out of
With Guidry off the
a
Ryan, selected for the Thursday night after
hits, stole three bases bases-loaded jam in the
*list, Anderson chose sixth time but first since watch
ing St. Louis and scored two times. first
inning.
eight other pitthers, in- 1981, became the only speed to
a 6-0 triumph. Their performanc
es
Tito Landrum singled
cluding three of his own pitcher ever to
break "It helped us last year. made it easy for
John home the only two runs
— Jack Morris, 104, the 4,000 lifetime More
power to (Cards Tudor, who tossed
a Tudor needed in the botDan Petry, 10-7, and strikeout barrier
Thurs- Manager) Whitey (Her- five-hitter.
tom of the first.

Any Previously Owned Car
Car Listed Below:
1978 Dodge Omni 4DR
1978 VW Rabbit 2 bR
1978 Mazda GLC 2 DR

. _
11
I
LINDY SUITER

•

1979 Datsun Pickup
1978 Chevy. Luv Pickup w/ Air

1976 Olds Cutlass Si.iprrne 2 DR

Speed is many splendored thing for Cards

,

one of the principal
allegations in the
lawsuit. It has been
vigorously denied by the
NFL.
Today's meeting,
meanwhile, will concentrate on the transition to
the next USFL season.
Usher said Thursday,
that he would hope the
league would have 12
teams but conceded: "it
could be less." .

1975 Lincoln 4 DR
1974 Ford Econoline Van

All Good Cars!!
Name. address and . telephone
number ot previous (Ai. ners listed on
windshields

See These And Nlari Other
Fine Previously Ov•ned Cars
At:

Hatcher, Toyota,
Lincoln-Mercury
515 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-4961

COREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTI1• LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
901 SYCAMORE
753-8355

-

hp,

0
0

Major League Baseball Standings
litaier Loewe Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W L
Pet. GB
Toronto
53 32 .04 —
Detroit
47 35 .573 4%
New York
46 36
561 5%
Baltimore
43 39
524 8%
Borten
NI 41 .512 9%
Milwaukee
M 45 .444 15
Cleveland
27 58
325 25
West Division
California
49 25 .583 —
Oakland
44 40
524 5
Kansas City
42 41 .506 6%
Chicago
40 41 .494 7%
Seattle
41 43 .488 8
Minnesota
38 44 .463 10
Texas
ICI 53 .876 17%
Thursday's Genies
Oakland 9. Milwaukee 3
Minnesota 5, Detroitl
Kansas City 1. Cleveland 0
Baltimore?, Chicagol
New York 11. Texas?
Toronto 5. California 3
Boston 7, Seattle 1
Friday's Games
Minnesota (Butcher 5-8)at Detroit(Tanana 4-7). In)
Kansas City (Leibrandt 8-6) at Cleveland (Romero
64),(n)
Texas (Sebra 0-1) at New York (Whitson 4-6), In)
Chicago (Nelson 54)at Baltimore (Davis 45).(n)
Toronto(Key 7-31 at California (McCaskill 4-5). (n I
Boston (Filson 3-2) at Seattle (Moore 7-5). (n)
Milwaukee (HIgusra 5-5) at Oakland (Cothran 84).
(n)
Saturday's Games
Texas at New York
Milwaukee at Oakland
Minnesota at Detroit. In)
Kansso City at Cleveland. to i
Chicago at Baltimore. In)
Toronto at California. In)
Boston at SestUe. In)
Sunday's Gaines
Minnesota at-Detroit -,
.
Kansas City at Cleveland
Texas at New York '
Chicago at Baltimore
Toronto at California
Milwaukee at Oakland
Boston at Seattle
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Widen
W L
Pd. GS
St. Louis
80 Kt .610 —
New York
47 PO
MS 3%
Montreal
48 87 .505 3%
Chicago
44 39 .630 6%
PhliadelphM
37 46 .444 13%
Pittsburgh
IS 64 .341 RI

/

west Division
San Diego
48 37
565 —
Lou Angeles
46 36
561
IA
Cincinnati
42 40
512 44
Houston
43 42
506 5
Atlanta
36 47
434 11
San Francisco
31 54
368 17
,
Thursday's Games
Lou Angeles 8, Chicago 1
Pittsburgh 6. San Francisco 4
Atlanta I. Philadelphia 2
Cincinnati 2, Montreal 0
St. Lot& 6, San Diego 0
Houston 4. New York 3, 12 innings
Friday's Ganes
Lou Angeles (Hershiser 8-3) at Chicago(Gun 0-1)
San Francisco (Gott 4-6) at Pittsburgh (Rauschel
7-2), In)
Montreal (Palmer 6-7) at Cincinnati I Parts:we 2-1).
(n)
Philadelphia (Rawley 6-6) at Atlanta (Bedrosian

A PR.

Case Lawn and *1
Garden Tractors •
•

ctors and Accessories

Garden

-Baggers-Thatchers-Log Splitters-Disc Cultivators & More
Trade in your ...1 mowers at this sale.

Open Till 6 p.m. every night Mon.-Sot. except Thurs. Closed the
4th.

'Riding Mowers
Starting at

San Diego (Hoyt 11-4) at St. Louis(Andujar 15-3),
In)
New York (Darling 8-2) at Houston (Nlekro 7-7),
(fl)
Saturday's Games
Lou Angeles at Chicago
Son Francisco at Pittsburgh
Montreal at Cincinnati,(n)
Philadelphia at Atlanta,(n)
San Diego at St. Louis.(n)
New York at Houston.(n)
Sunday's Games
San Francisco at Pittsburgh
Philadelphia at Atlanta
Montreal at Cincinnati
San Diego at St Louis
Los Angeles at Otleago
New York at Houston. In)

*995

•

*1

-)

Minor League
Pd.
.523
500
472
443

...

111
..Sale Prices On All Our
Lawn &
Tra
u

5-7).(n)

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
EASTERN DIVISION
W
L
Buffalo (Chlsx I
46 42
Louisville )Crds)
43 43
Nashville (71grs I
42 47
Indianapola I IC
1
30 0
wxargwr.DIVISION
Okla. City (Rts(re)
53 31
Denver(Rds 1
50 40
Omaha (Kayla I
42 44
Iowa(Che)
311 53
Thundey's Ganes
Oklahoma City 9, Louisville $
Indianapolis 11, Omaha.2
Buffalo 5. Iowa 1
140001% S. Denver 2
Nashville 11. Denver 4 '

•A

Financing on
lAngeNresowiii

mocie!s 210 220
222. 224 & 226
low prome HYDRIv
°order,,rociois
GS
—
2
4%
7

Models 108

Models 644
663 and 448
nve, cirronce
HYMN,po,der
aocion

wo omit%
8 hp, 10 hp
•••

631 —
356 8
477 13
404 1814

and 16 ha
lawn itcVori

I‘14:11SOLI.. .
l'he %en Annie Ito Vuy
Fur t
Gunten nuclor•

••S

Lambert
Retire' s
From• NFL

.PITTSBURGH (AP)'
— Jack Lambert, whose
snarling intensity was
the defensive
trademark of the Pittsburgh Steelerr? • :.;....'.Super Bowl championships, retired after 11
sealoorks 'as one of pro

football's
top
linebaekers.

Lambert said he
decided to retire
'ause he iTairr.:..41:1ed from a dislocated big
toe that benched him for
!nos' t of last season.

INGERSOLL
INGERSOLL EQUIPMENT CO INC

ii

1934 — 1965

ervin
You
51
Year

i44

4

Mckeel Equipment-Co.
MURRAY — 503 WALNUT — 753-3062

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 Si.SYCAMORE,

753-8365
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Applications now available for
1985 quota deer hunt permits
, GOLDEN POND, KY
Hunt- permits. Hunte'rs
— Applications for 1985
who qualify for the LBL
quota deer hunt permits
Youth Hunt may apply
at TVA's Land Between each year. To be eligible
The Lakes &LBLt are .for youth hunt status, a
now available at all LBL 'hunter must be at least
welcome stations, accor10 years old and less than
ding to wildlife biologist 16 years old by the first
Dennis Sharp. Com- day of the youth hunt,
pleted applications must which is November 16,
be received at LBL by 1985.
3:30 p.m.. CDT. July 31.
Any person born after
Only hunters who were January 1, 1969, who
not issued a 1984 permit hunts at LBL must have
may apply for a 1985 per- successfully completed a
mit. Hunters who receiv- State-approved hunter
ed a ,-1984 permit, safety training course
regardless of whether and possess 'an apthey took part in last propriate card and/or
year's hunt, are not eligi- certificate. This requireble to apply this year.
Inent does_not apply to
This regulation does those under 10 years of
not apply to hunters age as long as they are
receiving LBL Youth accompanied by an adult

_

sidered "trash" fish and
are fair game for commercial operations. The
state doesn't permit
people with commercial
licenses to sell "game"
fish Such as bass,
walleye or crappie..
The state Department
of Natural Resources,
which licenses the
fishing operations,
estimates the Ohio
River contains more
than 1 million pounds of
harvestable catfish, of
which less than 3 percent were taken in 1984,
said DNR fishery
biologist Fred Leckie.
The river could maintain a 20 percent harvest
rate, he said.
The fishing season on
the Ohio. the state's only
river in which commer-

cial fishing is permitted.
runs from April to
November, Leckie said.
"Most of it has traditionally been in the
Gallipolis pool," Leckie
said. "I think there'smore interest in that
area traditionally.
"We're seeing a little
bit more in the Racine
pool and the Belleville
pool. I think there is a
possibility for it all up
and down. We did three
yeras of studies before
we suggested commercial fishing."
Pools are named for
the dams holding them.
The Gallipolis pool, for
instance, is named for
the Gallipolis Locks and
Dam near Point
Pleasant.
Ellis said he prefers

libme of
c

•
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Green
Turtle
Bay
Grand
Rivers,
Ky.

so

Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods
Your Fishing
Headquarters
*Take a Kid or a Dad
Fishing
Uncle Jeff's'
Shopiting Center
9-9 Mon.-Sot.
1-6 Son.
Hwy. 641 S.

Cedric,
Jo, Eric__
and
Jane Benson

The blmegill,, small
stripes and some of the
blackbass I saw were
swollen to the max from
eating so much!
This should set the
stage for the 'next few
days by bringing a lot of
fish to the shoreliata,
Topwater
fishing
should improve each day
that the flies are active

so don't sleep late and
miss all of the fun.
A lot of people are
trolling for sauger and
stripes now but due to the
persistent barometer
changes, they are a little
tough to catch.
We have an abundant
supply of shad minnows
and one can't help but
wonder why the stripes
aren't chasing them
every day.
The pressure changes
are the only clue I can
find because everything
else is perfect.
Danny, Sondra and
Jason Grimes did some
trolling for Sauger and
managed to land 7
-keepers.
•
They used the ever
popular wiggle wart
along the main river

the most and the largest!
We'll have to try again!
If yOu like to fish. at
night. the stripes are hitting a little bit under the
Eggners Ferry Bridge
and the catfish seem to
be everywhere.
Mayflies, minnows,
and cutbait have been
producing some good
strings.
It has been extremely
hot out on the lake so if
you plan a trip take along
a jug of water or your
favorite soft drinks.
You will dehydrate
faster than you think if
you are not careful and
expecially if you take the
youngsters along. They
can get too hot very
quickly.
Happy Fishing!

•

Outdoorsmen using solar power
BY SPORTS AFIELD
A Hearst Magazine
Outdoors enthusiasts
are getting more than
just a good tan from the
sun these days. Many of
them have junked their
noisy, smelly
generators and get their
power from solar
energy.
Modern conveniences
are becoming the outdoors rule rather than
the exception, according to an article in the
July issue of Sports
Afield, as campers,
fishermen, hikers, and
owners of boats and
recreational vehicles
charge their batteries
with solar power.

teries, and solar powers
adds even more to outdoor enjoyment.
Solar power is viable
in cold climates as well
as in the tropics,
because it is sunlight,
not heat, that generates
power. Solar energy actually works more efficiently in colder
climates. •
The operative factor
Is the number of hours
of sunlight per day.
Washington, Oregon,
Maine, New Hampshire
and Vermont average
three hours Of sunlight
per day, New York has
four hours, Virginia to
Georgia four and a half,
south Florida and
Nevada five and a half,
and Hawaii and Arizona
six.

Today solar energy
can run a bassboat as
well as power allterrain
vehicles, live-bait wells,
tractors and tools.
A folding solar panel
has been designed for
mountain climbers and
serious backpackers. If
rtcles atop a backpack
during the day, ancl will
charge nickel cadmium
batteries with enough
power to play a radio,
light a fluorescent tube
or run emergency communication equipment.
Tent campers and
owners of tent trailers
can set up in the shade
and run a wire up to 100
feet in length to locate
their solar panel, in a
sunny area.

Trailer owners can install rooftop splar
panels for $1,200 to
$1,500 and dispense with
noisy generators and
the need to carry fuel.
In the future, solar
costs are expected to
drop even more. Experts talk of a spray now
being developed that
can be applied to glass,
wired and pointed at the
sun. Hatch covers on
boats could be sprayed
with -the substance and
it could be painted on
all-terrain vehicles, as
well as on special panels
on the rot* of homes.
The new systems will
use plastic batteries,
writes Mark Sosin in
Sports Afield, that will
weigh 20 times less than
A solar panel on the current
lead batteries
roof of a pickup camper, and
can be molded into
van or motorhome, riggany shape.
ed in conjunction with'd
In 10 years, it is
deep-cycle battery, will
estimated that 10 perprovide electrical
cent of American homes
energy after dark,
will rely on solar energy
eliminating the need for
for at least some of their
electrical hook,ups
needs.

Grand Rivers, Ky.
Open 7 days a week
10:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Reservations Suggested
362-8844

SMITHLAND, Ky. —
The Professional Kennel
Club Kentucky State
Championship raccoon
hunting dog trials will be
held in the area Friday
and Saturday night. •b,
The competition, cosponsored by the Burna

Coon Club, will be based scoring dogs from casts nightly trials.
out of the Livingston Friday or Saturday will
A purse of $1,250 is
County Fairgrounds just be re-cast late Saturday guaranteed. With a $500
north of Smithland. on to determine the top four top awapi for the winner
U.S. 60. Bench shows and finishers.
of the trials. The entry
treeing contests .are
fee is $25 and the
scheduled for 6 p.m. FriThe entry- for bench deadlines for entries are
day and again at 5 p.m. show and treeing contest 8-p.m. Friday and 7 p.m.
Saturday in addition to dogs is $10.
Saturday. The top-

%A.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.EE.111E.E. 'E. VEVE.E.E.E.
II,
fr.

Rod Re-Building & Repair
Magna-Dyne Graph paper for
Lowrance models.

tr,

KENTUCKY
LAKE
F.
in
Jr-SAILS
tr, 4............................."—"—"—..........
(7Grand River, Yacht Harbor
ft
(r_

fr.
PI

t •r, 14111
t 1
NL,

Rods, Reels,
Tackle and
everything else
you need
302-753-1342

channel moving at idle
'speed. Danny hooked
and fought a really big
bass but as they so often
do, it got away at the
boat.
Danny said if was at
least on 8 pounder and
that he _would have
released it anyway.
I forgot to mention
before that when Ernie,
Jack. Debbie and I fished together, we did some
topwater bass fishing.
It was during the time
when the Cicada were so
thick on the Land Between The Lakes and topwater was the way to go.
Anyway, Debbie Middleton out fished us three
guys as easy as pie! It
was the first time she
had ever cast for bass on
the fake but she caught

Kennel club coon dog hunting trials held

tt, ilyuxt9 -that EN.pectaf iwytneotic
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We had a massive
Mayfly hatch Wednesday night and the main
lake banks were absolutely covered with
them!
„I fished from Kenlake
Marina to Blood River
and back, covering both
sides of the lake, and the
tree limbs were actually
bending under their
weight.

the region north of
Huntington.
"I like to fish up
-around Crown City
(Ohio) the best, because
you don't have all this
garbage in the water,"
he said. "We've brought
up barge cables, roots,
box sp-rings, atiout
everything."
The Chesapeake,
Ohio, resident said he
sells some of his fish in
Ohio, mainly to small
fishing lakes, and puts
others in a lake he owns.
"The biggest ones go
in (my) lake," Ellis
said. "The other ones I
try to sell to other lakes
in the area. They can't
Prices of solar panels
afford to go down to
Arkansas and the hat- have dropped
cheries and haul them dramatically in the last
few years, from a whop• Albert Einstein in 1903
up here."
ping $10,000 in 1969 to predicted the eventual
$300 today for a 2.5 amp practical use of solar
panel measuring 1-by-4 energy, and it became a
feet. Consider 'the con- reality in 1954 when
venience of always hav- NASA scientists ining fully charged bat- vented the silicon wafer.

byectal 'Platt

RESTAURANT
Phone (502) 362-4520
Open Tues thru Sun Closed Mon
Sunday Brunch
Tues -Thurs 5 p m to 9 p.m.
Fri. and Sat 5 p.m to 930 p m
11 a m to 2 p.m
Sun 5 p m. to 9 pm

(A

tat least 21 years old t. deadline."
Because late courses
Successful applicants
- not be available, who participate in the
_ may
Sharp suggests hunters quota hunts must purmake arrangements to chase a State hunting
attend a safety course license, deer- tag. and
now instead of waiting LBL Annual Hunter Use
until their names are Permit prior to the hunt.
drawn.
Applications may be
Sharp encourages - all obtained and turned in at
hunters to read the ap- the North and South
plication instructions Welcome Stations, the
carefully, complete the Golden- Pond Visitor
application, and return it Center, or the LBL Adto LBL as soon as possi- ministrative Office at
ble. Says Sharp. "It's Golden Pond. Applica.good to turn in the ap- tions may also be obtainplication well before the ed by contacting the
July 31 deadline. That Wildlife Management
way, if there is a Section at TVA-Land
mistake, we may be able Between The Lakes.
to return the applicatiorr Golden Pond, Kentucky
to the hunter for resub- 42231,
phone (502)
miss-Pon - before - the 924-5602.

Few operations are licensed for
Ohio River commercial fishing
HUNTINGTON,
W.Va. t AP
— When
Tracy Elks hangs out a
sign saying "gone
fishin'," it means he's
on the job.
Ellis, who plys the
Ohio River in - a
johnboat, is one of 17
state-licensed commercial fishermen in West
Virginia.
'In 1984, commercial
fishing operations iri the
Ohio River along the
Ohio border hauled in
27,169 pounds of channel
catfish. 22,841 pounds Of
flathead catfish, 253
pounds of bullheads.
5,635 pounds of carp,
2,865 pounds of buffalo
and a few white catfish,
gizzard shad and
minnows.
Those'species are con-
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r"-ierokee Pioneer
Hwy.641 North

753-6448
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Boat Rentals

PI
Ir

*Sailboats *Ski *Pontoon
*Fishing Boats
362-8206
362-8201
Hwy.453, Grand Rivers
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Dover's
Tree Service

On Beautiful Kent.ucicy.Lake

753-0338
Olopping, Deadwooding, Hedg
Trimming, Complete Removal,
Pesticide Treatment, Surgery,
0
soi
ol Seasoned Firewood.
•Fully Insured
44!
"

'

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
'Bass Hawk Boats
'Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service

"J.C. Pontoons

f vonRuoF
Sill(S
SF RVICf

R R 2 Bur-Hin

'cot) 232 822 1

0,

& W AUT
SUPPLY

•••

We Install Automotive Glass

and Have a Complete
Automotive Machine Shop!
We .Also Make Hydraulic
Hoses. 753-4563 512S. 12th
Avv8"w4x-Y--

41 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business"

Kenlake Marina
Complete Line of Fishingand Sporting Equipment

Boot, Motor,Ski &

I•14

Pontoon Rentals P'
Wort
Your U-Haul Headquarters
Hwy.'641 South

753-9131

soso
appy
Holid
ay Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake ;'.1

Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.
Rt. 1 Hardin (502)474-2245 or 474-2211, Ext. 171

411•010

DON McCtURE

so: 1 1,2 Miles From Murray

On 94E.;

Telephone 502-753-6116
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GRAYSON NicaURE

;

Pittman
Wheel
Alignment ..
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor.Tires

410 N.4th
753-8346— 753-6779
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ARIES
'(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Don't let others sway you from a
course you know to be. correct. You
gain today by standing pat. Accent
conservative tactics.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Partners work well together today.
Watch out for those who employ
underhanded methods in business
and financial dealings.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Extra funds come to those who
Work extra hard to&y. Judgment,
though, may be off when it comes to
shopping. Don't abuse credit.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You're better off with an existing
tie than with those you don't know
very well today. Sidestep clandestine
involvements.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Home offers more rewards than
friendship now. Tackle unfinished

Fraaces Drake
FOR SATURDAY,JULY 13, 1985

chores. An acquaintance is after
something. Be wary.
•
VIRGO
(Aug.2310 Sept.22)
You'll meet with obstacles if you
push career interests today. Your
time is better spent in the company of
good frieatls•

Calendar...

Sunday, July 14
Sunday; July 14
8115 a.m. on patio of St.
Baptist Church.
John's Episcopal
---Church.
Monday,July 15
Free Pap Smear
Organizational Clinic will be from 8
meeting for girls' soft- a.m. to
4 p.m. at
ball team at Calloway Callow
ay County Health
LIBRA .
County High School will Center
. For an appoint(Sept. 2:3 to Oct.22)
be at 2 p.m. at Universi- ment
call 753.3381.
Advice you receive now may be
ty Bra-rich of Bank of
---misleading, especially in business
Murray. For informaIndependence United
interests. Don't be sidetracked from
tion call 753-0959.
Methodist Church's
your goals. Keep your own counsel.
- -Vacation Bible School
Events in Land Bet- will start at
6:30 p.m.
ween the Lakes will in(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
---clude Solar Hot Water at
Familiar haunts suit you best
Men's Match Play
2 p.m. at Empire Farm Tourn
today. A business deal is full of
ament will begin
YOU BORN TODAY are creative
and Nature's Grab Bag at Murray
complications. Wait before making and diplomatic.
Country
You work well in
any commitments.
partnerships, yet also have leadership at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Club.
abilities. Peace-loving and sympathe- Nature Center.
---_SAGITTARIUS
---tic, you may be drawn to law, politics,
Reservations for lun(-Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Youth Council of cheon on Tuesda
medicine and religion. You also have
y by
You're right to want to do further
a strong interest in interior design. It Memorial Baptist Christian Women's Club
research about an investment, yet
is important that you genuinely like Church will meet at 5:15 of Murray'should be
you may have a partner's impulsiveyour work, otherwise you won't put p.m. in office of Milton made by today with
ness to contend with.
Gresham, minister of Freda at 753-3999
forth the proper effort.
or
youth and music.
Bobbie at 753-6061.
------Teachers' AppreciaPurchase Area
tion Dinner of Seventh Development
Board of
-"With a flat demand vegetables are par- and
Office. Poplar Church of
Rogers said the pro- for tobacco and declin- ticularly suited to Ken- Christ will
be at 6:30
ject is needed in Ken- ing tobacco income,
our tucky because our p.m.
tucky because of the farmers need
sup- farms are small, but we
size and makeup of plemental sources
Rev. Terry Sills will
of need this kind of
many of the state's farm income," Rogers research and marketing show
slides of his misexpertise to get a pro- sion trip to
farms.
said. "Fruits and
Kenya,
gram like this going."
Africa, tonight at Grace

seoRpro

Gite

CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
It's best to put work interests aside
for now,Though a party is nokexactly
exciting, you will still enjoy yourself
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Though business and pleasure do
not combine favorably at present,
there's nothing stopping you from
working on a project.
PISCES
WSW
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Things seem too hectic atound
home for entertaining. It's best to
seek your good times elsewhere.
Familiar haunts are best.

Supplemental crop program money OK'd
LOUTSVILLE-;
.
(AP) - A House Appropriations subcommittee has approved
$150,000 for the first
year of a three-year project designed to help
Kentucky farmers
develop supplemental
crops, U.S. Rep. Harold
"Hal" Rogers' office
has announced.
Rogers, a Republican
from Kentucky's 5th
District who sits on the
Appropriation's
agriculture subcommittee, said Thuqday the
funds are
or the
University of Kentucky
to develop an efficient
production and
marketing system's. for
Kentucky fruits and
.vegetables, as part of
the 1986 Agriculture Appropriations bill.
"This project will include market iesearch,
developing a plan to produce, store and handle
the crops, and developing a marketing system
for the crops which are
grown," he said in a
statement released by
his Washington, D.C.,

Riopan
Plus®

Monday,July 15
Wednesday at Oaks
Country Fitih should be
made by today with
Ruth Caldwell and
Mayrelle Clark, coHazel and Mason's chairmen.
Chapel United
-Methodist Churches will
Hospice Volunteer
start theli Vacation Bi- Training Session will
be
ble School at 9 a.m. at at 6 p.m. in third floor
Mason's Chapel.
classroom, Murray ---Calloway County
South Pleasant Grove Hospital.
United Methodist
---Church will start its
Murray Lodge No. 105
Vacation Bible School at -Free and Accep
ted
9 a.m.
Masons will meet at 7:30
---.p.m. at lodge hall.
New Providence Bap---tist Church will start its
Hazel and Douglas
Vacation Bible School at Centers will be
open
•
9 a.m.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
---for activities by senior
Prospective Member citizens.
Night will be from 7 to 8
p.m. at Murray Moose
Lodge.
Apollo 14 astronauts
---Alan Shepard and
Reservations for Edgar Mitchell landed
ladies day luncheon on
on the moon Feb 5, 1971

CHECK OUT
f.COLORTYME

BEFORE YOU
RENT OR BUY

0
0 tans-to-Own By Telephone
-0 ,Itent•lo-Ovm for Imatediete Delivery

t`
'-

llent•To-Own With Confidence
We'ra Amerke's Largest Rent-To-Own System became we check out best with our customers
.

S-10 Blazer
$20000 per month

'GET WHAT You WANT

'Based on 48 month closed end lease
plus tax
and title fees

license

C COONNIVIIM, inc. was
IIIIMIMMIMIMeMIMMIIIMMIMal VALUABL

'Jut, N 1 2t11 MUlloy ?

Olynhiiii. Phlid

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

P..)i 2380

PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

(COLORTYME)
Independontly Owned and Opera•

led

E COUPON MMIMMIIIIIIMMIMIIIIIMIMIMMIMI

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR $10 OFF YOUR 1ST MONTH'S RENT •
•No Credit Hassle

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

•

Rent-To-Own Without Istre Smoke And Repair Charges
Rent-To-Own Without Long Tenn Obligatioas

Antacid/Anti-Gas
Fast Relief

ROWS

PAGE 13

Monday.July 15
Directors will meet at 5
p.m. at district offices,
U.S. Highway 45 North,
Mayfield.

O lint-To-Own A Neale &end Product
•haf.T04. Without A Credit Hassle
LI tint-To-Own Without A Down Payment Or Deposit

Sodium Free

12floz 111.89

FRIDAY, JULY 12,1985

(tuont'd from page 6)

p#E

Is
erles

•Ront-To-Own Plan!

•No Long-Term Obligation •No Down Payment •
(COLORTYME.)•
Service indluded
•No Deposit

DWAIN
S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
TAYLOR
502-753.2617
CHEVROLET, INC.

TV•Video•Audio•Appliances

•Rost By Phone

•immediate Delivery

759-44871

*OMINOUS UMW loOMTOMION
204 S. 4th St.
1409e4er Rases Apply After le Month
I'
. I
JUST PRESENT THIS COUPON AT STORE OR ON DELIVERY
..11bonimmsuasasmalumwmwiwommummmowommnw
iaammiwiwasil-..

Churches, Tell Your Story

eir

LI

On July 26,
the Murray
Ledger & Times
will publish a
very special section, "Profile on
Murray and
Calloway County
Churches."
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m

00.441U

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Mi!ierray Ledger & Times
MURRAY, KY.

Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879

Name of Church:
Pastor:
Address:
Phone:
Church Service Times:

The tabloid section will contain:
Pictures by Harry Allison, articles, and
advertisements on our churches.

Membership:
Year Founded:
Other Important Church Leaders:

The deadline for articles and advertisements
is Monday, July 22.
Share your church with the community in the
Ledger Sz Times' "Profile on Murray and
Calloway County Churches.”
The article form provided should be filled out
and returned to the -Ledger & Times.

Special Activities, Programs,Services, Community Involvement, & Etc:

•AdvertisementS are not required.

Advertisements sizes will be:
•

2x2 (Business Card Size)
$14.20
2x4
$28.40
2x6 or 3x4
$42.46
3x6/
1
2(1
(Tab size) $69.23
/
4 pg.)
3x13 6x6/
1
2(1/2 pg.) (Tab size) $138.45
4x13
.).
(3/4 pg(T
_ size) $184.60
ab
6x13 (1 Full pg.)
• (Tab size) $276.90
Your advertisementsvan be arranged by
contacting one of our advertising representatives. (753-1916)

..••••••
44•
- •••44
,
40~04
•441
,
•

•

(Use an additional sheet for more information)
•

1001 Whitnell Ave. P.O. Box 1040
• is
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CLASSIFIEDS

Mirrray Ledger & Times

1MM

1

Legal

1

NOTICE
On Julyn. 1985, there was tendered for filing with the Federal Communications.commission an application to assign the licenses
of AM broadcast station WNBS and FM
broadcast station WAAW from Timkay.
Inc., to Murray Broadcasting Company,
Inc. 1A'NBS operates on a frequency of 1340
kilohertz and WAAW operates on a frequency of 103.7 megahertz at Murray, Kentucky.
Officers, directors, and owners of 10,( or
.more of the stock of Timkay. Inc. include
Glen Wilcox, Fransuelle Wilcox Cole,.and
T.C. Wilcox. Officers, directors, and owners
of 10'; or more of the stock of Murray
'Broadcasting Company..Inc. include Edward B. Fritts, Alma R. Fritts. Charles
Shuffet, Margaret Shuffet. C.H. Hulse, and
Frances Hulse. A copy of the application,
amendment(
and related material is
available for public inspection at
WINES W A A W- studios. which are-located at
Murray.
118 South Fifth Street, i
Kentucky

-roar

THE-FAII SIDE
By GARY LARSON

2

Jim Sulter &
Jerry Henry win
be
in
our
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS,INC.

Guapanteed Repair
Service
On Car & Home Stereo
World of Sound
222 S. 12th
753-5865

Olds Pont Cad Stock

COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora. a new hair
salon. Cuts $5. perms
$25, shampoo set $5,
manicure $3 50
753-0658. Closed Wed
KEN BAR Inn mekibership. Take over
payments. Call 502-3762722.
MURRAY Tailor Shop
is not going out of
business. They are open
8:30 to 4:30 Monday
thr0 Saturday and
located undv• the
Frame Village.
TOISDLER Day Care
has openings for 1.
toddler & 1-4- yr old
Call 753-2555.

NIFTY
NIFTY

MELVA'S
50

movie tapes
$1.75 a night. VCR
$4.75 a night. No
membership
required.

100-A N. 6th St.
753-3934

1981
Dodge Omni
31,000 miles.
Excellent gas
mileage. Four
speed.
$2,950.00.
Call

753-6098.

SHINGLES- $17.95
7 '8 roofing nails.
$11 00 box. Mid-South
Wholesale: 342 East 5. Lost and Found
Washington; Paris: 901- LOST acquamarine and
642-2552.
diamond ring. Reward.
Lost in Bel Air Center.
Friday. Call 498-8324 or
NO CREDIT
753-6926.

CHECK!

LIMITED OFFER

•
paniacuct ra.44/,

6. Help Wanted

VISA

EASY

ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details- send selfaddressed stamped enGUARANTEED'
velope; Elan Vital- 332,
For application call
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
CREDIT
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
1 800-637-6680
EXPERIENCED
(toll free)
automobile frame
straightener, regular
hours. 50% commission,
Kansas Jack Equipment & shop provided in
Marshall County. 554Face
5812 after 5p.m.
rmr
FREE L
- ANCE
writer/photographers.
Start At
We are currenlly look1‘
ing for manuscripts and
photographs on a wide
1000
variety of topics of
Vowell &
special interest to residents of the Jackson
Purchase Area, for
tE, Son Inc.
possible use in a new
Martin, TN
monthly magazine to be
16 587-2301
published beginning in
September. We are
looking for brightly
gitElat
a
rali written feature material and pictures about
people, events,
SOFTWARE
lifestyles, history.
SOLUTIONS,
music, books, movies,
health, food, careers,
Quality software
fashion, sports, busiat discount prices ness, agriculture,
for your Apple, humor and a wide
variety of other interC-64 or IBM PC.
esting . topics. Deadline
753-2320
for the first issue is
Located inside
August 15. For publicaJohn's
tion information and
guidelines please write:
Saving Center
Purchase Perspectives,
Summer Hrs:
9 a.m -5 p.m. Sat., 1 c/o Dennis Hill, P.O.
Box 709, Mayfield, Ky.
p.m -5 p.m. Sun.
42066.
•
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9. - Situation

Wanted

COMPLETE home repair or remodeling.
plumbing, tree trimming or removal. Also,
will buy timber. Call
753-8568.
DE'FENDAELE Mother
will babysit in my home
or yours. Call 437-4243.

WILT=FiTriny
home. Call 759-1219.clean your houst
or office. Have excellent references. Call
after 6p.m. 759-1762.
WILL do house cleaning; experienced, dependable, references.
Call 753-6043.
10. Business Opportunity
FOR sale Home and Business. Grocery store with
3 bedroom home, gogd
condition, well insulated,
reasonably priced, excellent location. Owner is
retiring. Don't -let this
opportunity estape you
Call 1-382-2479.

15. Articles for Sale
ADMIRAL 10.1 cu. ft.
upright freezer, excel-lent condition, $125. Call
753-2590.
'
NJOY the summer
evenings under a white
aluminum patio cover,
size 8.x15', good condition, $125. Sit in rattan
chairs, $15 each. Two
black wrought-iron
posts and railing for
steps, $15. Call 759-4-407.
FREEZER 26 ft. chest
Je's Palace 753-8202.
GE harvest gold refrigerator. Must sell.
$225. Call 753-3069.
GOOD used freezer for
sale. Call 753-4684.
TRTETTOT-F-d7--or
c
units-'
Lauan- $30.00; Birch$40.00. Mid -South
Wholesale; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901642-2552.
SEARS Coppertone
double oven electric
range, electric range.
excellent condition. Call
42-8604.
VANITIES- $40.95 and
up. A-grade comodes$49.95. Mid-Soulh
Wholesale; 342 East
Washington; Paris; '901642-2552.

••••

SINCE YOU'VE BEEN RA 5W BY
SQUIRRELS,EP, YOU HAVE A LOT
TO LEARN ABOUT
BEING A CAT

IF you are not earning
$480 per week or more
call today! District
manager position open
for The Auto Club of
America. Unlimited
earnings potential and
automatic increases
each year. This is not
insurance. No overnight
travel. For more information call 618-7456326. Ask for Albert
Bagby. Jr.
'NEED a job? 7
openingt. You may
qualify if: p you are
between 16 & 21 yrs..old.
21 you have dropped out
of school for 9 months or
more 31 you don't have
a high school diploma or
GED.•Call JTPA out of
school 9a.m.-1:30p.m.
weekdays 753-9378.
PART time to full time
shop workei for
wholesale wood shop.
Must have some wood
shop experience & ablltty to operate band saw.
Apply at 109 N. 12th St.
lp.m.-5p.m. only.
RECEPTIO74IST,
general office work
experience. only. Must
be poised & possess
excellent telephone
skills. Job requires
typewriter, copy
machine & filing skills.
Send resume & salary
requirement to P.O.
Box 1040-F, Murray,
Ky.
1OM1e.ONE to stay with
elderly lady 6p.m. Friday until 6p.m. Sunday.
Call 489-2731.

14. Want to Buy
WANT to buy Iobacco
sticks. Call 492-8790.

r -ThN
3

"MERE-'

16. Home Furnishings

24. Miscellaneous

THAT 15 A
POO. CATS
ARE AFRAIP
OF 17005"

YES, HIS

51.185CRIPTICN
TC SOLDIERS
MAGAZINE
" RAN CUT

16. Home Furnishings
- MOVING, must sell- 1
couch $20, 1 double bed
$25. Call 753-6647.
SIMMONS hide-a-bed
couch $85, Lazy Boy
recliner rocker $81.
chrome dinette table- 6
chairs- $70. Call
753-8341.

MAPLE dining room
hutch. table & 6 chairs.
$240. Will sell table &
chairs seperate for 6140.
753
:0164.
19. Farm

Equipment

A Farman tractor,
hydraulic lift, PTO,
plow, disk and cultivator. Good condition.
Best offer. Phone 9e1247-5524 after 5p.m.
PERGUSON TO tractor.
very good condition,
excellent for. small farm
work. Call 753-3387 after
5p.m.
GOOD farm wagon and
manure spreader. Call
753-1265.
INT. H Tractor & int. 7
ft. wheel disc. Good
condition. Call 759-1816.
REDBELLY Ford
tractor, plows, disk,
bushhog, cultivators.
Call 753-9565.
22. Musical
CONN trombone with
attachment, completely
overhauled. Call 7532550.
ELECTRIC Hammond
organ, model M-100.
$400. Yamaha G-55
guitar, $75. C-all
753-4978.
24. Miscellaneous

EXTRA large.2 BR apt.,
close to campus, apWHIRLP9OL
pliances furnished. 6180
Air Conditioners
.per month. No... pets.
AvailableAug. 3rd.
5,000 B.T.U.
753-5980, 753-1203.
$4.00 Per Week
1 or 2 BEDROOM. Also,
10,000 B.T.U.
sleeping rooms. Zimmerman apartments, S.
$6.50 Per Week
16th, 753-6609.
18,000 B.T.U.
LARGE 1 bedroom
$8.25 Per Week
Apartment, Stove, refrigerator, Air Con25,000 B.T.U.
ditioner, private, One
$10.75 Per Week
block from Hospital.
(With Approved
Available August 1st.
$135 month. Call 759Credit)
1987.
Rudolph. . LARGE extra nice, 2 BR
furnished apt. Also, 1 BR
Goodyear
apt. near University. Call
721 S. 12th
753-9468 or 753-2967.
TAKING applications
753-0595
for Sec.tion 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
UPRIGHT piano, good Equal
Housing
playing condition, $200. Opportunity.
22 Cu. ft. chest type
TWO bedroom garage
freezer,, $300. Home
Apt. furnished, paneled
stereo- Kenwood, turntable. cassette deck, living room and kitreceiver, speakers 28 chen, carpeted. No pets.
watt plus cabinet, $450.. $225 month. 713 1 /2
Elm Street. Call 1-395474-8801 before 3p.m.
USED carpeting- ideal 4756.
for bedrooms. Also, 33. Rooms for
Rent
9x12 custom area rug,
good condition. Very 1Thoms for girls or
reasonable. Call 753- boys near university.
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894.
E717
SLEEPING room air.
conditioned. 1610 Farmer
Ave. Call 3p.m.-8p.m. 7594952.
•

1950 CHEVY pickup
$300. 1971 Chevy motor
home, fully self-contained $3500. '72
Plymouth Fury III $450.
Heavy duty farm wagon
ears for $
$300. 436-2506. Will accept trade on any above
items.
1 / 2"x 4 ' x 1 2'
SHEETROCK $5.95.
This week only. MidSouth Wholesale; 342 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
East Washington; 1974 12x60, 2 BR. Best
Paris; 901-642-2552.
offer. Call 753-5808.
-30" ELECTRIC stove, 1974 FIFTH Avenue
almond. $80. Call 753- 14x70, remodeled, $5000.
7656.
Call 759-1399 after 5p.m.
4'x8'TREATED lattice 1979 14x60, 2 BR. parpanels- reg. $17.75- On tially furnished. Excelsale $16.50. Mid-South lent condition, $6200.
Wholesale; 342 East 753-1362 or after 5p.m.
Washington; Paris; 901- 753-Q918.
642-2552.
1983 ELCONA 14x70,
8 FT. solid oak show BR, 1 1/2 bath, extension
case & hot dog steamer. onto living & dining area.
Call 753-6266.
Fireplace. $17,000. InANTIQUE- early Vic- quire at F-2 Coach
torian love seat & chair, Estates.
12 piece pitcher & bowl 2 BR trailer includes
set, wood box collection. refrigerator & stove
Call 753-7190.
partially furnished with
FIREWOOD, Seasoned underpinning on 3 lots
hardwood, split and de- Call 753-3322.
livered $25 a rick. RC& R TRAILER for sale.
Agriculture En- 12x60, see Brandon Dills
trenpreners Call 901-247- Trailer Court 753-9104.
5185. Best firewood in
town..
Bank Repossession
GREAT books of wesAssume loan with
tern world, complete
set. Call 759-1816.
small down payREAVY duty equipment on a 1979
ment hual trailer. Call
Parkwood 14x70,
436-5330 after 6p.m. or
weekends.
2 BR, A-quality
RAILROAD ties., S
Northern
made
grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call
home with central
753-2905 or 435-4343
heat & air. $1,250
REFRIGERATOR $150,
couch $50, air hockey
down, $172 a
$35, king size mattress
month. This home
and spring- like newis already set up in
$125. 753-5292 attar
6p.m.
Coach
Estates
SEARS Kenmore deMobile
Home
Park
humidifier, 40 pints
in Murray, ready to
capacity, 2 yrs., like
new. Call 753-0448.
move into. Contact
SEARS custom central
Starks Bros. Mobile
air conditioner, 21/2
Homes for details,
ton 129;000 BTU) $250. -214 inch 10 ft. New Flex
753-2'922.
Duct $20. 759-9896.
SEASONED firewood- 28. Mobile Homes
for Rent
oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30/rick 12x60 TRAILER. See
delivered. Min. order 2 Brandon Dill, Dills
ricks. Call John Boyer Trailer Ct. Must have
references.
"
753-0338.
SEE Dill Electric for 2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
used air conditioners, AC/natural gas. Shady
ne.w & used ,electric Oaks 753-5209.
motors, motor rewind.. FURNISHED 12x615
ing & repair. We also with 2 BR, 2 full baths,
buy used air con- water included. Private
lot, close in. Call 492ditioners. 753-9104.
SPECIAL bus bodies tor 8722.
storage, $200. Call
Taylor Bus Sales at 29. Heating and Cooling
753-9251.
18,000 BTU window -unit
TWO large, seasoned A/C. good condition.
hickory logs, on the Call 753-3917 after 5p.m.
ground with easy ac- SEARS air-conditioner,
cess. Kirksey area. $20. 18,000 BTU's. $200. Call
489-2773 after 5:30p.m.
753-5091.

SWEET CORN
14
1
435-4472

a

30. Business Rentals

Sweet Corn
and
Green Beans
For Sale
753-4095

Mini

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent

•

753-1492

POSITION AVAILABLE

--€ 5JY

IN "
-*-IE CIRCOS
COVH,..iME S MY

I'LL_ PRETEND YCX1'
I D;ON'r
A GOOD
0-4EAR T.-AT
A/11=E

Hu/WIN
CAN'JNOrii3ALL" )

-1-1/
_

\--

OR MAYBE 50 )TCAN
5NIFF MOUND- LOCATE
ORu55„ IF THATS I75
Joe,_,

32. Apts for Rent

41

so_

VCR &

I. -se*

6. Help Wanted

.Notice

•

DAR Y CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753 2617

SHOWTIME
MOVIES
Inside Bob's
Comic Shop

"Looks like the bank's
been hit again. Well, no hurry-we'll
take the big horse."

Notice

2

Notice

Legal

a

Full time position available for
registered nurses in I.C.U., C.C.U.,
ER, & Neurology, 3-11, 11-7, and
swing shift available. Expand your
nursing career at Western Baptist
contact: Nola Courtney RN, MSN
Assoc. Director of Nursing at 2501
Ky. Ave., Paducah, Ky. 42001 or
phone 502-575-2200.

POSITION AVAILABLV
Intensive care head nurse 13 beds I.C.
Unit in a 36
.
7 bed acute- care facility
located in Paducah; Ky. 3 years ex-penance irrintensive tarry artipervision
preferred. An Irtc.iyinont chance for professional growth in an organization With good
benefits & competative wages. Send
resume to: Dick Thomas, Personnel Director, Western Baptist Hospital, 2501 Ky. Ave., Paducah, KY 42001.

$1.1
276:
41

1
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m.
gii

No
11
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34. Houses for Rent
2 BR house in town, gas
heat & stove, shaded
yard, very private.
Renter must be responsible for all upkeep
& maintenance. $135 a
month, $100 deposit.
753-9400 after 6p.m.
BDRM. house, Hwy.
80, Brewers, 15 mi. from
Murray. 6 'acres, large
detached garage, ac, gas
heat. $250 per month
plus $250 deposit.
Available Aug..5th. Call
527-7030 days; 527-7961
or 527-1720 after 6p.m.
3 BR brick, AB Lassiter
Rd., $300 month. Shown
by appointment. Call
247-0013.
LARGE 4 BR, 3 bath,
3200 sq. ft., newer
house, close to town.
Call 753-6035.

•
go
chi
set
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Vl
•

nan
wor
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38. Pets-Supplies
3 YORKSHIRE Terrier
puppies, one Pomeranian puppy, 6 weeks old,
$150 each. Call 489-2651.
7 DOBERMAN pups. fl
weeks old, $50 ea. Call
489-2691.
ARC German Shepherd
puppies, 7 weeks old.
„Call 753-0904.
ARC female Collie. t
mo. old, looks like
Lassie. Call 489-2377 or
438-5835.
FREE Kittens, 10 weeks
old to good home. Call
after 5 PM 753-9384.
KEE kittens, 6 &
weeks old, to a good
home. Call 759-1667.
MINIATURE
Dachshund, red male. 9
months old, ARC registered, $350. Call 7535222.

Fri.
On
• 155C
mi.
OAS
baby
Cloth

mOtC

%/IWO!

drape
sole

40. Produce
TAKING orders for
green beans $8 a bushel.
Also, okra & squash
Call 489-2565
41. Public Sales

4 PARTY
YARD SALE
901 Johnny
Robertson Rd.
Sat. 8-1
Toys,
clothes,
furniture,
& lots of Misc.

A

Ha

Mt
no
bu
Op
da
Lo
Vii

YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
3 miles out
94 East on
Post Oak
Drive
Guns, sporting
equipment, motorcycles, tools &
misc.

31. Want to Rent
TAT professor & family
seeking nice 4 BR, 2
bath home. Call WANT yard sale. Bus753-4173.
iness books, clothes,
shoes, beds, chests,
32`.Thlipts for Rent
dressers, bedroom
1 & 2 BR apt. near suites, couches, chairs,
downtown Murray. refrigerator, ranges,
Adults only. Call 753- dryers, suntan oil &
4109, 762-6650, or 436- lotion at $1.00 & $1.25
2844.
bottle, antiques. Some1 BEDROOM furnished thing for everyone.
apt., 1604 1/2 Miller. Trash 11,. Treasure, 806
Coldwater Rd. 753-4569.
Call 753-5898 or 753-9922.
1 BR furnished apt
near hospital. Couples
YARD SALE
only. Call 492-8662.
apliC
Sat. July 13
1
apt.. appliances
furnished including
8-2
washer & dryer. 1413
Hillwood Dr. Lease plus
Oaks Estates
$275 a- awa.- i,
-be94 W. next to
Cail 753-0814.
Oaks Country Club
3 or 4 BEDROOM lower
flat & 2 bedroom
Baby clothes
duplex, Murray. 492toys & equipment,
APARTMENT located. 1
block from downtown
shops & sevices. Call
753-9251 days or 753-0662
nights.

111•••Mill
111,

•PI

•HO!
•

Free

maternity clothes,
rods,
curtains
hanging fight fix-

•
•
•

a
•

'

•

.

- 4- •

'

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
40. Produce

40
Produce
SWEET corn for sale
$1.00 dozen. Call 489
2392.
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40. Pr•oduce

46. Homes for Sale
44. Lots for Sale
4 9 . Used Cars
51. Campers
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
sweet corn. 1 ACRE lot
on
1MS.
al
LET'S talk aboOt 1974 BUICK Regal You pick .50 cents a
1981
MIDAS Mini motor JOINER'S Tree Ser- MOWING. Also, hauling
Coldwater. Road front- summer on the lake! stage 1 455-4,
tilt, air, home,
dozen. Call 753-8848.
23 ft. . double air,
age on two sides. No This pretty lake home new cassete,
tri•wire 400 Tork transmission. mice. 30 years ex- and yard work. Rerestrict
ions.
$2850.
perience. Also bucket asonable rates, good
Call
41. Public Sales
could
be
wheels
lived
in year
- almost like
41. Public Sales
41. Public:€ales
489-2236.
truck for hire. Call references. Call Jerry
around with special new, $1750. Also, 1974 Call 489-2782.
LARGE lot on Becket( wmmer fun! 2 brims. 2 Mazda RX3 station S6x7' HOLIDAY 753-0366.
759-9661.
Dr. in Canterbury Sub- baths & a large recrea- wagon• dependable Traveler. Call 753-4683.
LAWN mower & tiller NEED work on your
-UP camper, 19'75 repair. Call Wayne or trees? Topping.'prundivision. Call 753-3903.
tion room. Deck across transportation, $800 and
LOT for sale In the front with lake view a 1976 longbed Chevy Star Craft, Starmaster Kim Wilson 3 'miles S. ing. shaping, complete
Cherokee Village Ark. & place to park - your truck, 6 cyl., $960. If 8, like new. Call 753-5950 on 121. Phone 753-5086.
removal and more. Call
Fri. & Sat.
Call 753-8286.
boat. All this priced in seriously interested call or 753-9756.
LICENSED Electrician •BOVER'S TREE
POP-up camper, sleeps. for residential and SERVICE for Pio8 a.m.-?
the 50's. Phone 753-1222, 753-0337 after 4p.m.
commercial. Heating f,essional tree care.
Kopperud Realty for all 1974 GRAND Prix. new 6. Call 435-4537.
1408 Poplar St.
46. Homes for Sale
the information.
tires $500 . Can be seen WILDERNESS 26 1976, 'and air condition, gas 753-0338. ,
Couch, TV, rocker,
10 ACRES, 2 houses, 3 NEWLY decorated 3 at 406 S 10th. Murray used very little, air, installation and repair ODD job specialist,
Cain bottom chairs,
ceiling fans, electrical,
furnace, sleeps 8, new Phone 753.7203
out buildings. Can be bedroom...4one lot. 1304 Ky.
seen by appointment Sycamore. Priced in 1975 FIAT X19 $1895. awning. Call 753-7309 MITCHELL Paving. plumbing, fencing., You
material, books,
only. Call 436-2497.
Sealing striping, repair name it, I do it. You
1974 GMC-PU $995. 1976 work or 435-4444 home
low 20's. Call 759-1894.
girls clothes, larger
& complete asphalt buy. I install. You
BEDROOM brick PRICE reduced on new Chew Vega $395. 75952.
Boats-Mo
tors
women's clothes.
installation. All jobs, break, I fix. Call 436home across from post 3 BR house. Extra nice- 1801.
office, near stores & must be seen to ap- 1976 BUICK 'Skylark, 16 SEA Shark ski 'boat, large & small. Call 2868
churches in Kirksey. preciate. Can secure V-6, 2 dr, 73,000 miles, inboard/outboard 753-1537.
Call 489-2447.
financing for qualified ac, stereo. Best offer. Chevy II engine, new
trailer, excellent
4 BR, 3 bath, formal buyer. Call 753-3903.
489-2312 after 4p.m.
Aluminum
mechanical condition,
lilting room & living Quiet elegance...
Two 1976 BUICK-RegaI 2 dr., $1950.
room, family room with story solid brick
Call 753-1205.
suntop,
new
Servi
Sat. July 13
ce Co."
transmi
shas
Garage Sale
fireplace, 1608 dignity of yestery
Aluminum and vinyl
ear sion & radiator. Best 1972 16' MARK Twain,
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Syca
walkthrough windshield
more. Call with convenience of offer. Call 753.0719.
siding. Custom trim
Sat., July 13
Free Estimates
No sales before 8 a.m.
753-6648.
today. Three spacious .1976 VW Rabbit with inboard/outboard
work. References.
8
a.m.-4
p.m.
$900 DOWN, $131 bedrooms, plus study. automobile, 2 dr., good 140 hp., am-fm stereo'
1100 County Cork
759-1983
Call Will Ed Salley,
cassette. Very good
On 121 N. across
monthly buys 4 room Spacious landsca
ped lot condition. Call 759-1888
Dr.(Gatesboroughi
753-041
19
TREE work Complete
shape. Call 753-3730
Douse with garage. with towering
from fairgrounds.
trees. after 6p.m.
Baby furniture, dining
remi:Aal, topping, triAarge lot, Hazel, Ky. You have
1977 CUTLASS Supreme after 4p.m.
PAINT
found
your
ING
=
Paper
Bedspre
ads
&
curtains
,
table, Hoover vacuum
mming
Great starter home or home locate
d near Oldsmobile, V.6, air, 1974 MASTRON 17 ft., hanging, commerical or moved. & stumps re.
school desk, decorator
rental property. 901-247- library and hospita
cleaner, aquariums, mini
$2
Insured. Call
.
83
cl
759
residential, Free esl. power brakes & power ,,1nl5e hp
5633.
blinds, saver plate, small
items, toys, canning
Dial 753-1492 CEN- steering, tilt & cruise. bow, deep V-hull, extra timates, References. 25 753-0211.
No early sales
BEAUTIFUL home for TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, 350 transmission. • Real nice,
Mercury.50.Call
appliances & bedroom
years experience, WET BASEMENT? We
jars, many other items
between 8a.m.-5p.m.
make wet basements
sale- heavily insulated Realtors.
good condition. 492-8813.
please.
Tremon Farris 759-1987
cr
to numerous to list.
dry. Work completely
with over 3000 sq. ft. of SEE this
beautiful con- 1977 GRAN Prix Li', 1977 CHECKMATE 476 ROOFING. Plumbing.
guaranteed. Call or
unique style on 33 tempor
ImimmmmmiomianiMMEM0rimr
ary Cypress 3 loaded, extra nice, I/0 SS prop, Sidin,g, Additions,
write Morgan Conprivate acres. 4 Bdrm., BR
walkthrough wind- Paintin
home, just minutes 301.1/8. Call 759-9799.
g,
General
Carstruction Co. Rt. 2, Box
2 bath, 7 species of hand from
3 PARTY
Murray off 121 1977 L.T.D. 4 dr., air, shield, in good condi- pentry. P.A. Molony Co 409A,
cut paneling, solid wood
Paducah, Ky.
YARD SALE
253 - 8628 . Free
South. Beam ceiling in runs good. 1966 Lincoln tion. $5000. Call 759-4652.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
floors & beamed ceiling
1978 20' Harris Deck Estimates.
Classic;
2
dr.,
vinyl
great
top,
room,
large deSat. 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
throughout. Heat pump,
WILL haul white rock,
tached garage & excellent condition. Call Craft, seats 12 people, GENERAL mainten121 S. in Lynnwood
wood stove 8z all
sand, jime, rip rap and
tandem
axle
trailer
436-2366
.
worksh
ance,
op. Call Jean
roofing, painting
808 Sycamore
modern features. ConEstates - marble vanity
1978 GRAND Marquis with electric winch. etc. 20 yrs. experience. masonary sand, coal,
tact Kopperud Realty Bird at Century "21.
dirt, gravel, fiil sand.
tops, antique chair.
Evinrud
Small couch,
outboar
e
d.
In
Mercur
y,
all
Free
Loretta Jobs today 753estimates. Call Call
power,
753-1222.
Roger Hudson,
excellen
conditio
t
lawn
n.
Call
chairs,
stereo,
good
gas
1492.
gold
mileage
474-2330
. Call
.
stove,
BY owner, 3 BR bric,
753-4545 or 753-6763.
759-9367 after 6 PM.
typewriter, lamps, sm.
759-1816.
w
THREE
TT31),IP
REMO
bedroom
VAL
brick,
chrome breakfast
baths,
den, living room,
appliances, make-up
19/8 VOLKSWAGON /0 FT. ReneIl, 6 cylinder SERVICE. Tired of
dining room combina- large den, dinette, censet, lots of odds &
mirror, flower pots.
Scirroco. great condi- inboard. Good shape. unsightly stumps and
tral
air.
Double
carport
tion, double garage,
Call 753-4618.
tion. Call 753-9206.
ends.
dishes, equalizer trailer
mowing around them?
central heat and air. with large storage area
/8 FT. Irwin sailboat, We can emove any
1978
VW
hitch.
Priced
convert
Lots
ible,
$34,500
of
Nothing
party
.
Call
sold
Price $67,500. 753-7456.
well
equippe
d,
excellen
t stump and leave a fresh
$3,400. Call 759-9432.
favors. Other items to
1717*Boxing
ine and 67 753-6076.
before 8 AM.
condition, located Ky. seed bed with no damnumerous to mention.
bedroom, bath & 1979 CUTLASS Lake. Call 502-886acres or house and 10
0034.
-*Far
ming
age
to
surrou
nding
Suprem
e,
Lt.
1
/
2
blue,
, 2 miles from
orig. SAILBO
acres, stock barn,
AT, 11 ft. Snark lawn. Larry Wood 753*Barn Posts
tobacco barn, tobacco Murray with aci•eage. owner, low mileage. "Mayflower", - complet
e 0211.
base. 3 BR house. Call Extra nice. 753-3917 Sell $141)0 below retail. with trailer and
*Fence
ac- SUMMER is here.
Call 759-4005, 753-4953.
after 5p.M.
345-2623.
cessories. Holds up to 3 Bring your mowers
Posts
1979
FORD Mustang,
Friday &
ovrl •17 iER7E house 47.
MotoKcycfes
*Treat
3-door, 4-speed, back or 4 adults. Call (riding & push, tillers.
ed
Lumber
on
quiet
street.
on large
753-9752.
Saturday
chain saws, small „en*Metal Roofing
-wooded lot. 1st floor has 1979 YAMAHA 656 window defrost and SAILBOAT Catalina
22
gines
and
welding
to
8-?
2 bedrooms, appliances, Special, good condition. wiper, very . good condi- with extras, $6300. Call Moody'
*Farm Hardware
s Repair for
tion, $2900. Call 753-1591.
living room with cath- Call 753-7704.
362-4007
.
their
504 S. 6th
tune
up
and
overSat. July 13th
edral ceilings & 1980- 650 CC Honda, 1979 OLDS Cutlass STRUCTURE
recorder haul. Cherry Corner
Bethel Chapel
Stereo System,
fireplace. Lower floor custom saddlebags and Supreme, 2 dr., black, Ray Jeffers
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
on Paper Road, 753-5668. Free
priced
for
quick
name
sale.
has
brand
2
bedrooms, trunk, roll bar with foot
Pentacostal
Graph, works fine, $200. pickup & delivery. Work
510 S. 6th St.
fireplace & partially pegs, 12,500 miles. Call Call after 5p.m. Call 436-5572
women's clothing,
Guaranteed.
.
762-2550
.
Church
furnish
ed. Both floors 753-0450, ext. 309
childrens clothes,
Cancelled
TREES trimmed or
if
1980
FIREBI
RD,
may
excelbe used as single 7a.m.-4p.m.- Monday.
Hwy. 94 East'
removed. Also. yard
magazines, fruit jars,
lent condition, loaded 53. Services Offered
family or either floor Friday.
rains.
work. Experienced.
Industrial Drive
glasswear, & much
with
may
extras
be
, T-tops,
rented. Phone 1980 HONDA, 250 Trail
Fri. & Sat.
Free estimates. Call
sharp car. Call 759-4573.
Murray, KY
753-3593.
more.
bike.
$400,
Call
759-9749
!Mention.
Residential
436.2690.
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone 759-1099
Honda Accord, 4
EXTRA neat two bed- 1983 HONDA ATC 206
CAMPBELL WELL
door, original -owner.
room brick home, large with rack. Call 577-7534.
DRILLING
Phone 474-8084 after 5pm.
GARAGE
living room and den 1983 KAWAS
Painting
McKenzie. In
AKI 446
with wood burning LTD. helmet.
1980
56. Free Column
OLDS
Delta
83
CaN Collect
Interioi & exterior,
Call 435SALE
fireplace. 20x40 garage, 4444.
Royale, air, ps, pb.
901-352-3671 Of
quality
2 YOUNG hamster. Call
work.
ComSat.
July
13
901-352 5704
pond. State Line Rd. '79
Phone 759-9338.
Fri. & Sat. 8 am.-7
SUZUKI 425. Call
753-3711.
petitive prices. Insured.
Free Estimates
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
west of Hazel, Ky. Call
1980
PONTI
On Wiswell Rd. Hwy.
AC
Bon1-527-7534.
kittens. 7 weeks
Over 16 years ex498-8749 or Moody
neville. excellent conOaks Estates
1550 or S. 16th Ext. 3
'83 HONDA 70 3.
old: white, blue eyes,
perience Call Ralph
Realty
ALL
Co.
type
901-642dition.
mason
5093.
4-door,
ry
cruise,
mi. from town. near
94 West, turn'
wheeler. Also Columbia
house broken. Call 753Worley 759-1050..
REH on the marketlight grey, tilt, new work, block, brick,
Otki -Rd. Extra nice
bicycle built for 2. Call
0749.
left Oaks Country
concre
2 bedroom brick home
te,
drivew
brakes
&
ays,
tires.
Call
baby clothes, maternity
after 5p.m. 759-4906.
Club Road follow
sidewalks, patios, house
in quiet residential
after 5p.m. 753-8382.
clothes, tables, trolling signs.
neighborhood. Outside
1980 TOYOTA Celica foundations. 25 years
motor, patio doors,
storage building and
Children's toys &
GT Coupe, 48,000 miles, experience. Free esvacuum cleaners, toys.
garden area. Offered at 4 9 . Used Cars
air, tilt, am-fm, cass- timates. Call Charlet
clothes, infant to size
drapes, Sat. only cononly $27,000 through
89 CHEVY Super Sport. ette, new tires. Priced Barnett 753-5476.
3. Lots of other
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
sole stereo & twin bed
Kopperud Realty, 753- $500
-or best offer. Call to sell at wholesale book APPLIANCE REPAIR:
items.
Ai CUSTOM WOODWORKING
1222.
Factory
authori
value. Call 753-8378
zed for
753-7385.
Tappan. Kelvinator and
ROME and 4 acres for
after 5p.m.
Mil P.
1965 CHE1TY II, Nova,
sale close to town in cylinder
1982 FORD Escort, red, Brown. Service on gas
.
VI ARS
private location. Of- straight Station Wagoiri, 47,000 miles, am-fm and electric ranges.
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &•
*of
f
shift, Call 436micro
RAISED PANEL DOORS
fered through Kopperud 5377
waves, discassett e_
nastereo, eXcelafter 5 pm.
Birch
• Otek • Walnut • Cherry
hwas
Realty for only $25,000..
hers, relent
Rion,
$3,295.
OUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
frigerators, etc. Earl
Phone 753-1222, day or 1968 PLYMOUTH Fury Call 75h-7275.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
II, Electric Pargo Golf
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753night.
CUSTOM
1982
BUILT
FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
Z28,
black
&
gold,
Cart with charger. Can
COMPETITIVE PRICES or. Sy & See Our Blapley •
gold velour interior, 5341
NEED to move. Price be seen at 507 Broad St.
Saturday Only, 5
•
excellent condition. Call APPLIANCE
Reduced HOUSE and 1969 VOLKSWAG
ON 753-4487.
SERVICE. Kenmore. • 1212 Main Murrny, Ky. 753-5940 •
two lots: 3 BR, dining Bug, good
miles west of Harcondition.
Westinghouse,
room, kitchen, living Call 436-5330
•••••••••••••••••••
din on Highway
after 6p.m. 1983 Z-28 CAMARO, Whirlpool. 23 years _ C••
room and utility room. 2 or weekends.
charcoal gray, cross
80. Almost new
fire injection, T-top, tilt experience. Parts and
storage buildings, car- 1972 VW
Beetle body, 1.26
children's clothes
& cruise, 37,000 miles. service. Bobby Hopper.
port, grape vines and Hp engine
ilJERRY ATKINS & ASSOC.
with dual car$10,000, 1 owner. 753- Bob's Appliance Serberries vines. Price berators.
and adults and
Call 7536724
vice,
202
S.
5th
St.
4921.
522,000. Phone 492-8492.
after 5 pm.
books.
Business 753-4872, 436(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
HOUSE & lot with
1973 FORD 4-wheel 1984 MAZDA RX7 5- 5848 (hope).
& Circle A Fencing)
speed! air. stereo, low
rooms, bath & carport. drive. $1250.
1967 Chevy
PYARS Brothers &
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
532;500. Call 753-6940.
2 dr., for trade or sale. mileage, charcoal gray. Sons. Siding, gutters.
$9,900 firm. Call 1-527Aluminum & Vinyl Siding.
LETS make a deal. 3 Call 439-2582.
roofs, replacement
Soffit & Trim Work,
BDRM house near Un- 1973 SQUARE back 7985.
windows. 30 yrs. exSeamless Aluminum Guttering
iversity. 43,000. Owner
Volkswagon, nieds 1984 PONTIAC Fiero perience. Free es-'
financing. 753-3006 some work. Will take SE, loaded, extra nice timates. (502)362-4895.
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
condition. Call 753-4096.
evenings.
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
$200. Call 759-1771.
DAVE'S Window Clean_
July 13 Through July 20
'74 MAVERICK, fl ing
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
Service. Call 436-2845
cylind
er, automatic or 753-9873
Horse Show July 13
,
FENCING
.
transmission, good enS. 12th, Shoemakers
Chain-Link'Split Rail•Farm•Privacy
DENNI
S
McClur
e
conHarness Racing-July 19 & 20
gine & transmission,
Parking Lot
Financing Available Phone: 753-8407
struction, roofing,
SCHOOL BUSES & VEHICLES
$350. Call 438-2113.
Tractor Pull -July20
painting, plumbing. inSaturday
'78
BUIC
K
Park
Tuesd
ay,
July 16, 1:00 p.m.
terior or exterior.
7 until 7
Avenue, 85,000 mi., all
Phone 50.382-2689._ Rt.
Trigg County Board of Education
Antiques
including
power, nice, asking
1, Sedalia.
organ stool, glassware.
Highway 68 Cadiz, KY
$3800. Call after 6p.m.
collectibles,
Wedding
tools,
-753-7275.
3 International 54 passenger buses 1972,
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
1974 &
clothes, bicycles. etc,
Photography
FOR sale or trade. 1981
1985; 5 Fords,60-66 passenger 1973; 1984
(three)
,
OFfElflfite:
etc. Don't miss this one!
Chevy Malibu, 4-door,
753-8298
1975: 1 Ford Van, 12 passenger;
1969;
omobile
V-6. auto, air, nice car.
Miscellaneous items.
CARTE
STUDI
R
O
Phone 759-1187 after
Homeowners
School Boards reserve right to refuse any
300 MAIN ST., SUITE B
4p.m.
or
Fire
all offers.
1 Nnrth 3rd Entrance
Ll01/1' surplus cars &
Life
Further information, call 502-388-9715.
trucks under $100. Now FENCE sales at Sears
•Term
available in your area. now. Call Sears 753-2310
'Universal Life
Call 1-619.5654522. 24 for free estimate for
•Guaranted Issue
hrs.
your needs.
7-4
For Free Analysis & Quotes •Senior Citizens
CENE
RAt
HOMe
E-1 Coach Estates
Cancer
408 South 12th Street
1974 Lincoln REPAIR. 15 years ex-'
Surplus Units From South Central Bell
Murray, Kentucky 42071
IRA s
Saturday
perien
ce.
Carpentry,
Mark IV. Good concre
Location: Murray Auto Auction
Shoes, purses,
te, plumbing.
condition, rebuilt roofing, siding. NO JOB ************************
Almo, Ky.
clothes, diaper pail,
4rg,
SMALL. Free es5
miles
North
engine
of
Murray
. $2,200. TO
walker, central air
timates. Days 753-6973.
On Hwy. 1824 (Formerly 641)
753-8500
conditioner, much
nights 474-2276.
Thursd
ay,
July
18
at
5:30.p.m.
G=RING by Sears
much more.
Included Are Vans, Trucks, Cars
WANTED, Good older Sears continuous gutTerms: Cash or Previously Approved
model 9 passenger station ters installed for your
specifications. Call
'PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
wagon. Call 753-1566.
Checks. Only Sale of Telephone Vehicles
Sears 753-2310 for free
'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND4ALE
,Open To Public. 753-8300
estimate.
50. Used Trucks
TION blown in
'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETI
Trtir1571117177171c INSULA
by Sears. TVA aptruck. Call 437-4645 or
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
proved. Save on those
437-4816.
high heating and coolFree Delivery on Prescriptions in City Limits
69
GMC
S.W.B.. new ing bills. Call
ilUge
Sears
tireN tufa paint, excel- 753-2310
for free
Once A Month - 2nd Weekend
lent condition-. Call 753- estimate.
102 N. 8th
3293.
July 13-14
B. Scott's
79 tHEVEtOLET 4x4,
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
8
A.M.6
P.M.
sharp. Call 474-2391.
*at.
July
13th
At
The
Gold
Silver
'79 POD custOm pick8:00-5:00
up. new rebuilt 6 cyl.,
Closed
Closed
Cgunty fairgEPLInriC • excellen
t gas - mll*age.
(Cancelled in case
Yesterday 3f0'7' Yesterday
6.09
Tennessee
automatic, pa. pb, am-Opened
Opened
.
of rain).
All sizes. Pea gravel, state approvfm
stereo,
air.
759-4018
.
-Featuririg Arts and Crafts
Today
•
313.80
Today
6.02
61,4 FORD window van,
ed sewer gravel. 54 per ton. FOB
Down
1.90
Down
& Antiques-1
6 cyc. stick shift. Call
.07
43.Real Estate
TN. Asphalt Co. Yard
Compliments of
759-9612 or 753-0366.
For Set-ups call:
BANK of Murray St Fm
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM JEWELERS
1-1.A. repossessed pro5 1. Campers
(901) 782-3396 after 5 P.M.
713 S. 12th Murray. Ky. 42071
perties. Other listings.
Free
Admiss
ion
Murray-Cal)oway.'Co
753711:1
tor borne. Gen., air,
Bring your family and Blends.
Realty. 304 N. 12th St.
W. h.,' Gold Solvf, & ID.olonods
Free Estimates
46.006 Whit good con753-8146 or Ron Talent
llour• 10 a Daily. 12 5 'Sunday
Flea markets are funll
dition, 25 H., $9,800.
, 753-9894.
753-6244
Phone 753-8744.

MET

corn for sale,
$1.00 dozen. Call 3822762, 489-2292.

GARAGE
SALE

YARD SALE

VELLOW

Big
Yard Sale

YARD
SALE

Fri. & Sat.
Hwy. 94 East
41
/
2 miles
8 a.m.-8 p.m.

60,5 Olive
--aturday
7 a.m.-2 p.m.

2 PARTY

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

6 PARTY
YARD SALE

Satiirday
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
305 S. 11th

YARD SALE
Saturday
8-3

Garage
Sale

Friday,
Saturday
& Sunday
907 Waldrop
Drive
8-?-

YARD SALE

YARD
SALE

County Wide
Yard Sale
Bel Air
Shopping
Center
Sat. July 13

FARM
LUMBER

Two

YARD
SALE

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

YARD SALE

rrtEE

r

Onunrs

a

FOR LEASE

5500 Sq. Ft. Building
in Murray
Excellent Location
In ShitiPpng Center
Heavy Traffic
Excellent Lease

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE

It

753-2380

BALLARD COUNTY FAIR
LaCenter, Ky.

BIG FLEA
MARKET
TYPE SALE

AUCTION

Hopkins Insurance Agency

Murray Tailor Shop is
not going out of
business. They are
open 8:30-4:30, Monday through Saturday.
Located under Frame
Village.

Coll
Ir. Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202

5 PARTY
YARD SALE

AUCTION

*
WHEN
*
:
E
N
.
*
p...i.it ITS WORTH
*
*
DOING RIGHT!
[
*
*
**

WALLIS DRUG

ONCE IN
A LIFETIME
CARPORT
SALE

twee FLEA MARKET

Henry

IP

JOE SMITH
**
** CARPET CENTER
753-6660
** - *************.************0

Keith Black
Painting &
Decorating
*Commercial
**ResidIritial
•WallTorrrer--ra-rmo-"
papering
Cell:

1

Washed
Graded Gravel

TN. Asphalt Co.
Hwy. 79E. Paris, TN.
Phone 642-5791

24 ...
'
1P11.1"

ionselloll.111
,
11413MIP'
_

•

A

,
•

t•

•
•
7
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Official said logjam in claims will be cleared in three years
WASHINGTON (AP)
— _More than 25,000
overdue rulings on
black lung claims &Mc>
ting families of coal
miners should be cofn-pleted within three
years, th'e Labor
Department's chief administrative law judge
says.
Judge Nahum Litt
told the House • labor
standards subcommittee on Thursday that he
expects the department
to continue its 1984 pace
of handling 7,000 cases a
year to clear the logjam created largely by 1981'

Hardeman
rites today
at church

1.1 12, 1985

Services for John B.
Hardeman. *Jr., are today at 2:30 p.m. at the
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Mayfield. _
Hilton ikoyster and
James Shockley are
officiating.
Burial will follow in
Highland Park •
. Cemetery. Ar• rangements 'are by
Roberts Funeral Service, Mayfield.
Mr. Hardeman. 70,
Mayfield, died Wednesday at -Western -Baptist
Hospital. Paducah.
Forty-four business
•
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Margaret and special education
• PiArks Hargernan;_ one. teachers will gather on
. daughter, Mrs. Hayes the canipuS of MurraY
Grubbs. Austin, Texas: State University for a
TYPISTS one son. John Gregory Project
workshop
July
15-18 to
Hardernan, Nashville,
Term., three sisters. share information on
Mrs J.R. Watson. Mur- how to serve handicapray. Mrs. Paul Taylor. ped students better.
Dr. Alberta Chapman,
MemphM Term.., and
Mrs. Nolan Russell. workshop • coordinator.
Mayfield: .two brothers, said elementary, secondary and college-level
Dr. james.A.
teachers are expected
Hardeman and Thomas
from ac-ross Kentucky.
Patterson Hardeman:
along with, two from
three grandchildren.
Tennessee.
She explained that
Project
TYPISTS

amendments in the
federal Black Lung
Benefits Act.
"The problem can be
solved in three years,"
Litt saict, adding that he
was confident
something can be done
about
situation soon.
After the. hearing.
Deputy Labor
Undersecretary Susan
Meisinger said Litt's
estimate ''seemed
realistic," but she refused to say whether she
agreed with it.
Earlier, Ms. Meisinger testified that the
department's Employ-

the

ment Standards Administration, which she
heads, is making progress in erasing the
backlog. Most of the
cases affect coal
miners, miners' widows
and dependents,
primarily in Pennsylvania, West Virginia
and Virginia.

months to process have
dragged on for years.
The subcommittee,
headed by Rep. Austin
Murphy, D-Pa., has
been conducting hearings to determine how to
hasten those decisions.
Claimants who win
black lung cases are
awarded monetary
damages based on years
of service from a fund
maintained by coal
companies.

lung law was amended
In 1981 to tighten
eligibility standards and
eliminate some burdenof-proof presumptions
for claimants, tens of
thousands of miners and
their families refiled
claims they had lost in
previous years.

Since then, the LabOr
"The situtation it like
Department has been
•a snake that has
swamped with claims
swallowed a mouse and
for black lung, a generic
it is gradually moving
term for lung diseases
through the snake's
system- 8s it is caused by breathing
coal mine dust. As a
digested," she said.
result, cases that once
When the 1969 black mfktit have taken six

lung cases, including
hiring More ad-,
ministrative law judges.
"I assure you this is a
priority for the
secretary. He is not happy with the backlog."
she-said.
Litt said one problem
that has hindered progress is that most of the
department's 42 administrative law judges
are rated at the GS-16
pay grade but government rules say deciding
black lung cases should

Ms. Meisinger said
Labor Secretary
William Brock is considering action to accelerate rulings in black

be done by judges rated
GS-15, one grade below.
"The judges risk losing their higher rating if
they spend too much
time on black lung
cases," he said.
John T. Jarvis, a
representative of the
United Mine Workers of
America, testified that
the vast majority Of
black lung claimaints
awaiting a ruling are
"poor, elderly and ill,"
and have a *total income
of less than $9,000.
ad.

Project TYPISTS workshop starts Monday

Hog market

Federal %tate Ilarket •ea.. Ner.ire
Jul. I!. 19.1
kenttm k.Purrhaae %rel. Hog Market
Report Include. f Ku,and'
Ke•
%. t Jul 1•1 aal• Barrow..
4.444a ane.tly Sit toa,r
lower
I •I!ZIO
• I Z ZIIII !III lb,
1 • Z4 !Ile ISO lb.,
I • ef LSil !:10,Jha
aea..

19.Z5
>47 -.le
. $4.a.oa 44.441
347.00-4.1..ad

sit• I
141

Ulla 410 lb,:
I a I 3 4511110a
• I 7 ee*er 41411 lb..
1
'Z .1 3110.1.119

4:14 Oa .43.7.11
535.11. 314.014
1.:1&.1111 31.1.1

Teaching
Youth members at the Univer- teams of one business or counselor from each
Positive Instructional sity of Wisconsin at vocational teacher and school.
adSome
and one special education ministratomwill also be
Strategies for Typing Whitewater
SucceS
is 'patterned orginators of the Wiscon- teacher or guidance involved.
after an ongoing pro- sin program, will be on
gram begun several the campus for the
years ago in Wisconsin. workshop.
Among other special
It is designed to help
business teachers with resource people are Jack
instruction of handicap- Heller. author of -Typped studentg enrolled in ing for the Physically
and
regular classes with non- Handicapped,"
handicapped peers and Sharon Fields, director
to help Special education of the Kentucky client
teachers become more assistance program.
Instruction of hanaware of opportunities in
the field of business for dicapped students in
keyboarding will be
handicapped students.
EACH
at
the
Dr. Don-Zahn and Dr. stressed
Hans Hahn, faculty workshop, which' Is
cosponsored by the Kentucky Department of
Education and Murray
Gel a beautrfui 5.7 or 8.10 color eolareement from your faro
State.
,,te
Miller, 62, died at 1:45
C-11 oegat.re at th,t tpectal tow pnce ire/riot
display'
Much of the emphasis
a.m. today after along
illness, spokeswoman will be on training for
40300r. ,fliS,OCCOMpony
teachers of the educably
Karen Frashier said.
mentally
handicapp
ed
Miller, who was living
THIS OFFER AVAILABLE JULY 11-16
in Charleston, served as and teachers of students
learning
the UMW's president with
DISCOUNT
from 1972 to 1979. He disabilities, epilepsy and
PHARMAC
various
Y I
physical
defeated Tony Boyle.for
handicaps.,
506 N 12th Murray Ky Olympic Plaza 753-2380
the post. •
Workshop participants
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
were invited to attend in

SUPER SAVINGS!

COLOR
ENLARGEMENT
SPECIAL

Medical Center, a
hospital spokeswoman

. sxt.ou .‘4.•••

S:fle MI 32.141

We recommend E G.A. CERTIFIED
MEMORIALS with the written
guarantee and the E G A SEAL
permanently etched into the granite
surface as lasting pledges of quality
See us today.

99

50

8x10-$2.29

trnold Miller dies at center
CHARLESTON,
W.Va. (AP) — Former
United Mine Workers
President Arnold Miller
died early today at
Charleston Area

FAIZ_CHILD

"Quality Granite MemorialsReasonably Priced"

HERITAGE
MONUMENT COMPANY

ROY'S

Kenny & Mary Beth Imes-Owners

317 N. 4th, Murray

502-759-1333

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple 'Computer
---41a.erivart--Trirphrrne —
Briggs & Stratton

•.11.

- 177/8
27
:34 14

Dollar Gen. Store
Dupont
Durakon
Ford
Forum Group;
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp. Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear

,
unc
"N
+ I

26'4
unc
57% unc
No Trade
.431,i -1 44
unc
9'-z
3,.)l, 4
68%

5

46% uric
3034 -5/s
28% + 1/g

.
Jerrie° .
Johnson. Johnson
Kmart..
Mary Kay Cosm.
JCPenney
PenWalt
Quaker Oats
Sears!•
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER S1PC

Carroll Viii•Mazda•Audi
800 Chestnut/Murray
753-8850

sor

1984 Olds Cutlass, 6 cyl., 2 dr.,, white,
28,000 miles - new -ear -trade-in:
1984 Pontiac Fiero Sport, 20xxx miles new car trade-in, red, like new.
1983 GMC Pickup Truck, automatic,
power steering. 10,000 miles, new car
trade-in
1983 Pontiac Grand Prix IA, blue, 35xxx
mile's, one owner, new car trade-in
1983 Olds Firenza, 4 dr. auto, loaded
with accessories, 40xxx miles, new car
trade-in.
1983 Toyota Celica GT,silver, 5 speed,
47xxx miles, new car trade-in.
1983 Mazda B2000 Truck with topper,
brown, one owner, new car trade-in.
1982_01ds Cutlass 2 Dr. Supreme, loaded with accessories, local new car
trade-in.
1982 Datsun Maxima Wagon, blue, lots
of acassories, a.-utomatic, diesel.
1982 Datsun 280 Z, brown, 54xxx miles,
loaded, t-tops.
1981 VW Rabbit Convertible, silver, low
mileage, one owner, new car trade-in
1980 Ford Mustang Ghia, automatic,
p.s., moon roof, 54,xxx miles, real nice

$8,375$8,875
$6,500
$7,750
$6,475
$7,550
$4,750
$6,750
$5,975
$9,375
$6,875
$4,175'

Many more older cars and trucks
that lire good mechanically- wiW
be sold at unheard of prices during July Clearance at Carroll
VW.Thousands of dollars savings
on Factory Exec. VW & Audi's.

met: sPt,/)

1233
/4 unc
20% + 1/
8
48% +%
38% _17.z
13% .%
48% -une
36/
1
4 +%
.52% -1
/
4
36% +
36% •1/
8
57 -1
/
4
353
/4
/
4 + 1?ii
, 503
17% +
7.11

at'
•••••'.

Join in the fun with us by welcoming Unique Body Fitness
Center & 14 Kt. Solid Gold Jewelers to Bel-Air Shopping Center!

Sat., July 13th
9-4 p.m.
Bel Air Shopping Center
1,000 worth of cash & prizes
will be given away including
a color T.V. donated by Sears
Music Provided by Big D Sound 1273 p.m.
Power Lift Demostration
12.:30-1 p.m.
Provided by Unique Body Fitness Center

Community Theatre
Tan Contest

1:30-2 p.m.
2-3 p.m.

•

Registration will be at Deep Tann at 10:00
3 categories preschool-children-adult

Cash & MerchandiseGiveaway3-3:30 p.m.
*,Murrray Cablevision's Captain Cable will be throwing wiffle balls full of cash
&
prizes!
*Individual specials in every store!
*Child Find video tape of children set up at Artcraft Photography provided by
Murray Cablevision. Every child video taped will receive a free gift!
*Free Coke outside of Unique Body Fitness Center
t •
*WSJP will be on hand from 10-3 p.m.
*Candy the Clown will be passing out free ballons for the kids!
*Humane Society will have a booth set up!

41

Celebration provided by the following
Bel-Air Merchants:

Murray Sewing Center
• Artcraft Photography
Judy and Shere's
Bank Of Murray.
Overby Honda
Sears
Pier 1 Imports

• -401104110k

Murray Insurance Agency
Keel Vacuum
Sirloin Stockade
•
Storey's"
Merle Norman
Murray Cablevision

.
00P slipe011dnommemorom.-

Plus our New Members:
Deep Tann Suntanning Studio
Memories
•
Unique Body Fitness Center
14 Kt. Solid Gold Jewelers

•

01111.1.1.11011MIOPor1PINS...liftlilalitiittliaN11

t
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Health & Fitness Section

Mullins lists causes, therapy for excess body hair — hirsutism
BY PAT MULLINS
Many women suffer
frotn hirsutism, an excessive growth of hair
on the face or body. It is

perfectly natural to
have a fair amount of
body and facial hair.
Everybody has downy
hair covering the entire

body. There are many
causes of hirsutism, One
of the causes is medication such as certain

vischtmadoitaitochtimikkovesi
NOW OPEN t
:Joyce's Beauty Salon ge.
•

in the

Central Shopping Center
lformerly Evelyn's)
Open: Tues.-Sat. 8-5
Operators:
Joyce Cooper & Nikki Faulkner

F

753-2511

akeiviiitaW 41041RavleilkailueliN cir
Looking Good!
Permanent
Hair Removal
by

Electrolysis
Call
Patricia Mullins
753-8856
For Appointment

3

types of male hormones,
anabolic steroids used
In body building, cortisone and derivatives of
cortisone, certain anticonvulstants and some
anti-hypertensives.
Other causes are
serious disorders of thill
adrenal glands with
overproduction of
adrenal hormones, both
male type hormones
and cortisone. There are
also disorders of the
ovaries causing an excessive production of
male hormones as may
be found with certain
rare types of ovarian
tumor or certain
ovarian cystic
disorders. In addition,
hirsutism may be
hereditary. Any newlyacquired hair should be
investigated to determine the cause.
If an underlying cause
can be found, then appropriate thefapy for
this is clearly indicated.
Frequently, the
disorder appears to be a
sensitivity of the hair
follicles to normal or
minimally elevated
male hormorre 'levels
present in the body.
When this is found,
there are medications
which can . lower the
(Coned on page 3)

iIE
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1:1131111111NIES

#2 Dixieland Center
•

At Dennison - Hunt...
We have a great selection of
Ladies Aerobic Shoes
•Reebok-free Style
•Nike-Air Conditioner
•Nike-Conditipner
•Nike-Aerobique
•Nike-Circuit

(502) 753-0882

We'll take care of
your beauty needs
from head to toe.
So, call us soon
and let us make
you feel good
all over!

•Asahi-Aerobic
'Brooks Aerdbesque
•Brooks Aerolite
•Avia Aerobic
•Adidas Physical

•

o
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.•

•

•
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male hormone .levels
significantly to--/slow
down the rate of hair
growth. Unfortunately,
there is no medication
which will make the
hair that is present
disappear, but the
medication is useful to,
slow down the rate of
hair growth so that itd
becomes less obvious.
Hair that is present
must be' removed in
order to have a good
result with medications.
Electrolysis is the only
way to remove hair.
Electrolysis, whereby a
tiny probe is inserted into the hair follicle as far
as the papilla and the in-

FRIDAY, JULY 12, 1985

The Tropics

753-8477

The Tropics

Coupon Good For

1

1 FREE VISIT,
with any July Special

*Private
Tanning
Rooms

Take a30

(Cont'd on page 4)

PAGE 3

Minute
Vacation...

THE
TROPICS

Walk Ins

*Free
Towel
Service

901 Coldwater Road
(Next to Ribstrack1
753-8477

Welcome!
6 a.m.-12 p.m.

OPEN:
Sat.
7 a.m.-7 p.m.

The Tropics

*Stereo
Music
Sun.
12:30-6:30 ro.

I t7:1M1_4

(Cont'd from page 2)

lighter and thinner. It
will also takes longer to
grow back.
Electrolysis, unlike
other methods of hair
removal, is
discriminatory. Pesky
course or dark hair can
be removed without

side of the follicle is
cauterized by the current and the hair is
lifted out of the skin. If
the hair is removed with
any force at all from the
tweezers, the root will
not be cauterized and
the hair is likely to grow
back. If a hair does
grow back it will be

- e Tro•ic

Mullins...

53-847 A

Health & Fitness Section

753-8477

HIP ABDUCTION ADDUCTION A machine that performs the

nit

dual role of applying resistance to the muscle group that abducts the thighs, and to the muscle group that adducts the
the thighs On Me right side of the machine a an adjustment handle to set the resistance arms for the indhodual'S
range of movement Direct, tull-range exercise for the outer
hops and inner thighs IS important for figure-consciouS
women and all athletes involved in starting, stopping, and
oCkxkling SPOrts

het.ut Nudy An

NAUTILUS now

eiNtIP
and save
total,

tor

,
, ,Isce groups of the back torso. Pnnian
latissimus
atissmius dorsi is the farqest and strongest muscle
r

poly style, 41 one arm separately, 15I one arm negative accentuated. 161 isometric tl infirnetric. and 81 akinetic 'The
last three stytes are performed with the moyetnent•restrainrng
bar in the central posihon An adiustab•e seat ensures lull
range-of-motion trarrirng

xxisaixtxx torso
ot nroworni or ira rams wooroina a waxed

Join club

4,11
SUPER PULLOVER This machine pros

MULTI BICEPS An usualii versahle mach re the MartiBrceos provides biceps worn in at least eight ways 14 both
arms together. 121 both arms, Iternating, 131 both brms duo-

•BOOPANAL This rnalamit was0,Ser roars In the craorebpownt stage
S.rce thecnbeCreS OS the rnelseClrO...5.0..
ran. Ibr,ira.S but
C. ornpa tan, coSenet.Caer tn. AbOgcnara. rnacf.ne .s a *Oro.. ac101s,
to the Nautilus System rhe mach...a u0shaS
111.
,acbustable sear 050
paCIS Su,r,aOestme.ts are ovarian: because true

adeistible seal enables various-sized

Weir shoulder pints precisely with tile
mach•ne A large, ruggedly construi led
T
.0er 'Pul users owe to witt.stariil hard.
Irr

50%•

We are on schedule for our grand opening. Equipment is arriving daily! We are inviting the 1st 100 MEMBERS to save
off our regular membership fee of $25 month. The 1st 100 people to join will save 50% by pre-paying only $149 for the 1st year.
That's Only $12.50 a month! This Offer absolutely applies only
to the 1st 100 members.
By special arrangement, you can deposit your membership
fee in an *Escrow Account with Home Federal Savings & Loan.
P.O: Box 1111. Murray. Ky.
(REMEMBER. THIS OFFER 6001) ONLV TO THE 1ST 100
MEMBERS & DEFINITELV EXPIRES AUGUST 1ST!

DOUBLE CHES.
! I hi pre-exriaiistion 7,,,,,,,e
the Arru Cross and the Dec,ine Press '..
4,m Crags isolates th4 pectorals rnalor muscles by Dial cg
(itianee o
'r -'tt-1e elbows Inc trainee br,reaeh,s elbows
together in front of his body as 'Matron Ohl ors aror,c1 the
OSMAN** After the ftnei repetition of the Arm Cross me
tf•inee immediately pushes tr.p t9ot pecla, •,,,,,,, ,- ;,.... '.50
S beside the chest His hands grasp the r •
forms a decene press•ng motion As the elts-, the triceps towe the pectorars to a • ileeoei .,iair
Ifthausbon .

two exercises
'
.

.
se

Be One of the 1ST 100 To Save!!
•

LPG E alt NSlON The knees the largest loin, of the human •Nautirus body Ifisalscronsof the moSt Confuter, and vulnerable pasts
t hree-maror muscle groups contribute to the stability ca the, *Lite Cycles
knee Of these. the miacloreps of the front'thigh and ale
•'strings of the hacS thigh are the most Important The
'tension designed In provide direct exercise tor the
,serge In rotate the MI,around
• •CPCPC /4:arrt.”.1151.1P
rue.. Oct extendrng and stiaidhleninb •rie ed
A
• pound setactorised weight stack a copnected to the leg
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*Aerobics
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Please accept the enclosed check for $149 to secure 1
my membership in club NAUTILUS.
•4000 lbs
.1 understand this $ cannot be witheffawn until club Free Weights
NAUTfLUS is open for business at 1415 Olive St., Mur- *Global .10
I Station
roy, Ky.
I *Expert
NAME
I Super 'sort
•Indiyidualized
ADblieSS
I Workouts
PHONE
AMOUNT EigCLOSED $ 149
I
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For More Information Contac
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Miirrav,
42071
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Exercising, eating do affect each other, says MCCH dietician
lose weight. And they're
right! These days,
Americans are not only
concerned with the
calories they eat, but
also how 'many they
burn each day.

BY LORI CROUCH
MCCH Registered
Dietician
Millions of Americans
are now starting exercise programs because
they think it'll help them

But how, exactly, do
workouts help you stay
thin? Do they lower
your appetite? Change
your metabolic rate? If
you keep exercising,
will you keep losing

We have New Exciting
Makeup for Lips & Eyes!

weight? And if you stop,
will you gain it back?
Until recently, no one
really knew the answers
to the above questions,
but the fitness boom has
brought with it a boom
in research. When it
comes to weight control,
they're (researchers)
coming up with some
surprising findings.
Exercising people are
hungry people! Exercise regularly and you'll
probably want to take in
more calories, but you
can still become
thinner.
For about 30 years,

dieticians thought exercise had an immediate
effect on your weight: it
killed your appetite. The
change was thought to
occur in two stages. You
were supposed to
become less hungry
when you first went
from an inactive life to
moderate workouts,
then more hungry. as
you got into serious
calorie burning
exercise.
Now for the first time,.
scientists have been
conducting experiments
and they've found a
very different result. No

AVON

by Faye McClure
753-0232

Call 753-3753
for your appointment
in our suntan bed!

BOLD LIQUIDATORS
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
I.

What Better Way To Look Good
Than Wrap-Your-WIin
14 Kt. Gold!

c

•Skin care for all skin types
'Gifts for all occasions
'Day and night fragrances
•All products at affordable prices
All representatives are trained to answer any
question on beauty & skincare.

C

ce

C
C
Summer Special

•

12 Visits in the
Silver Solarium Tanning Bed
$30

Judith Darnell's
Beauty. Shop
Open: Wed.-Sat.
2 mile N. of Coldwater

489-2826

Affordable For Everyone

Compare
And
Save
We Want
To Be Your
Discount
Jewelry
Dealer.

Bracelets starting
as low -as $20.00.
Chains starting
as low as $30.00.
Solid Gold ..,
Earrings as low
as $20.00.

90-Day
Lay-Away

Call Jane McCuiston at

,Jane's
Tanfastic Tan

ROY'SPHARMACY
Olympic Plaza
641 N. Murray
753=2360

753-6649

'€nc

mile on 121 South

one really becomes less
hungry when they exercise. People who start
exercising, and are
allowed to eat as much
as they want, either
keep eating the same
amount or immediately
begin eating more. It
depends on how heavy
they are to begin with.
Scientists found obese
people who were put on
an exercise regimen but
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were allowed to eat
what they choose, kept
thier diets more or less
constant, even though
they were burning more
calories than before.
The result — they lost
weight.
This same experiment
was then tried on people
who were close to their
ideal body weight and
found a very different
pattern. It's almost as

the
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though their bodies
knew they didn't have
much to lose.
For moderately
overweight people, the
results fall somewhere
in between.
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(Cont'd from page 3)
disturbing natural
peach-fuzz covering.
,Shaving and
depilatories cannot
discriminate and
remove both types of
hair.
The degree of discomfort depends on personal
sensitivity to pain, the
area being treated, and
the competence of the
operator. The area being treated may turn
red for a short time
after treatment. .
Hair that has been
tweezed, shaved or
removed by depilatories
will be thicker and
coarser than untampered hair. It is
harder to remove the
first time it is treated,
but these hairs can be
removed permanently.
Almost all areas of the
female body can be
treated, such as the
face, eyebrows,
neckline, stomach,
chest, legs and
underarms. Age is not a
factor, whether electrolysis is being conducted on a young nr.0. elderly person.
The best place' to find
an electrologist is to ask'
your doctor or dermatologist to recommend one. Other wags
Include asking friends,
other patients, or by
consulting the Yellow
Pages.
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These college students looking to change the way America sits
ROCHESTER, N.Y.
(AP) — Some college
design students have
taken the roll out of
rocking with a chair
that just Might change
the way America sits.
Their "exercise rocking chair" — originally
designed for the elderly
— combines the
soothing motion of a
rocker with the safety
and stability of an
armchair.
It looks like a rocker
built inside a frame, anchored by pivots at the
bottom. The armrests
are stationary, so a sitter can exercise by
pumping it with either
arms or legs.
Furniture experts say
the unpatented design
seems to be unique.
"It's a dynamite idea.
I see it as the kind of
chair you Could, really
have in every living
room in the United
States. It's not the kind
of thing that just Grandma would use," said
Patricia Moore, a New
York City designer.
"The potential here
for waking up an industry is commendable," said Ms. Moore,
who once traveled the
country disguised as an
old woman to document
the plight of the elderly.
The chair was designed by five industrialdesign students at
Rochester Institute of
Technology for a competition organized by
Armco Inc. of Middletown, Ohio. Ms.
Moore, an RIT
graduate, lectured the
students last fall and
judged the competition
, this spring.

•111,

Doctors say rocking
increases the heart's
output, promotes
respiration, discourages
lung congestion,
stimulates muscle tone
and fosters a sense of
well-being.
Those qualities have
made the rocking chair
a symbol of home and
old age since before the
days of Whistler's
Mother.
A traditional rocker,
tftbugh, can frustrate infirm people who can't
hoist themselves in and
out without -risking a
fail.
Richard Daley, 23, of
Pittsford, and four
fellow industrialdesign
students at RIT made
the chair for an assignment to Invent an exercise device for senior
citizens.

"We wanted to come
up with something that
would fit into the home
better than exercise
machines, and this
seemed to do the trick,"
said Daley, who had the
original idea.
Blond, tapered hardwood and the blue cotton
twill of its seat and back
give the rocker a Scandinavian look.
"Some of the chairs
out there for the elderly
either look too medical
or too designed-fortheelderly," Daley said.
"I think they have just
as much sense of
aesthetics as we do."
The students did not
uncover anything like
their chair in research

last fall, according to
RIT professors Craig
McArt and Jim Sias.

Exercise

. The rocker is not like
a glider, with a seat that
swings- from chains or

Rent Your Exercise
Equipment Form Us:

rods, nor is it a simple
platform rocker. The
key to its design is the
pair of V-shaped pivot

•Stationary Exerise
Bicycles
•Treadmill
•Rowing machine
•Message Roller
•Belt Vibrator

grooves near the floor
where the curved rocker
planks are connected to
the frame.
So far the chair is one
of a kind, and the
students have no plans
to mass-produce it or
even seek a patent, Sias
said. That makes the
design fair game for any
furniture maker.

Don't waste your money by
buying our products with a
question mark. Try before you
buy with a free makeover at:

We'll Help
You Get
Into Shape
We're Growing
To Get Your
Business
753-8201

RENTAL4SALES

CENTER
200€ Mom

MERLE noRmffl

753-820]

•r

Personalized Skin Care and Makeup
Bel Air Career

tb.

753-6926

vr
1_

,

9-filibilly Barn _
753- 9-6 Mon.-Sat. 46-84N.
8214 Closed Sunday 12th

\A

Eat Right And
Stay In Shape
For Summer!
Visit Flippens For
All Your Fruit
& Vegetable Needs

Beauty Salon
"Your Full Service Salon"
1600 Dodson/753-8282

Our List Of Services
•Nails
•Colors
•Cuts
•Hot Wax
•Perms
•Hi-lites

Covers;
•Facials
•Manicures
•Frost

Call Us For All Your Needs
gra

'4'

Fresh, HomegrOwn
Vegetables
Tomatoes

Bell Peppers
Squash
-volthubarb

Cucumbers

Tref Run Jun* Apples
$4 Half Bushel

Northrup King Sweet Corn
$1.25 doz.
We have South Carolina
Freestone Peaches and
Georgia Watermelons

1

0.1

Lots, Vicki, Mary, Jacquie, Wanda, Charlotte
Mon.-Fri.8-5
Sat. 8-2
Open Late by Appointment

'IP

753-8282
IP
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Omni-tron broadens
scope of hospital's
therapy department
Hospital.
The syste_m_-_-,_
representing an equipment investment at the
hospital of more than
$21,000 and teehnically
known as Omni-tron —
is the newest type of
equipment available in

A highly sophisticated
and computerized
rehabilitation and conditioning system has added a new and extensive
dimension to the
phy.sical therapy
department at MurrayCalloay County

•

SUMMER SPECIAL
Perm & Cut $25-$30
4%
THE (--- 2.
-.0.1341 —11-Cy
., '1
L..ii?lacy

...

Call:
Lisa Allen
or
Lisa Morris

1411 Olive St;

•••••

753-2709
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the field of isokinetics,
training.
Installed this year, it
is being used in the
rehabilition of -patients
recoverin,g from
3urgery or injuries as
well as for muscle
testing and evaluation,
according to Stewart
Yelling, the, registered
physical therapist who
is the departmental
chairman.
The new system,
Young noted, consists of
five major components;
a disk-driven Apple He
computer; an Apple Dot
Matrix printer; a digital
display monitor; a computer disk capable of
generating an extensive
variety of testing pro- tocols; and the machine
itself with its primary
part, a hyndramlic
cylinder applying the
pressure.

Dr. Richard Brocringmeyer
&
Dr. Mary Brocringmever
Chiropractors

Scott Stockdale, a cainden, Teen. football player, is evaluated
for a knee
injury by Stewart ,outig, chief physical therapist at
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The eqIiipment is the newest of its type
available in the
field of isokinetics, or variable resistance training.

Quest for better, healthier body
draws writers to fitness forefront
NEW YORK (AP) —
steadily building over
Americans, as yet,
the past several years,
haven't gotten around to
and the • publishing intoting that barge and lifdustry, ever alert to satting that bale, but a lot
sify new book markets,
of them are running,
has been pumping out a
jogging, pumping iron,
steady stream of books
walking, exercising.
aimed at this segment of
and dieting in their pursuit of health and
contemporary society.
fitnesS.
A number of these
The quest for a better
books
have landed on
body fad has been 111

the best-seller lists.
Among the latest are
"Dr. Abravanel's Body
Type Program for
Health, Fitness and

Nutrition" (Bantam),
by Elliot D. Abravanel
and Elizabeth A. King.
and "Weight Watchers
Quick Start Program
Cookbook" (NAL
Books), by Jean
Nidetch.

cfc501-1,
Spas

Now

HEALTH
AWARENESS CENTER

••1 -our !kaki) and Comfort
Is Our Alain Concern"

Perfect For Every Body
Choice Of Features:
•Varying Styles & Sizes •Air blower
'Choice of 8 Colors
•Spaside Controls
'Lounge
'Urethane
Ihermai
•Orthopedically
Insulation
Contoured Seating
'Rigid Thermal Cover
•Integrated Step & •Underwater Light
Armrest
• Minimal Installation
'Spacious Footwell
and
Economical Operation

For The Most Refined Spa Available
See

753-2962

THORNTON TILE & MARBLE
612 South 9th
Murray. 753 5719

Call for Appointment
Emergency Calls Accepted

A SALON
DANNY HUTSON
with pleasure,
welcomes all to his
new location
at
and announces his
disassociation with
Headlines.

7.7,7•-•?%

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m:-5 p.rh.
Location:
4-mi. East on Hwy. 94 -Winn'
de.
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Americans find many ways to stress relief
By The
Associated Press
Jogging, meditating,
:hopping wood, making
pottery — these are
some of the methods
millions of Americans
have adopted in their efforts to relleVe stress. A
good bellylaugh also
may help, says a New
York doctor
Medical studies. indicate untreated stress
can result in such
physical problems as
ulcers, heart disease,
psoriasis and high blood
pressure. And long-term
stress can bring on emotional ailments such as
depression.
According to one
estimate, stress-related
illness in 1984 cost the
nation an estimated $77
billion in lost
productivity.
"The most effective
way to deal with stress
is to identify and 'address the problem producing the stress, rather
than simply dealing
with the symptoms,"
says Dr. Burton Lee,
medical director of Corporate Health Examiners in New York.
"It may be some
aspect of your job, a
problem with your
spouse, children or
friends —. even
loneliness or boredom.
Only you know for
sure."
After the cause has

been determined, going
directly to the source
may be the best approach, the doctor
suggests.
"Be realistic and
begin with the one problem you perceive to be
causing the worst
stress," Lee says. "If
It's work-retkiited,
discuss possible solutions with your boss.
"If the kids are getting on your nerves, get
together with two or
three other parents and
their kids on a weekly
basis to share the load
and have other adults to
talk to. If the person you
thought was your best
friend has stopped calling you, pick up the
phone yourself and ask

why."
The doctor says a
good bellylaugh can
relieve a stressful situation and "may indicate
that you've come to
terms with the problem
that's causing the
stress, and are ready to
do something about it."
Hobbies and outside
interests also can be used to ease the intensity
of the stress.
"The more things you
have in your life that
you enjoy and that are
important to you, the
less of your energy and
imagination will be
devoted to worrying
about the stressful element," Lee explains.
"Worrying only increases the existing
stress."
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WHILE YOU
WAIT ;
JEWELERS
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CALL 753-7695

TO OUR
MURRAY STORE
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SAVIN
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Kathleen
Turner's
Beauty Salon
Open:Tuesday-Friday
Stylists:

Mens & Womens

Leather Tennis Shoes

Kathleen Turner &
Karen Coles

By Autry, Pony, Converse, Nike

208 S. 12th
753-3588

27•95

10'

Starting As Low As $

Men's Leather

Dress & Casual Shoes
By American Gentleman, Freeman,
Street Cars and Weyenberg

Come in Out Of The Heat
And Into One Of Our 4
Klafpn-Wolff Tanning Beds!
*Completely Private

$20.00
For The Working Lady
Leather Puff-Stuffs

*Air Conditioned

In Navy, Gray and Wine
With Cushion Arch Support

10% Discount to MSU Students and faculty with
the purchase of the Initial Tan Program or
Maintenance Program. .

$27.95
Other Ladies Shoes

Summer Hours:
Mon.:Fri. 8 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sat. 9-5
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$10.95
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FACTORY DISCOUNT SHOES
16th and Main.

753-9419

•
Suutanning Studio
Open Daily
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-8593
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stick to strict schedule

Avoid being a
By The Associated Press

People who overexercise in their pursuit of
physical fitness actually
may be "fit-aholics"
who suffer an emotional
disorder, says a California psychiatrist.
"Frequently, such
people either deny or
aren't in touch with the
problem situations in
their life," explains Dr.

Joan Baiog, assistant
clinical professor at the
University of Southern
California.
"Adhering to a strict
fitness schedule is their
way of avoiding feelings
such as anger, anxiety
-"Or depreSsion."
The difference between a person who-has a
realistic attitude
towards fitness and one

who is driven to consistently do more, lies in
the ability to take exercise or leave it on any
particular day, says
Balog, who also is director of the Lifestyle
Dynamics counseling
center in Pasadena.
Balog, who has
treated compulsive patients for more than 20
years, sees in them a

predisposition toward
rigidity and control,
with an overwhelming
desire to have
guarantees over life
situations as well as a
need to shape the outcome of circumstances
where they often have
little or no control.
The key to treatment
of the fit-aholic, he says,
is an awareness and

•

••••

honesty about the problem itself.
"The ,compulsiv exerciser should be
couraged to open 'y
discuss his or her feelings without judgment
from the listener — be it
a friend, family
memberor
psychotherapist,"
Balog says.
"It's essential that
there be an open arena
where everything from
fear, rage and "ambivalence can be looked
at, examined and
addressed."In addition to some
form or individual or
group counseling, he
adds, behavorial
measures, should be
taken to break the
vicious cycle -of "having

to" exercise. Balog
suggests:
Introduce variety
/ your life. "Give
yourself a -chance to
miss the exercise session or run by scheduling another activity in
that time slot. Do
anything that's nonfitness related."
.0. Take'a weekend or
a week off on vacation
where you are
geographically SOPTIOVed from your routine
and everyday schedule.
"This will give you a
chance to see you can
function without a rigid
activity plan."
Make sure there is
a person or people With
whom you can share Innermost feelings.

Phone: 753-7132
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Latest in Hair_ Cutting.
Coloring, Perming,, Etc.

eN

1304 Chestnut S
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•

Seafood
Education

11.

Summertime is Slimmer time!

Most seafoods contain low amounts
of fat, and therefore low in ealories,
s, • but also provide top quality protein,
minerals and vitamins to meet the
body's daily requirements. For
example:

•

We can help you look your very best.
Have one of our proffessionals cut, style, color, frost, or
perm your hair. You'll be proud to see yourself in the mirror
and say.. Looking Good!
VISC

•
Murray
Paducah
Olympic Plaza
2608 Park Ave.
753-0542
442-4386
Open Monday Thru Saturday

NO-APPOINTMENT NECESSAR Y!!!
OWHID AND oPtRATED BY

TOM & YVONNE KEY

•

The original family haircutters.

Shellfish....Less than 100
calories per 4 oz. serving.
Beef....300 or more calories
per 4 oz. serving
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MOIrklit Quo,•
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'Fiugastic
Sans

For the calories conscious, seafood
offers a distinct advantage over other
protein sources _that are high in fat.

The
Seafood
Express

VISIT SOON!

•

1804 Coldwater Rd. & 5 Pts.)
753-6149
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